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A USER INTERFACE AND SYSTEM FOR SUPPLYING GASES TO AN AIRWAY

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates to user interfaces and respiratory therapy systems

comprising user interfaces, for conveying gases to and/or from a user, and in

particular but not limited to, respiratory systems adapted to provide multiple types

of respiratory therapy to a user, and patient interfaces and devices for such

systems.

BACKGROUND ART

Patients may lose respiratory function during anaesthesia, or sedation, or more

generally during certain medical procedures. Prior to a medical procedure a patient

may be pre-oxygenated by a medical professional to provide a reservoir of oxygen

saturation, and this pre-oxygenation is generally carried out with a bag and a face

mask. Once under general anaesthesia, patients must be intubated to ventilate the

patient. In some cases, intubation is completed in 30 to 60 seconds, but in other

cases, particularly if the patient's airway is difficult to traverse (for example, due to

cancer, severe injury, obesity or spasm of the neck muscles), intubation will take

significantly longer. While pre-oxygenation provides a buffer against declines in

oxygen saturation, for long intubation procedures, it is necessary to interrupt the

intubation process and reapply the face mask to increase the patient's oxygen

saturation to adequate levels. The interruption of the intubation process may

happen several times for difficult intubation processes, which is time consuming

and puts the patient at severe health risk. After approximately three attempts at

intubation the medical procedure will be abandoned.

I n procedures where multiple respiratory support systems are required, there may

be a concern that the combination(s) of support systems could cause excessive

pressure delivery (for example when a cannula is in place on a patient and an

anaesthetist wishes to deliver support through a mask over top of the cannula).

Furthermore, switching between difference support systems may be time

consuming or difficult. It may therefore be desirable to have a configuration that

allows easy interchange between respiratory support, for example support via high



flow and respiratory support via a face mask and bag. It would may also be

desirable to allow gas flows to be quickly and easily turned off or reduced.

In this specification, where reference has been made to external sources of

information, including patent specifications and other documents, this is generally

for the purpose of providing a context for discussing the features of the present

invention. Unless stated otherwise, reference to such sources of information is not

to be construed, in any jurisdiction, as an admission that such sources of

information are prior art or form part of the common general knowledge in the art.

SUMMARY

It is an object of this disclosure to provide for a respiratory therapy system, or

devices or patient interfaces therefore, which go at least some way towards

providing for an alternative or for providing the industry/public with a useful choice.

In one aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory apparatus for providing

respiratory support to a patient, the apparatus comprising:

a nasal interface and a gas conduit for delivering a flow of gases to an outlet

of the nasal interface, and a device and/or a sensing arrangement adapted to

configure the apparatus between a first configuration for providing a first level of

the flow of gases to the outlet and a second configuration for providing a second

level of the flow of gases to the outlet, the second level less than the first level,

wherein the device and/or the sensor arrangement is located at the nasal interface

or at or near to a patient end of the conduit.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory apparatus for providing

respiratory support to a patient, the apparatus comprising:

a nasal interface and a gas conduit for delivering a flow of gases to an outlet

of the nasal interface, and a device adapted to configure the gas conduit between a

first configuration for providing a first level of the flow of gases to the outlet and a

second configuration for providing a second level of the flow of gases to the outlet,

the second level less than the first level,

a sensing arrangement comprising a first pressure sensor located

downstream of the device, and a second pressure sensor located upstream of the



device, such that the first or second configuration of the conduit can be determined

based on a generated signal or output from the first and second sensors.

The first configuration may be an open configuration and the second configuration

may be a partially or substantially closed configuration, the second level of the flow

of gases being substantially less than the first level or is a substantially zero flow of

the flow of gases.

The device may comprises a collapsible portion of the gas conduit configured to

transition between the first configuration and the second configuration.

The gas conduit may comprise a bulkhead or pair of bulkheads within the

collapsible portion,

in the first configuration the conduit comprising a gap between the bulkhead

and a side wall of the conduit or between the pair of bulkheads to allow the first

level of the flow of gases, and

in the second configuration the bulkhead moved towards the side wall of the

conduit or the bulkheads moved towards each other to allow the second level of the

flow of gases.

The collapsible portion may be adapted to transition from the first configuration to

the second configuration when: (i) a second patient interface is located upon the

collapsible portion, or (ii) a user presses the collapsible portion.

The device may comprise a valve configurable between the first and second

configurations.

In the second configuration the valve may vent or divert at least a portion of the

flow of gases from the apparatus.

The device may comprise a pressure relief device, and in the first configuration is in

a closed or non-venting configuration, and in the second configuration is in an open

or venting configuration to vent or divert at least a portion of the flow of gases from

the apparatus.



The valve may vent or divert the portion of the flow of gases in a direction away

from the patient.

The valve may be adapted to switch from the first configuration to the second

configuration when: (i) a second patient interface is located upon at least a

component of the valve, or (ii) a user presses at least a component of the valve.

The nasal interface may comprise the device, or the gas conduit may be connected

or connectable to the nasal interface and comprises the device.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a system for providing respiratory

support to a patient comprising:

a first respiratory support system comprising a first patient interface for

providing a first flow of gases to the patient,

the first patient interface being independently locatable upon the patient,

wherein the system comprises a device and/or a sensing arrangement, such

that with the first patient interface located upon the patient, the device and/or

sensing arrangement is configured to facilitate a switching of the system between

different respiratory modes:

- in a first respiratory mode, the device allowing delivery of the first flow of

gases to an outlet of the first patient interface when a second patient interface is

absent or removed from the patient and/or when a second flow of gases is stopped

from being delivered to the patient by the second patient interface,

- in a second respiratory mode, the device reducing or stopping delivery of

the first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface when the second

patient interface is located together with the first patient interface upon the patient

and/or when the second flow of gases is delivered to the patient by the second

patient interface.

The system may comprise:

a second respiratory support system comprising the second patient interface

for providing the second flow of gases to the patient,

said first and second interfaces each being independently locatable upon the

patient.



In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a system for providing respiratory

support to a patient comprising:

a first respiratory support system comprising a first patient interface for

providing a first flow of gases to the patient,

a second respiratory support system comprising a second patient interface

for providing a second flow of gases to the patient,

said first and second interfaces each being independently locatable upon the

patient,

wherein the first respiratory support system comprises a device and/or a

sensing arrangement, such that with the first patient interface located upon the

patient, the device and/or a sensing arrangement is configured to facilitate a

switching of the system between different respiratory modes:

- in a first respiratory mode, the device allowing delivery of the first flow of

gases to an outlet of the first patient interface when a second patient interface is

absent or removed from the patient and/or when a second flow of gases is stopped

from being delivered to the patient by the second patient interface,

- in a second respiratory mode, the device reducing or stopping delivery of

the first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface when the second

patient interface is located together with the first patient interface upon the patient

and/or when the second flow of gases is delivered to the patient by a second

patient interface.

The first patient interface may be a nasal interface, such as a nasal cannula, and

the second patient interface may be a face mask or oral mask.

The device or sensing arrangement may be adapted to switch the system from the

first mode to the second mode by the closure or partial closure of a gas conduit

providing the first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface.

The device or sensing arrangement may be adapted to switch the system from the

second mode to the first mode by opening a gas conduit or allowing a gas conduit

to provide the first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface.

The first respiratory support system may comprise a first gas conduit and the

device, the device comprising a collapsible portion of the first gas conduit

configured to transition between a first configuration for providing a first level of the



first flow of gases to the outlet and a second configuration for providing a second

level of the first flow of gases to the outlet, the second level less than the first level,

and one or both of:

wherein the system switches from the first respiratory mode to the second

respiratory mode by transitioning the collapsible portion from the first configuration

to the second configuration,

wherein the system switches from the second respiratory mode to the first

respiratory mode by transitioning the collapsible portion from the second

configuration to the first configuration.

The first configuration may be an open configuration and the second configuration

may be a partially or substantially closed configuration, the second level of the first

flow of gases being substantially less than the first level or is a substantially zero

flow of the first flow of gases.

The collapsible portion may be adapted to transition from the first configuration to

the second configuration when the second patient interface is located upon the

collapsible portion.

The second patient interface may be a face mask and the collapsible portion is

adapted to be collapsed to the second configuration by a mask seal of the face

mask.

The collapsible portion may be adapted to form a seal with the mask seal when in

the second configuration, and/or wherein the collapsible portion is adapted to

collapse to allow the mask seal to form a seal with the patient's face.

The collapsible portion may comprise a cross section comprising a hinged or

articulated or a concertina-type or bellows-type conduit wall arrangement allowing

for the collapsible portion to be collapsed from the first condition to the second

condition under application of a force or load acting on the collapsible portion.

The first patient interface may comprise the collapsible portion of the first conduit,

or the first gas conduit may be connected or connectable to the first patient

interface and comprises the collapsible portion of the first conduit.



The first respiratory support system may comprise the device, the device may

comprise a valve for controlling the delivery of the first flow of respiratory gases to

the outlet of the first patient interface, and wherein the system switches from the

first respiratory mode to the second respiratory mode by switching the valve

between a first configuration for providing a first level of the first flow of gases to

the outlet and a second configuration for providing a second level of the first flow of

gases to the outlet, the second level less than the first level.

The first patient interface may comprise the valve, or the first respiratory support

system may comprise a first gas conduit for providing the first flow of gases to the

first patient interface, the first gas conduit comprising said valve.

The first configuration may be an open configuration and the second configuration

may be a partially or substantially closed configuration, the second level of the first

flow of gases being substantially less than the first level or is a substantially zero

flow of the first flow of gases.

In the second configuration the valve may vent or divert at least a portion of the

first flow of gases from the first respiratory support system.

The valve may be a pressure relief device, and in the first configuration may be in a

closed or non-venting configuration, and in the second configuration may be in an

open or venting configuration to vent or divert at least a portion of the first flow of

gases from the first respiratory support system.

The valve may vent or divert the portion of the first flow of gases in a direction

away from the patient.

The valve may be adapted to switch between the first configuration and the second

configuration by applying a portion of the second patient interface against at least a

component of the valve.

The second patient interface may be a face mask and the portion is a mask seal of

the face mask.



The system or apparatus may comprise the sensing arrangement, the sensing

arrangement generating a signal or output to facilitate the switching of the device

between the first and second configurations.

The system or apparatus may comprise the sensing arrangement, the sensing

arrangement generating a signal or output to facilitate the switching of the system

or apparatus between the first and second respiratory modes or configurations in

response to a sensed condition.

A sensor or sensors of the sensing arrangement may be associated with one or

more of:

i . the first patient interface or the nasal interface,

ii. the second patient interface,

iii. both the first and second patient interfaces,

iv. an item associated with the first patient interface,

v . an item associated with the second patient interface,

vi. an item associated both the first and second patient interfaces,

vii. an item to be associated with the patient.

The sensor or sensors may generate the signal or output upon sensing a change in

condition in the gas conduit, or the first respiratory support system comprises a first

gas conduit and the sensor or sensors generate the signal or output upon sensing a

change in condition in the first gas conduit.

The sensor may sense a change in pressure in the gas conduit or first gas conduit

and/or an occlusion of the gas conduit or first gas conduit.

The first respiratory support system may comprise the device, and the sensor

arrangement comprises a first pressure sensor located downstream of the device, a

second pressure sensor located upstream of the device, and a controller configured

to determine, based on a generated signal or output from the first and second

sensors, when the system switches or is to switch between the first and second

respiratory modes.

The sensor may sense an in-situ combination of the or a second patient interface

with the first patient interface or the nasal interface.



The sensor may be arranged to sense a pressure external of the first patient

interface or nasal interface and internal of the or a second patient interface, when

the first patient interface or the nasal interface and the second interface are in an

in-situ combination.

The system may comprise a controller adapted to receive said signal or output and

in response activates or controls one or more of the following system outcomes:

one or more of a visual, or audible, or haptic, or tactile alarm or warning:

- indicative of one or other of the first and second respiratory modes, or

- indicative of the switching between the first and second respiratory modes,

or

- to alert a user to switch between the first and second respiratory modes, or

a flow controller device, including a valve or flow generator or pressure relief

device, for controlling the first flow of gas to the outlet of the first patient

interface.

The system may comprise a spacer component as a block or mount, wherein the

spacer component may comprise a channel or groove or pathway for receiving a

portion of the gas conduit and a sealing surface over which a seal of the second

patient interface forms a seal together with patient's face.

The spacer component may be the item associated with the first patient interface,

the second patient interface, both the first and second patient interfaces, or the

patient.

The second patient interface may comprise:

a body, said body comprising an aperture or a port allowing for

communication of gases to and/or from a gas supply or source to an interior volume

of the second patient interface, the interior volume defined by an interior of the

body and the face of the user,

a seal provided for creating or forming of a seal between the body and the

patient's face so that the interior volume is a sealed interior volume, and



wherein the seal may be adapted or configured to accommodate the creating

or forming of the seal between the body and the patient's face and facilitate a gas

conduit or the first patient interface extending between the body and the patient's

face into the sealed interior volume.

The first respiratory support system may comprise a pressure relief device located

upstream of the device to vent or divert at least a portion of the first flow of gases

from the first respiratory support system.

The first respiratory support system may comprise a one way valve to prevent or

reduce a back flow in the first respiratory support system from the second

respiratory support system.

The second patient interface may be a hand held patient interface.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a patient interface comprising:

a first gases lumen adapted to receive gases from a gases source,

wherein a first portion of the first gases lumen is configured to transition

from a first configuration in which a first level of gases is able to pass through the

first portion of the first gases lumen to a second configuration in which a second

level of gases is able to pass through the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may transition or progress between the

first and second configurations based on a relative level of force applied to an

external wall, or experienced by an internal wall, of the first portion of the first

gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may transition or progress between the

first and second configurations based on a level of pressure of gases passing

through the first portion of the gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may be in the first configuration when

gases having pressures above a first predetermined pressure level are passing

through the first gases lumen and the first portion of the first gases lumen may be



in the second configuration when gases having pressures below the first

predetermined pressure level are passing through the first gases lumen.

The first configuration may be a substantially open configuration and the

second configuration is a substantially closed configuration.

The first level of gases may be greater than the second level of gases.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise a wall that is thinner

than one or more walls of other portions of the first gases lumen.

The patient interface may further comprise a substantially smooth, or

substantially linear, transition in thickness between the wall of the first portion of

the first gases lumen and the one or more walls of other portions of the first gases

lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise a wall that is more

flexible than walls of other portions of the first gases lumen, preferably the (more

flexible) wall is formed at least in part from a material that is more flexible than the

wall or walls of other portions of the first gases lumen.

A wall of the first portion of the first gases lumen may be configured to

substantially collapse or be collapsible or does not retain a gases or fluid pathway

or is substantially not self-supporting when in the second configuration.

The cross-sectional area of the first portion of the first gases lumen when

taken along the length of the first gases lumen may be substantially reduced (e.g.

may be reduced to zero) when in the second configuration, optionally may assume

a substantially flat or flattened shape when in the second configuration.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise an element about, or

within or under a wall of the first portion of the first gases lumen adapted to limit

compression of the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The element may be configured to promote the passage of a minimum level of

gases flow through the first portion of the first gases lumen regardless of the

configuration of the first portion of the first gases lumen. Optionally, such an

element may be a reinforcement element.



The first gases lumen may comprise an element at or near a wall of the first

gases lumen adapted to limit compression of the first gases lumen, wherein the

strength, thickness and/or width of the element is decreased at or near the first

portion of the first gases lumen.

The patient interface may comprise a substantially smooth, or substantially

linear, transition in strength, thickness and/or width of the element from a portion

of the element at or near the first portion of the first gases lumen to one or more

portions of the or another element distal from the first portion of the first gases

lumen.

The patient interface may further comprise a second gases lumen extending

along at least an inner region of the first gases lumen through, at or near the first

portion of the first gases lumen.

The second gases lumen may be less compressible or may be more resistant

to a compression than the first portion of the first gases lumen. In some such

configurations, a wall of the second gases lumen is formed at least in part from a

material that is more rigid or less flexible than a wall of the first portion of the first

gases lumen. Optionally, the second gases lumen may be formed by the element or

elements (such as a reinforcement element) when the element or a plurality of

elements are brought together. For example, a reinforcement element may be

shaped or configured or otherwise adapted to interact with a wall of the first gases

lumen to provide for a second gases lumen, alternatively reinforcement elements

may be brought together in a configuration for formation of the second gases

lumen, and optionally the closure of the first gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may be wider than, or is larger or

presents a wider or larger cross-sectional surface area, or may be a bellowed or

enlarged localized region relative to other portions of the first gases lumen.

The patient interface may further comprises a substantially smooth, or

substantially linear, transition in width or cross-sectional area or side from the first

portion of the first gases lumen to portions of the first gases lumen distal from the

first portion of the first gases lumen.



The patient interface may further comprise a pressure relief arrangement

adapted to reduce the pressure of gases in the first gases lumen when the first

portion of the first gases lumen is in the second configuration.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a nasal cannula. The nasal

cannula may comprise a first tubular section; and at least one nasal delivery

element (e.g. at least one nasal prong) in fluid (e.g. pneumatic) communication

with the first tubular section, one or more of the at least one nasal delivery

elements adapted to rest in one or more nares of a user; wherein the first tubular

section comprises a first gases lumen adapted to receive gases from a gases

source; and wherein a first portion of the first gases lumen comprises a greater

propensity than other portions of the first gases lumen to progress from a first

configuration in which a first level of gases is able to pass through the first portion

of the first gases lumen to a second configuration in which a second level of gases

is able to pass through the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The at least one nasal delivery element may be adapted to non-sealingly rest

in or be located within one or more nares of the user.

A flow manifold may be interposed between the first tubular section and the

at least one nasal delivery element.

The at least one nasal delivery element may extend from the flow manifold.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may progress between the first and

second configurations based on a level of force applied to an external wall or an

internal wall (e.g. as experienced by an internal wall) of the first portion of the first

gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may progress between the first and

second configurations based, at least in part, on a level of pressure of gases passing

through the first portion of the gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may be in the first configuration

when gases having pressures above a first predetermined pressure level are

passing through the first gases lumen and the first portion of the first gases lumen

may be in the second configuration when gases having pressures below the first

predetermined pressure level are passing through the first gases lumen.



The first configuration may be a substantially open configuration and the

second configuration is a substantially closed configuration.

The first level of gases may be greater than the second level of gases.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise a wall that is thinner

than one or more walls of other portions of the first gases lumen.

The nasal cannula may further comprise a substantially smooth transition in

thickness between the wall of the first portion of the first gases lumen and the one

or more walls of other portions of the first gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise a wall formed at least

in part from a material that is more flexible than walls of other portions of the first

gases lumen.

A wall of the first portion of the first gases lumen may be configured to

substantially collapse or be non-self-supporting in the second configuration.

The cross-sectional area of the first portion of the first gases lumen when

taken along the length of the first gases lumen may be substantially reduced (e.g.

may be reduced to zero) when in the second configuration, optionally may assume

a substantially flat or flattened shape or configuration when in the second

configuration.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may comprise a reinforcement

element about, within or under a wall of the first portion of the first gases lumen

adapted to limit compression of the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The reinforcement element may be configured to promote the passage of a

minimum level of gases flow through the first portion of the first gases lumen

regardless of the configuration of the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The first gases lumen may comprise a reinforcement element at or near a wall

of the first gases lumen adapted to limit compression of the first gases lumen,

wherein the strength, thickness and/or width of the reinforcement element is

decreased at or near the first portion of the first gases lumen.



The nasal cannula may comprise a substantially smooth, or substantially

linear, transition in strength, thickness and/or width of the reinforcement element

from a portion of the reinforcement element at or near the first portion of the first

gases lumen to one or more portions of the reinforcement element distal from or

adjacent to the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may have a greater propensity than

other portions of the first gases lumen to transition from a first configuration in

which a first level of gases is able to pass through the first portion of the first gases

lumen to a second configuration in which a second level of gases is able to pass

through the first portion of the first gases lumen.

The nasal cannula may further comprise a second gases lumen extending

along at least an inner region of the first gases lumen at or near the first portion of

the first gases lumen.

The second gases lumen may be less compressible than the first portion of the

first gases lumen.

A wall of the second gases lumen may be formed at least in part from a

material that is more rigid or less flexible than a wall of the first portion of the first

gases lumen.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may be wider than or is larger or

presents a wider or larger cross-sectional surface area, or may be a bellowed or

enlarged localized region relative to other portions of the first gases lumen.

The nasal cannula may further comprise a substantially smooth, or

substantially linear transition in width from the first portion of the first gases lumen

to portions of the first gases lumen distal from the first portion of the first gases

lumen.

The nasal cannula may further comprise a pressure relief valve, device or

arrangement adapted to reduce or alleviate the pressure of gases in the first gases

lumen when the first portion of the first gases lumen is in the second configuration.

The nasal cannula may further comprise one or more attachment structures

secured or attached or connected to one or more user facing portions of the nasal



cannula, the one or more attachment structures adapted to fasten or attach or

connect the nasal cannula to the face of the user (optionally in a removable

manner).

The one or more attachment structures may be adapted to interface with one

or more fixation structures secured to the face to fasten the nasal cannula to the

face, such as in a removable manner.

The at least one nasal delivery element may be shaped or angled such that it

extends inwardly towards a septum of the user.

The at least one nasal delivery element may be shaped or angled such that a

tip of the at least one nasal delivery element points, in use, towards a back of the

user's head, or is angled to direct a flow of supplied gases toward the back or an

inner-more region of a user's nare or nares.

A respiratory support system is disclosed, the respiratory system may

comprise a first respiratory support subsystem and a second respiratory support

subsystem, wherein the first respiratory support subsystem comprises the patient

interface as described, and wherein the system is configured to switch delivery of

respiratory support to a patient from the first subsystem to the second subsystem

when said first portion of the first gases lumen of the patient interface transitions

from said first configuration to said second configuration.

The first respiratory support subsystem may be a high flow system.

The first respiratory support subsystem may further comprise the nasal

cannula described.

The second respiratory support subsystem may comprise a face mask.

The first portion of the first gases lumen may transition from the first

configuration to the second configuration when compressed by a seal of the face

mask.

A method of switching between two respiratory support modes is disclosed,

wherein a first respiratory support mode delivers respiratory support to a patient

using the patient interface described, and comprising a step of transitioning said

first portion of the first gases lumen from said first configuration, in which the first



respiratory support mode delivers respiratory support to the patient, to said second

configuration in which a second respiratory support mode delivers respiratory

support to the patient.

The first mode may be a high flow therapy mode.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a conduit comprising a collapsible

portion, wherein the collapsible portion comprises a cross section comprising a

hinged or articulated or a concertina-type or bellows-type conduit wall arrangement

allowing for the collapsible portion to be collapsed from the first condition to the

second condition under application of a force or load acting on the collapsible

portion.

The cross section may comprise a single folding portion on a side of the collapsible

portion extending between an outer side of the conduit and an inner side of the

conduit, in use the inner side of the conduit in contact with a patient's face, and

wherein

the folding portion comprises a pair of side portions, the side portions

diverging from a folding point to present an externally facing acute or obtuse angle

when in the first condition, and in the second position the cross section deforming

at the folding point so that the pair of side portions come together to collapse the

collapsible portion to the second condition.

The cross section may comprise a first said single folding portion on a first side of

the collapsible portion, and a second said single folding portion on a second side of

the collapsible portion, the second side opposite to the first side, the first and

second folding portions extending between the outer side of the conduit and the

inner side of the conduit.

The cross section may comprise the single folding portion on a first side of the

collapsible portion and a second folding point at a second side of the collapsible

portion, the second side opposite to the first side, the outer side of the conduit and

an inner side of the conduit diverging from the second folding point.

The inner and outer sides of the conduit may fold together at the second folding

point when transitioning from the first configuration to the second configuration.



The angle may be an acute a

The angle may be less than 60degrees, or 55degrees, or 50degrees, or 45degrees,

or 40degrees, or 35degrees.

In the second condition, the collapsible portion may collapse so that external

surfaces of the side portions are in contact.

In the second condition, internal surfaces of the side portions contact internal

surfaces of the inner side and the outer side of the conduit.

In another aspect, according to this disclosure, there is provided a conduit, or

at least a part length of a conduit, for use as a part of a respiratory therapy delivery

system, the conduit or part length of the conduit comprising:

at least one form or an array of forms is/are supportive, or form a part, of a

conduit wall, an internal surface of said conduit wall forming a lumen or gas flow

path of the conduit,

the at least one form or the array of forms is/are biased so as to preferentially

maintain the lumen or gas flow path in a first condition, the first condition being a

substantially open or a substantially non-collapsed conduit wall condition,

and wherein the conduit or part length of the conduit comprising the at least

one form or the array of forms is/are configured to be distortable or buckle from the

first condition to a second condition in response to a force or load applied to an

outside surface of the conduit wall comprising the at least one form or the array of

forms,

the second condition being a substantially closed or substantially collapsed

conduit wall condition or where the lumen or gas flow path are substantially

occluded or obstructed as to a gas flow therethrough.

The at least one form or array of forms may be substantially unrestrictively

distortable or buckling in response to application of the force or load.

The distortion or buckling of the at least one form or array of forms from the

first condition to the second condition may be to a pre-determined distorted or



buckled orientation or arrangement or configuration of the least one form or the

array of forms.

The force or load applied to the outside surface of the conduit, in use, may be

sufficient to overcome the bias.

The force or load applied to the outside surface of the conduit may be, in use,

sufficient to induce distortion or buckling of the at least one form or array of forms.

The second condition may be a preferentially pre-determined re-configuration

(or re-arrangement or re-orientation) of the at least one form or the array of forms.

In the second condition, internal surfaces of the conduit wall may be brought

together upon themselves, or at least are partially brought together upon

themselves, whether into contact with, or to be substantially adjacent with, each

other, to provide for the substantially closed or substantially collapsed conduit wall

condition or where the lumen or gas flow path are substantially occluded or

obstructed as to a gas flow therethrough.

The form or the array of forms may be biased toward the first condition.

The form of the array of forms may be capable of being distorted or buckled

from the first condition toward the second condition upon application of the force or

load, yet reduction or removal of the force or load allows the form or array of forms

to return or recover the conduit to the first condition.

The form or array of forms may be independent of the conduit wall or an

internal wall surface. That is, the form or forms are not attached or connected to

the conduit wall or an internal surface thereof.

The form may be a spiralled or helically wound or coiled member being of a

pitch angle of about 20° to about 70°, or about 25° to about 65°, or about 35° to

about 55°, or about 45° from a horizontal longitudinal axis extending along the

conduit or the at least part of the conduit comprising the form or array of forms, or

being an angle relative to the conduit wall, the pitch angle being the angle between

each wind or coil of the member.

The form may be of a spiralled or helically wound or coiled member having a

pitch of greater than about /4 the internal diameter of the conduit to about 10 times



the internal diameter of the conduit, or about V 2 to about 8 times the internal

diameter of the conduit, or about 2/3 to about 6 times the internal diameter of the

conduit, or about 1 times to about 4 times the internal diameter of the conduit, or

the pitch being substantially the length as the internal diameter of the conduit,

pitch being the distance from a centre to a centre of adjacent spirals or helical

windings or coils of the member.

Tthe form may be a spiralled or helically wound or coiled member being of a

pitch angle or a pitch (or both), such that application of the load or force to an

outside surface of the conduit allows the form to fold over upon itself or to be re

oriented so that the form lies in a substantially flat orientation when in the second

condition.

The form may be a series of rings, each ring of the series including a hinged

inter-connection to at least one other ring.

The hinged inter-connection may facilitate the distortion or buckling of the

form.

The form may be a series of hingedly connected components, arranged so as

to provide for at least a substantially continuous support of the conduit wall at least

in the part length of the conduit comprising the form.

The conduit wall may comprise at least one form or an array of forms

extending substantially longitudinally along a conduit wall, or at least substantially

longitudinally along the part length of the conduit wall comprising the form.

The at least one form or the array of forms may be a flap or hinge formed as a

part of or provided at or within a conduit wall.

The flap or hinge may allow for the conduit wall to fold over upon itself.

The form or array of forms may be a concertina-type arrangement or a

bellows-type arrangement, said arrangement allowing for the conduit to be

distorted or buckled from the first condition to the second condition under

application of the force or load.

The form may be a hinge formed or integrated as a part of or provided at or

ithin a conduit wall.



A plurality of hinges may be formed as part of a conduit wall.

The hinges may extend substantially longitudinally along a conduit wall, or at

least substantially longitudinally along the part length of the conduit wall

comprising the hinges.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a conduit provided as part of a

breathing circuit or for use in a respiratory therapy delivery system, wherein the

conduit is devoid of supporting structure that otherwise maintains the conduit in

gas flow capable condition, the wall of the conduit defining a lumen therethrough,

the wall being sufficiently flexible as t o be non-self supporting.

The conduit may be maintained in a gas flow configuration by a positive

pressure of gas provided to the lumen of the conduit.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a conduit for supplying or

delivering a gas t o a patient interface, the conduit comprising:

a one-way valve, and

relative to the flow of gas being delivered to the interface, and upstream of

the one-way valve, is a vent or pressure relief valve for venting or relieving of

pressure build-up within the lumen of the conduit above a pre-set or pre

determined pressure level (e.g. the vent or pressure relief valve can be configured

to "open" or release pressure once a pre-set pressure or pre-determined pressure

within the conduit is reached)

and wherein the one-way valve prevents the flow of gas upstream from the

patient interface.

The build-up of pressure may be experienced upon application of a

subsequent respiratory therapy being administered to the patient, not limited to,

but including, application of a full face mask delivering a respiratory therapy to the

patient of a pressure P2, while the pressure within the conduit comprising the vent

or pressure relief device and one-way valve is of a pressure PI, where PI is less

than P2.



The one-way valve may be operational to substantially prevent back flow of

gases otherwise supplied to the patient either from the patient interface or the

subsequent patient interface.

I n a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a pressure relief device for use

with a conduit that delivers pressurised gas from a gas source to a patient, the

pressure relief device comprising:

a first wall and a generally opposing second wall wherein during normal use

the first wall is substantially flush with an adjacent wall of the conduit such that

substantially all of the gases from said gas source pass through said conduit and

when a force is applied to the first wall, the first wall moves towards or away from

the second wall to provide a passage through which gas may flow from within the

conduit to exit to atmosphere.

The first wall may be relatively rigid and the second wall is relatively flexible.

The pressure relief device may further comprisesa tongue extending from the

first wall such that the tongue overlaps the adjacent wall of the conduit.

The first wall may be relatively flexible and the second wall is relatively rigid.

The force may be due to an item being pressed against the first wall.

The force may be a pressure of the gas within the conduit reaching a

threshold pressure.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a pressure relief device for use

with a component of a respiratory support system that delivers pressurised gas

from a gas source to a patient, the component of the respiratory support system

having an aperture, the pressure relief device comprising: a biased component

engageable with the aperture, wherein during normal use the biased component is

biased towards the aperture in the component of the respiratory support system to

substantially seal the aperture such that substantially all of the gases from a gas

source pass through a conduit and when the pressure of the gas within the conduit

reaches a threshold pressure the biased member moves away from the aperture in

the component of the respiratory support system to provide a passage through



which gas may flow from within the component of the respiratory support system to

exit to atmosphere.

The component of the respiratory support system may comprise a filter.

The component of the respiratory support system may comprise the conduit.

The component of the respiratory support system may comprise a chamber.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a pressure relief device for use

with a conduit that delivers pressurised gas from a gas source to a patient, the

conduit having an aperture, the pressure relief device comprising:

a lever mounted within the conduit, the lever including a pivot, an operating

portion, and a sealing portion that substantially seals the aperture in the conduit

such that substantially all of the gases from said gas source pass through said

conduit

wherein when the operating portion is moved, the lever is caused to pivot

about the pivot and the sealing portion moves away from the aperture to provide a

passage through which gas may flow from within the conduit to exit to atmosphere.

The operating portion may be on one side of the pivot and the sealing portion

is on the other side of the pivot.

The operating portion may be on one side of the pivot and the sealing portion

is on the same side of the pivot.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a flow restricting device for use

with a conduit that delivers pressurised gas from a gas source to a patient the flow

restricting device comprising a gate that is movable in a transverse direction across

the conduit from a first position in which substantially a first level of gases from

said gas source pass through said conduit to a second position in which a second

level of gases pass.

The first position may be a substantially open configuration and the second

position is a substantially closed configuration. In some configurations, the first

level of gases is greater than the second level of gases.



The second position may be a completely closed or occluded or blocked gas

flow path, or may be a partially closed or occluded or blocked gas flow path,

including but not limited to being a restricted or constricted gas flow path.

The flow restricting device may comprise two gates having complementary

engageable features.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a pressure relief device for use

with a component of a respiratory support system that delivers pressurised gas

from a gas source to a patient, the component of the respiratory support system

having an aperture, the pressure relief device comprising: a movable component

engageable with the aperture, wherein during normal use the movable component

is biased towards sealing the aperture in the component of the respiratory support

system such that substantially all of the gases from a gas source pass through a

conduit and when the pressure of the gas within the conduit reaches a threshold

pressure the movable member clears the aperture in the component of the

respiratory support system to provide a passage through which gas may flow from

within the component of the respiratory support system to exit to atmosphere.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a combination of a pressure relief

device as disclosed herein together with a conduit.

The pressure relief device may be integrally formed with the conduit.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a patient interface comprising:

one or two sides arms extending from a manifold, and one or two outlets (such as

nasal prongs) at or extending from the manifold, wherein one or both side arms

comprises: a lumen for supply of a flow of gases from a respiratory tube to the

manifold, and a venting arrangement to vent gases from the lumen to determine a

maximum pressure at a user's airway or the patient interface.

The side arm may comprise a sealing portion over which a seal of a face mask

can seal together with sealing against a user's face, and wherein the vent is

positioned on the side arm outside of a sealing area of the face mask.

The sealing portion may comprise a profile allowing the seal of the face mask

to seal against the portion together with the face of the user.



The side arm may be configured to resist an external force such that it does

not compress or collapse in use.

The side arm may be formed from a relatively rigid material.

I n a further aspect, the disclosure relates to an item such as a block or mount

for use with a patient interface, the item in contact with, or to be placed in contact

with, a patient's face, the item comprising: at least one lumen there through for

allowing a gas supply conduit to pass, or for a connection of the gas supply conduit

to be made at each end of the lumen, wherein the supplied gas is fluidly connected

to the patient interface, and a venting arrangement to vent gases from the lumen

to determine a maximum pressure at a user's airway or the patient interface.

The item may comprise a sealing portion over which a seal of a face mask can

seal together with sealing against a user's face, and wherein the vent is positioned

on the item outside of a sealing area of the face mask.

The sealing portion may comprise a profile allowing the seal of the face mask

to seal against the portion together with the face of the user.

The item may be configured to resist an external force such that it does not

compress or collapse in use.

The item may be formed from a relatively rigid material.

The item may be integrally formed with a side arm of a patient interface such

as a cannula.

The patient interface or item may comprise a filter device to prevent

contamination of a breathing circuit providing a flow of gases to the item or

interface, and the filter device comprises the venting arrangement.

I n a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a respiratory tube for use with a

patient interface comprising a window in a wall of the tube, and a perimeter portion

of the window configured to seal against the face of the user.

The tube may comprise a seal around the perimeter of the window to seal

against the user's face.



The tube may have a relatively flat cross section compared to a conventional

circular cross section.

The tube may be formed from a resilient material in a portion of the tube in

which the window is formed.

The patient interface may be a nasal cannula.

The tube may comprise a membrane over the window.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a respiratory system adapted to

provide a flow of respiratory gases to a user, comprising a bladder in fluid

communication with a lumen of a respiratory gases tube, the bladder configured to

reduce pressure fluctuations in the lumen of the tube and/or reduce a pressure

increase of the gases provided to the user.

The bladder may form or provide a portion of the lumen of the tube.

The bladder may be a section of the tube that has a reduced wall thickness

and/or may be formed of a more resilient material than a remainder of the tube.

The bladder may be integrally formed with portions of the tube extending

from each end of the bladder, or may be releasably attachable to a respiratory tube.

The bladder may be releasably attachable to a respiratory tube, each end of

the bladder configured to be attached to a tube to form a respiratory tube assembly

comprising a first length of tube attached to one end of the bladder, the bladder,

and a second length of tube attached to the other end of the bladder.

The bladder may provide an indication of an increased pressure in the lumen

of the tube.

The system may comprise a venting arrangement, such that once an

increased pressure is reached the venting arrangement operates to vent respiratory

gases from the lumen of the tube into the bladder.

The bladder may be configured to accommodate a predetermined volume and

pressure of gases amounting to a predetermined flow rate and pressure.



The bladder may be configured to store a volume of gases equivalent to a flow

rate of 70L/min for 3 to 5 minutes at a typical operating pressure for a desired

therapy to be delivered.

The system may comprise a relief valve or vent to vent the bladder to

atmosphere once the bladder reaches a predetermined vent pressure.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a respiratory tube configured to

provide a flow of respiratory gases to a user, comprising a bladder configured to

reduce pressure fluctuations in the lumen of the tube and/or reduce a pressure

increase of the gases provided to the user.

The bladder may form or provide a portion of the lumen of the tube.

The bladder may be a section of the tube that has a reduced wall thickness

and/or is formed of a more resilient material than a remainder of the tube.

The bladder may be integrally formed with portions of the tube extending

from each end of the bladder, or may be releasably attachable to a respiratory tube.

A respiratory tube may be a respiratory tube assembly, each end of the

bladder may be configured to be attached to a tube to form the respiratory tube

assembly comprising a first length of tube attached to one end of the bladder, the

bladder, and a second length of tube attached to the other end of the bladder.

The bladder may provide an indication of an increased pressure in the lumen

of the tube.

The respiratory tube may comprise a venting arrangement, such that once an

increased pressure is reached the venting arrangement operates to vent respiratory

gases from the lumen of the tube into the bladder.

The bladder may be configured to accommodate a predetermined volume and

pressure of gases amounting to a predetermined flow rate and pressure.

The bladder may be configured to store a volume of gases equivalent to a flow

rate of 70L/min for 3 to 5 minutes at a typical operating pressure for a desired

therapy to be delivered.



A system may comprise a patient interface, a valve, and a vent.

In a further aspect, the disclosure relates to a patient interface comprising: a

device for blocking flow between an inlet for receiving a flow of gases and an outlet

for delivering the flow of gases to a patient, and/or a sensing arrangement. The

device may be a collapsible portion of a conduit between the inlet and outlet, or a

valve between the between the inlet and outlet. The sensing arrangement may

comprise a first sensor upstream of the device and a sensor downstream of the

device. The patient interface may comprise a pressure relief valve, upstream of the

device. The device may be a pressure relieve device.

The interface may be a nasal cannula.

The respiratory tube may comprise a relief valve or vent to vent the bladder to

atmosphere once the bladder reaches a predetermined vent pressure.

The valve may be a switch, a collapsible portion of a conduit, or a one way

valve.

The vent may be a pressure relief valve.

A respiratory therapy delivery system may comprise any one or more of the

above.

A patient interface may be provided in fluid communication with a gas supply

conduit or tube, said conduit or tube comprising any one or more of the above.

A conduit or tube may be provided as a part of a respiratory therapy delivery

system for supplying gas to a patient interface, said conduit or tube comprising

any one or more of the above.

A system may comprise any one or more of the above, wherein said system is

provided as a part of respiratory delivery therapy system for a patient undergoing a

medical procedure.

In one embodiment, there is provided a system for providing respiratory support to

a patient comprising:

a nasal cannula having a body portion locatable upon a face of a patient in an

operational position, at least one nasal prong extending from the body portion, the



nasal prong being adapted to direct a flow of gas into a nare of the patient's nose

when the body portion is in the operational position, and

a flow controller for selectively controlling the flow of gas into the nare of the

patient's nose from the nasal prong, the flow controller adapted to operate when a

pressure in the system is above a predetermined value to restrict or prevent the

flow of gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

A system may comprise:

a pressure sensor or pressure sensing or sampling conduit for measuring or

sampling a pressure within the system, and

the flow controller adapted to operate in response to the measured or sampled

pressure when the measured or sampled pressure is above the predetermined

value.

The pressure sensor may be located at or near the nasal cannula, or at or

near the nasal prong, or on a conduit adapted to deliver gas to the nasal cannula,

or at a humidifier adapted to humidify the flow of gas, or at the flow controller, or

the pressure sampling line samples a pressure at any one of these locations..

The pressure sensor may be located at or near the at least one nasal prong.

The pressure sensor may be located on a conduit adapted to deliver gas to the

nasal cannula.

The flow controller may comprise a mechanical valve.

The mechanical valve may be a pressure relief device.

The system may comprise at least one processor to control the flow controller

based on a pressure sensed by the pressure sensor.

The pressure relief device may comprise a valve member, the pressure

acting on the valve member to operate the pressure relief device to restrict or

prevent the flow of gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

The pressure relief device may comprise a cap or housing, to house the valve

member on an outer side of a gas lumen of the system.



The valve member may be biased to a closed position to provide the flow of

gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

The valve member may be or may comprise a piston or shuttle, the pressure acting

on the piston or shuttle to operate the pressure relieve device to restrict or prevent

the flow of gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

The predetermined value may be a maximum pressure.

The predetermined value may be an adjustable value.

The flow controller may be operated to deliver a maximum flow while

maintaining the pressure below the predetermined value.

The set flow may be delivered at all times, unless a set pressure is exceeded

at which point, the system maximises the flow possible to stay below that pressure.

The flow controller may be located remote from the nasal cannula.

A system may further comprise a mask to be in-situ with the nasal cannula in

use.

The nasal cannula may be an unsealed patient interface.

The mechanical valve may comprise a valve member, a spring biasing the

valve member into an open position allowing the flow of gas to be delivered to the

patient.

The valve member may be adapted such that when the pressure in or near

the nare of the patient's nose is greater than the force of the spring the valve

member is urged to a closed position by the flow pressure, and the flow of gas is

not delivered to patient.

The mechanical valve may have an excess flow outlet.

The tension of the spring may be a fixed spring tension. In other

embodiments, the tension of the spring may be an adjustable spring tension.

The flow controller may comprise at least one processor and a user interface.



The predetermined value may be a fixed value.

The predetermined value may be an adjustable value.

The system further may comprise an anaesthetic mask.

The nasal cannula may be an unsealed patient interface.

The system further may comprise a second respiratory support system for

directing a flow of gas into a patient's airway. The flow of gas may be a respiratory

gas or another gas. The secondary respiratory support system may comprise a

mask.

The flow controller may control the flow of gas from one or more gas sources.

In one embodiment, there is provided a method of providing respiratory

support to a patient comprising:

placing a nasal cannula upon a face of a patient in an operational position, the

nasal cannula having a body portion and at least one nasal prong extending from

the body portion,

directing a flow of gas into a nare of the patient's nose via the nasal prong,

measuring or sampling a pressure in the system,

restricting or preventing the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose

from the nasal prong when the measured or sampled pressure is above a

predetermined value, and

allowing the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose from the nasal

prong when the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose is below the

predetermined value.

In some embodiments, step iv) comprises preventing the flow of gas into the

nare of the patient's nose from the nasal prong.

Flow may be prevented from entering the system when the measured

pressure is above a limit.



The method may further comprise directing a flow of gas into a patient's

airway using a second respiratory support system. The flow of gas may be a

respiratory gas or another gas. The gas may be delivered to the patient via a mask.

The system may comprise an overall pressure relief system that can account

for overall pressure and control one or more flow generator or one or more gas

sources (this is because sometimes there might not be a flow generator and only a

gas source might be present).

The pressure sensor may be located at or near the nasal cannula, or at or

near the nasal prong, or on a conduit adapted to deliver gas to the nasal cannula,

or at a humidifier adapted to humidify the flow of gas, or at the flow controller, or

the pressure sampling line samples a pressure at any one of these locations.

The pressure sensor may be located on the humidifier

The pressure sensor may be located at the flow control valve

The mechanical valve may be a pressure relief device.

The system may comprise flow controller controlled by at least one processor

to control the flow controller based on a pressure sensed by the pressure sensor

and a user interface.

The pressure relief device may comprises a valve member, the pressure acting

on the valve member to operate the pressure relief device to restrict or prevent the

flow of gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

The pressure relief device may comprise a cap or housing, to house the valve

member on an outer side of a gas lumen of the system.

The valve member may be biased to a closed position to provide the flow of

gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.

The valve member may be or may comprise a piston or shuttle, the pressure

acting on the piston or shuttle to operate the pressure relieve device to restrict or

prevent the flow of gas into the nare of the patient from the nasal prong.



The flow controller may be operated to deliver a maximum flow while

maintaining the pressure below the predetermined value delivered flow is

maximized to maintain the set pressure.

The set flow may be delivered at all times, unless a set pressure is exceeded

at which point, the system maximizes the flow possible to stay below that pressure.

The flow controller may be located remote from the nasal cannula.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to, a user interface device to enable

a user to control gas flow in a respiratory therapy system for delivering high flow

gas to a patient is disclosed, the user interface device comprising: at least one user

actuable controller for controlling the flow rate and/or concentration of two gases

through a patient interface, and for substantially blocking or reducing the flow rate

of at least one of the gases through the patient interface.

The gases is a high flow gas. In some configurations, another of said gases is

an anaesthetic gas.

In some configurations, said patient interface is a nasal cannula, and wherein

a user actuated controller comprises a switch positioned on the cannula.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising: a cannula for delivering a high flow gas to a patient; a mask for

delivering a gas to the patient; and a pressure sensor associated with the cannula;

wherein the system is configured to adjust flow of the high flow gas through the

cannula in response to at least one type of pressure change sensed by the sensor.

The pressure sensor may be provided on an external surface of the cannula or

on an external surface of a tube in fluid communication with the cannula.

The system may be configured to reduce or substantially stop flow of the high

flow gas when the pressure sensor detects a pressure increase.

The pressure sensor may be configured to detect a pressure increase in

response to the mask being placed on the patient, the patient exhaling, or actuation

of an anaesthetic bag.



The system may further comprise a valve to partially or substantially block

flow of the high flow rate gas through the cannula in response to the detected

pressure increase.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising: a cannula circuit for delivering a high flow gas to a patient through a

cannula; a bag circuit to enable a user to manually deliver gas to a patient by

actuating a bag; and a connector that connects the bag circuit to the cannula

circuit, the connector comprising a separation to substantially prevent high flow gas

from travelling into the bag circuit.

The connector may be configured to enable both high flow gas and gas from

the bag circuit to be delivered to a patient through the cannula.

The connector may be configured to substantially prevent delivery of high flow

gas to the cannula when the bag circuit is connected to the cannula circuit.

The separation may comprise one or more walls in the connector.

The cannula may be a nasal cannula with at least one prong for receipt in a

patient's naris, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s) associated with the

prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or nares.

The system may be configured to inflate the cuff(s) in response to actuation of

the bag.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to, a cannula circuit for delivering a

high flow gas to a patient through a cannula; a bag circuit to enable a user to

manually deliver gas to a patient by actuating a bag, the bag circuit in fluid

communication with the cannula circuit; and a valve arranged to allow the delivery

of high flow gas to the cannula when the bag is not actuated, and to allow the

delivery of gas from the bag circuit to the cannula when the bag is actuated.

The valve may be arranged such that flow of high flow gas to the cannula is

substantially blocked or reduced in response to actuation of the bag.

The cannula may be a nasal cannula with at least one prong for receipt in a

patient's nares, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s) associated with the

prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or nares.



The system may be configured to inflate the cuff(s) in response to actuation of

the bag.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a cannula comprising at least one

prong for receipt in a patient's nares, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s)

associated with the prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or

nares.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising: a patient interface for delivering gas to a patient; and a processor

configured to control flow of gas through the patient interface to deliver gas to a

patient at a first flow rate and/or pressure when the patient is spontaneously

breathing, and configured to deliver gas to a patient at a second flow rate and/or

pressure when the patient is not spontaneously breathing.

The system may be configured to detect the presence of apnoea and

configured to deliver gas at the second flow rate and/or pressure in response to the

detection of apnoea.

The system may be configured to detect the presence of apnoea based on the

cessation of activation of brain signals, diaphragm signal, airway pressure, or CO2

measurements.

The first flow rate and/or pressure may comprise a relatively low flow rate

and/or pressure, and the second flow rate and/or pressure may comprise a

relatively high flow rate and/or pressure.

The processor may be a remote processor.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising: a patient interface for delivering gas to a patient; a sensor arranged to

sense fluctuations in pressure in the patient interface or in a conduit in fluid

communication with the patient interface; and a processor configured to adjust flow

of gas to the patient interface to deliver gas at an increased flow rate to the patient

interface if a reduction in airway pressure is sensed.



The processor may be configured to adjust flow of gas to the patient interface

to deliver gas at an increased flow rate to the patient interface if the reduction in

airway pressure is determined to be occurring during and/or after apnoea.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a patient interface comprising: a

cannula for delivering gas to a patient; a connector portion in fluid communication

with the cannula and configured for removably connecting the cannula to a

complementary connector portion on a main gas conduit for delivering high flow gas

to the cannula; and a secondary conduit in fluid communication with the cannula,

the secondary conduit configured to provide fluid communication between the

cannula and an alternative gas source.

The connector portion in fluid communication with the cannula may be

configured to seal when the connector portion is disconnected from the

complementary connector portion on the main gas conduit.

I n another aspect, there is provided a patient interface comprising a

mechanically activated switch or valve to control the flow of gas to the outlet or

outlets from the patient interface.

The mechanically activated switch may be activated by a user, or alternatively

may be activated by placement of a component of a respiratory therapy delivery

system being brought into contact with the switch, such as a subsequent patient

interface being brought into contact with the patient interface comprising the

switch.

The patient interface comprising the switch may include a vent or pressure

relief device to relieve pressure build-up due to activation of the switch and the flow

of gas to the outlet or outlets being partially or completely stopped or prevented.

When activated, the switch may be partially blocking of the gas flow path

through the patient interface or may be completely blocking of the flow path.

I n another aspect, there is provided a conduit for use with a patient interface

or as part of a respiratory therapy delivery system, the conduit comprising a

mechanically activated switch or valve to control the flow of gas through the

conduit and from being supplied to an outlet from the conduit (e.g. to a patient

interface which may be connected to the conduit).



The mechanically activated switch may be activated by a user, or alternatively

may be activated by placement of a component of a respiratory delivery system

being brought into contact with the switch, such as a subsequent patient interface

being brought into contact with the conduit comprising the switch.

The conduit comprising the switch may include a vent or pressure relief device

to relieve pressure build-up due to activation of the switch and the flow of gas to

the outlet from the conduit being partially or completely stopped or prevented.

When activated, the switch may be partially blocking of the gas flow path

through the conduit or may be completely blocking of the flow path.

The conduit may be a self-supporting conduit (i.e. the conduit is not a

collapsible conduit).

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising:

a first patient interface for delivery of a flow of gas to a patient, and

a second patient interface for delivery of a flow of gas to the patient,

wherein a sensor is associated with one or more of:

the first patient interface,

the second patient interface,

both the first and second patient interfaces,

an item associated with the first patient interface,

an item associated with the second patient interface,

an item associated both the first and second patient interfaces,

an item to be associated with the patient,

The first patient interface may comprise one or a pair of first patient interface

outlets for directing the flow of gas to the patient's nose.

The first patient interface may be of a non-sealing interface type.

The first patient interface may be substantially non-sealing with a nare or

nares of the patient's nose.

The first patient interface may be of a sealing type interface.



The first patient interface may be substantially sealing with a nare or nares of

the patient's nose.

The first patient interface may deliver a first flow of gas to the patient.

The first flow of gas may be of a first flow-rate and/or pressure.

The percentage of oxygen in the first flow of gases delivered may be between

about 20% and about 100%, or between about 30% and about 100%, or between

about 40% and about 100%, or between about 50% and about 100%, or between

about 60% and about 100%, or between about 70% and about 100%, or between

about 80% and about 100%, or between about 90% and about 100%, or about

100%, or 100%.

The first patient interface may be configured to deliver said flow of gas to a

nare or nares of a patient's nose.

The first patient interface may comprise one or a pair of nasal prongs.

The prong or prongs may deliver and/or direct a flow of supplied gas to a nare

or nares of the patient's nose.

The first patient interface may comprise a face mount part and at least one

(preferably a pair of) side arm(s) extending from the face mount part.

The side arm(s) may be configured to assist in positioning of the face mount

part or of the first patient interface upon a patient.

The side arms may comprise a connection system for connecting with a

headgear or a face mounted connection system.

The connection system may be of a releasable type or re-usable type

connection system.

The headgear may comprise at least one head-strap.

The at least one headstrap may be splittable or bifurcatable or at least a

portion of said headstrap is separable along a line of weakness or a preferential

zone of split or separation.



The at least one headstrap may comprises single connection point to the, or

each of the, at least one side arm(s).

The first patient interface may comprises removable manifold portion.

I n further embodiments, when in attachment with the face mount portion, the

removable manifold portion provides for a fluid connection of the one or pair of first

patient interface outlets with a source of gas.

The manifold portion may be configured so as to be attachable to the face

mount portion from either of a left-side or a right-side of the first patient interface.

The removable manifold portion may be a downstream-end connector to the

first patient interface of a gas supply conduit for supplying the flow of gas to the

first patient interface.

The manifold portion may be of a push-fit type connection with the face

mount part.

The manifold part may be removably attached to the face mount part,

configured to be removably attached from connection with the face mount part and

to swivel or rotate relative to the face mount part from a first operatively connected

orientation and to at least one other (preferably a second) operatively connected

orientation.

The first operatively connected orientation may provide for the removable

manifold portion and an associated gas supply conduit to extend from a patient's

left-side or a right-side in use, or vice versa; and wherein the second operatively

connected operation may provide for the removable manifold portion and an

associated gas supply conduit to extend from the patient's right-side or left-side in

use, or vice-versa.

The first patient interface may be a nasal cannula.

The second patient interface may comprise at least one second patient

interface outlet for directing the flow of gas to the patient's respiratory airways.

The second patient interface may direct the flow of gas to the patient's: nose,

or mouth, or nose and mouth.



The second patient interface may be of a non-sealing interface type. In further

embodiments, the second patient interface may be of a sealing type interface.

The second patient interface may be a substantially sealing interface in which

a seal is created with a patient's face when the second patient interface is in-situ.

The second patient interface may deliver a second flow of gas to the patient.

The second flow of gas may be of a second pressure.

The percentage of oxygen in the gases delivered in the second flow of gas

may be between about 20% and about 100%, or between about 30% and about

100%, or between about 40% and about 100%, or between about 50% and about

100%, or between about 60% and about 100%, or between about 70% and about

100%, or between about 80% and about 100%, or between about 90% and about

100%, or about 100%, or 100%.

The second patient interface may comprise a body with a seal portion, the

seal portion to be substantially engaging or sealing with the patient when in-situ.

The seal portion may be over-moulded to the body or is otherwise attached to

the body.

The second patient interface may comprise a frame to which a body is

attachable.

The patient interface may comprise an inlet for connection thereto by a gas

supply conduit for supplying the flow of gas to the second patient interface.

The second patient interface may be a hand held patient interface.

The inlet may be a joint.

The joint may be a ball-type joint, or a swivel or pivoting type joint, or an

articulated joint, or a joint capable of movement relative to the body.

The second patient interface may be a hand-held interface



The second patient interface may comprise a connection system for

connecting of a headgear, the headgear for supporting or positioning of the second

patient interface upon the patient.

The connection system may be a releasable connection system, such that in-

use, the headgear is removable or disconnectable from the second patient interface.

The second patient interface may be a mask.

The mask may be one of: a nasal mask, an oral mask, an oro-nasal mask, a

full face mask, a nasal pillows mask, an endotracheal tube, or a combination of

these or some other gas conveying system providing for a second flow of gas to the

patient.

The item may be a block or mount in contact with, or to be placed in contact

with, the patient's face, the block or mount comprising at least one lumen

therethrough for allowing a gas supply conduit to pass, or for a connection of the

gas supply conduit to be made at each end of the lumen, wherein the supplied gas

is flu idly connected to the first patient interface.

The item may co-locate at least one gas supply conduit for supply of gas to

the first patient interface.

The at least one gas supply conduit may extend or pass through the body of

said item.

The at least one gas supply conduit may be a component extending through

said item and which is sealingly engaged by said item.

The lumen through the item may be receivable of a gas supply conduit.

The lumen through the item may form a part of a fluid passageway for

delivery of gas to the first patient interface.

The item may comprise a compressible portion or a portion that is capable of

being squashed or deformed under an exerted force or pressure.



One or more of the at least one lumen may be located within the compressible

portion or portion that is capable of being squashed or deformed. The compressible

portion may be made of any suitable material, such as a polymer or silicone.

A lumen and/or conduit located within the compressible portion or portion

may be capable of being squashed or deformed and may be compressed or

deformed so as to block or obstruct (or prevent), or partially obstruct, the flow of

gas from being supplied to the first patient interface.

The item may be an integral part of a side arm of the first patient interface.

The item may be removeably attachable to a supply conduit to the first

patient interface.

The item may be removeably attachable to a side arm of the first patient

interface.

The item may be a discreet component separately positionable or locatable

upon a patient, more particularly upon a patient's face.

The item may be a gas conduit in fluid connection with the first patient

interface, or the second patient interface, of gas conduits in fluid connection with

connection with each of the first and second patient interfaces.

The item may be a patch or pad or wearable device that is attachable or

locatable upon the patient for sensing the in-situ combination of the first patient

interface and the second patient interface upon the patient during delivery of gas to

the patient, wherein such a sensed combination generates a signal or output.

The signal or output may be fed to, or may activate or control (or activates

and controls) one or more of the following system outcomes:

a visual alarm or warning

an audible alarm or warning, including but not limited to a whistle,

a haptic or tactile feedback fed or directed to a wearable electronic device,

including but not limited to: watches, phones, head mounted displays or other

articles of clothing incorporating such an electronic device,



a flow controller, including a flow valve or flow generator, preferably for

controlling the flow of gas being directed to the first patient interface; optionally in

addition or separately, including controlling the flow of gas being directed to the

second patient interface,

a pressure regulator or pressure throttling device, preferably for controlling

the pressure of gas being directed to the first patient interface; optionally in

addition or separately, including controlling the pressure of gas being directed to

the second patient interface,

a diverter to divert the flow of gas otherwise to be controlled to a vent,

a micro-processor associated with the flow controller or the pressure regulator

(or both),

a graphical user interface (GUI).

The signal or output of the sensed in-situ combination may provide for control

of the flow (or pressure) of the gas being directed to the first patient interface.

The sensor may uses one or a combination of any one of the following in

sensing the in-situ combination:

optical sensors (including infra-red, IR)

acoustic (including audible or ultrasonic) sensors

pressure or flow sensors of the pressure or flow, or both pressure and flow, of

gas in a supply conduit supplying a gas to the first patient interface, or the second

patient interface, or both the first and second patient interfaces, or of the pressure

or flow (or both) of the gas delivered to the patient's respiratory system or a part of

the patient respiratory system,

electrical conductivity or resistance electrodes embedded within, or placed on

a part of, one or more of:

the first patient interface,

or the second patient interface,

or both the first and second interfaces,



or an item associated with the first or the second or both the first and second

patient interfaces,

or an item to be associated with the patient,

radio-frequency or proximity sensing sensors to sense the in-situ combination,

mechanically activated or triggered sensors, comprising but not limited to: a

mechanical switch activated or triggered by being depressed or being placed into

contact with another surface, pressure relief valves or pressure sensitive valves,

solenoid valves, mechanical valves with a pre-determined spring constant

(optionally but not limited to such a spring constant being relatively higher when

the valve is closed and relatively lower when the valve is open), optionally a

pressure relief valve comprising of a whistle activated by the release of gas from

the valve when moving to the open position from the closed position.

The sensor may be located on or within the first patient interface or the

second patient interface, or both of the first and second patient interfaces, the

sensor sensing:

the presence or placement of the second patient interface upon or in

combination with the first patient interface upon the patient,

the presence or placement of the first patient interface on a patient's face and

the subsequent placement or presence of the second patient interface in

combination upon the patient.

A sensor may be located on or within the first patient interface.

A sensor may be located on or within the second patient interface.

The sensor may senses when the second patient interface is in-situ or "in

place" on a patient, and generates the signal or output.

The sensor may detect the placement of the second patient interface upon a

patient.

The sensor used may be one or more of: an optical sensor (including IR), an

acoustic sensor (audible or ultrasonic), a mechanically activated or triggered sensor

(e.g. a mechanical switch activated when in contact with another object).



The acoustic sensing system may comprise a transmitter and a receiver, the

transmitter transmitting a pre-determined code (e.g. a modulated acoustic signal)

and the receiver receiving and detecting the code. The acoustic signal may be sent

by a transmitter and if the second patient interface is present the signal is reflected

back to a receiver located proximal to the transmitter. For example, the transmitter

and receiver may be on or within the first patient interface and the signal may be

reflected by the second patient interface. Alternatively, the transmitter and receiver

may be on or within the second patient interface and the signal may be reflected by

the patient's face or the first patient interface.

The optical sensing system may comprise a transmitter and a receiver, the

transmitter transmitting a pre-determined code (e.g. a specific binary code) and the

receiver receiving and detecting the code. For example, the transmitter and receiver

may be on or within the first patient interface and the signal may be reflected by

the second patient interface. Alternatively, the transmitter and receiver may be on

or within the second patient interface and the signal may be reflected by the

patient's face or the second patient interface.

In The sensor may sense the in-situ combination, the gas flow to the first

patient interface is controlled. Wherein control of the gas flow to the first patient

interface is a discontinuation or ceasing of the gas supply.

The sensor may sense the patient's face, or the first patient interface, or both

of the patient's face and the first patient interface, the gas flow to the first patient

interface is controlled or a signal or output is generated by the sensor to control or

regulate the flow of gas to the first patient interface or to generate an alarm or

warning.

The sensor may be chosen or tuned so as to sense a component located on or

embedded with the first or the second patient interface or that is located on or

embedded within each of the first and second patient interfaces.

The sensor may be is chosen or tuned so as to avoid an accidental false

positive sensing.

The sensor may be located on or embedded within an item, the item being a

block or mount in contact with, or to be placed in contact with, (or optionally being

attachable to or mountable upon) the patient's face, the block or mount may



comprise at least one lumen therethrough for allowing a gas supply conduit to pass,

or for a connection of the gas supply conduit to be made at each end of the lumen,

wherein the supplied gas is fluidly connected to the first patient interface.

The second patient interface may be placed in contact with the item, the

sensor located or embedded within the item sensing the presence of the second

patient interface and generating the signal or output.

The sensor may be at least one pair of electrodes that generate a signal or

output based on the change in dielectric constant or change in capacitance between

the electrodes, the signal or output being used to feed, or activate or control (or

activate and control) any one or more of the system outcomes as defined above.

The sensor may be a mechanical switch activated by the second patient

interface being placed into contact with said sensor, and generating the signal or

output.

The mechanical switch may comprise an actuatable projection or prong

extending from the item, the projection or prong extending from the item at a point

which is to come into contact with the second patient interface when the second

patient interface is provided in an operational configuration with the patient.

The actuatable projection or prong may be a depressible button, which once

depressed is actuated and generated the signal or output.

The mechanical switch may comprise a strain gauge, said strain gauge

generating a signal or output once a pre-determined quantity of strain is sensed,

the pre-determined quantity of strain being indicative of a second patient interface

being placed in contact with the item when the second patient interface is in an

operational configuration with the patient.

The item may comprise an optically transmissive portion (such as, but not

limited to an optically clear window section), wherein an optical sensor is located

within the transmissive portion, the optical sensor optically sensing the presence of

the second patient interface when placed substantially in contact with at least a

part of the portion.



Prior to the presence or placement of the second patient interface

substantially upon the optically transmissive portion, the sensing system may sense

a total internal reflection; and when the second patient interface is present or

placed upon the optically transmissive portion, the sensing system may sense a

frustrated internal reflection.

The sensor may be a pressure sensitive switch or sensing system, sensing or

detecting of an increase in pressure when the second patient interface is placed in

contact with the item.

The pressure sensitive switch or sensing system may comprise a pressure

sensor within a gas filled chamber within the item, and a flexible or pressure

sensitive membrane provided as a barrier or external surface upon the second

patient interface is to be placed when provided for use with the patient, the

placement of the second patient interface upon the barrier or external surface

generating a change of pressure within the chamber.

The change in pressure within the chamber may be sensed by the sensor and

a signal or output generated indicative of the presence of the second patient

interface in combination with the item.

The pressure sensitive switch or sensing system may comprise a pressure

sensor within the seal of the second patient interface, and the placement of the

second patient interface upon the patient induces a change in pressure within the

seal which is sensed by the sensor and a signal or output generated indicative of

the presence of the second patient interface on the patient.

The sensor may be located on or embedded within the first patient interface.

The sensor may uses one or more of: an acoustic (audible or ultrasonic)

sensing system, an optical beam sensing system (including IR), a temperature

sensing system.

The sensor may be a temperature sensing system that senses a change in

temperature, in particular, a pre-determined temperature or range of temperatures

associated with that of a patient or their skin to sense when the first patient

interface is in place or operational position on the patient.



A temperature sensing system may be activated to allow other sensors to

become operational. This would prevent other sensors from operating when the first

patient interface is not in place or operational position on the patient.

The item associated with the first patient interface, or the second patient

interface, or both of the first and second patient interfaces, may be a gas supply

conduit.

The sensor may be associated with the item.

The sensor associated with the item may be an acoustic type sensing system.

The sensor may sense a change in a parameter or characteristic of the item,

indicative of an increase in pressure or a decrease in gas flow in or through the

item.

The parameter or characteristic may be a change in shape of a gas supply

conduit resultant from one or more of: an increased pressure within the conduit, a

decrease in gas flow through the conduit, a change in shape of the conduit due to

application of an external force or pressure, such as from a force or pressure

exerted upon the conduit from a second patient interface (whether the force or

pressure is applied directly or indirectly).

The sensor may comprise an acoustic signal transmitter and an acoustic signal

receiver, such that a transmitted acoustic signal is altered or modified by a change

in a shape of the gas supply conduit indicative of an increase in pressure or

decrease in gas flow in or through the conduit.

The sensor may sense a reflected signal (e.g. due to a closure of the conduit

or a change or deviation in the shape of the conduit outside of a pre-determined

operating range), or may sense a change in resonance (e.g. due to a standing wave

form being formed within the conduit when the conduit is closed or a change or

deviation in the shape of the conduit outside of a pre-determined operating range).

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory system comprising:

a controller,

a flow generator,



a sensor system, such as a pressure sensor system, a flow sensor system

and/or a motor speed sensor system,

a first patient interface, and

a second patient interface.

The controller may be adapted to detect a change in pressure, a change in

flow, or a change in motor speed of a mechanical blower, and in response to the

detection of a change the controller activates or controls (or activate and control)

any one or more of the 'system outcomes' as defined above.

The respiratory system may comprise a humidifier and a chamber with a

chamber inlet and a chamber outlet and the pressure sensor system is positioned at

the chamber outlet.

The system may comprise a flow sensor at the chamber inlet and/or chamber

outlet. The flow sensor may be a heated bead sensor. Alternatively, the flow sensor

may be an ultrasonic flow sensor integrated with the controller.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a respiratory therapy system

comprising:

a nasal cannula for delivery of a flow of gas to a patient, and

a mask for delivery of a flow of gas to the patient.

A sensor may be associated with one or more of:

the nasal cannula,

the mask,

both the cannula and the mask,

an item associated with the nasal cannula,

an item associated with the mask,

an item associated both the nasal cannula and the mask,



an item to be associated with the patient.

The sensor may sense an in-situ combination of the nasal cannula and the

mask upon the patient during delivery of gas to the patient, and the sensed

combination generates a signal.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a patient interface comprising a

sensor associated with said interface, said sensor for determining the dual

operational application of a pair of patient interfaces to a patient's airways.

The patient interface may be a nasal cannula.

The patient interface may be a mask.

The mask may be one of: a nasal mask, an oral mask, an oro-nasal mask, a

full face mask, a nasal pillows mask, an endotracheal tube, or a combination of

these or some other gas conveying system providing for a second flow of gas to the

patient.

A first patient interface of the pair of interfaces may be a nasal cannula.

A second patient interface of the pair of interfaces may be a mask.

The sensor may be associated with either the first or second patient

interfaces, or both of the first and second patient interfaces.

The sensor may be associated with an item to be provided in operational

combination with either the first or second patient interfaces, or both of the first

and second patient interfaces.

I n a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a user interface for supplying gases to

an airway of a user, comprising:

a body, said body comprising an aperture or a port allowing for

communication of gases to and/or from a gas supply or source to an interior volume

of the interface, the interior volume defined by an interior of the body and the face

of the user when in-use,



a face seal provided for creating or forming of a seal between the user

interface and the user's face and/or a spacer component provided on the user's face

so that the interior volume is a sealed interior volume, and

wherein the face seal and/or the spacer component so provided on the

user's face is adapted or configured to accommodate the creating or forming of the

seal between the user interface and the user's face and/or the spacer component so

provided on said face and facilitate intrusion of a gas conduit extending between

the body and the user's face into the sealed interior volume.

The face seal comprises one or more accommodation sites or portions adapted

to facilitate intrusion of the gas conduit into the sealed interior volume while

maintaining the seal between the user interface and the user's face.

The seal may be substantially located or provided at, or about, or adjacent to,

a rim or a perimeter of the body.

The one or more accommodation sites or portions comprise a cut-out or

suitably shaped portion in the face seal or the face seal and the body.

The cut-out or suitably shaped portion may be adapted to accommodate a

profile of the gas conduit or the spacer component.

The the spacer component may comprise a channel or groove or pathway for

receiving a portion of the gas conduit and a sealing surface over which the face seal

forms a seal together with user's face.

The spacer component may be a sleeve enveloping or at least partly surrounding a

portion of the gas conduit.

The spacer component may comprise a first portion and a second portion adapted

to receive or clamp, house or retain the gas conduit between the two portions.

The first and the second portions may be hingedly or pivotably joined at one

side and openable from another side to receive or clamp, house or retain the gas

conduit between the two portions.



The first and/or the second portion comprises a groove, a channel or a

pathway to accommodate or assist in locating the conduit between the first and the

second portions.

The interface may also comprise a coupling arrangement for coupling the

spacer component to the interface.

The coupling arrangement may comprise a protrusion and a complimentary

groove, the protrusion may be being provided on one of the face seal and the

spacer component and the groove being provided on the other one of the face seal

and the spacer component.

The spacer component may allow partial collapse of the gas conduit when the

interface is worn by the user, the spacer component adapted to collapse under a

force provided by the face seal on the user's face.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a spacer component for use in a gases

supply system which conveys breathable gases to and/or from a user via the user

interface of any one of the above statements, and a gas conduit for delivering

breathable gases to and/or from the user via a separate gas supply system or

source, wherein the spacer component is configured and adapted to be positioned

on the user's face and accommodate the creating or forming of the seal between

the user interface and the user's face and facilitate intrusion of the gas conduit

extending between the face seal and the user's face into the sealed interior volume.

The spacer component may be provided along a portion of the length of the

conduit, preferably the length of the conduit which engages or contacts the face

seal of the user interface.

The sleeve may comprise a first portion and a second portion adapted to

receive or clamp, house or retain the gas conduit between the two portions.

The the two portions may be pivotably or hingedly joined along one side and

openable along another side to receive the conduit between the two portions.

The spacer component may be removably snapped or clipped or otherwise

removably fitted onto the conduit.



The spacer component may comprise a channel or groove or pathway for

receiving the conduit.

The spacer component may allow partial collapse of the gas conduit when the

interface is worn by the user, the spacer component may be adapted to collapse

under a force provided by the face seal on the user's face.

In accordance with at least one of the embodiments disclosed herein is a system for

providing respiratory support to a patient, said system comprising:

a nasal cannula for delivering gases to the nares of the patient via the gas

conduit,

and

a user interface according to any one of the above aspects.

The system may be configured to deliver general anaesthetics to the user via

the user interface, while separately or in addition, also to deliver a high flow of

oxygen to the nares of the user via the nasal cannula.

In a further aspect, this disclosure relates to a system for providing

respiratory support to a patient comprising a combination of an oro-nasal mask and

a nasal cannula assembly, each of said mask and nasal cannula assembly provided

with separate gas flow supply from one or more sources, said nasal cannula being

independently locatable upon a user from said mask.

The term "comprising" as used in this specification and claims means "consisting at

least in part of". When interpreting each statement in this specification and claims

that includes the term "comprising", features other than that or those prefaced by

the term may also be present. Related terms such as "comprise" and "comprises"

are to be interpreted in the same manner.

It is intended that reference to a range of numbers disclosed herein (for example, 1

to 10) also incorporates reference to all rational numbers within that range (for

example, 1, 1.1, 2, 3, 3.9, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 8, 9 and 10) and also any range of

rational numbers within that range (for example, 2 to 8, 1.5 to 5.5 and 3.1 to 4.7)

and, therefore, all sub-ranges of all ranges expressly disclosed herein are hereby

expressly disclosed. These are only examples of what is specifically intended and



all possible combinations of numerical values between the lowest value and the

highest value enumerated are to be considered to be expressly stated in this

application in a similar manner.

As used herein the term "and/or" means "and" or "or", or both.

As used herein "(s)" following a noun means the plural and/or singular forms of the

noun.

To those skilled in the art to which the invention relates, many changes in

construction and widely differing embodiments and applications of the invention will

suggest themselves without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in

the appended claims. The disclosures and the descriptions herein are purely

illustrative and are not intended to be in any sense limiting.

The disclosure consists in the foregoing and also envisages constructions of which

the following gives examples only.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Specific embodiments and modifications thereof will become apparent to those

skilled in the art from the detailed description herein having reference to the figures

that follow, of which:

Figure 1 shows a respiratory therapy system.

Figure 2 shows a patient wearing a patient interface.

Figure 3 shows a patient wearing a patient interface (a first patient interface) and a

face mask (a second patient interface).

Figure 4 shows a cross-section of a portion of a patient interface or conduit.

Figure 5 shows a cross-section of a portion of a patient interface or conduit.

Figure 6 shows a patient interface.

Figure 7 shows a patient interface.

Figure 8 shows a portion of a patient interface or conduit.



Figure 9 shows a cross-section of a portion of a patient interface or conduit.

Figure 10 shows a cross-section of a portion of a patient interface or conduit.

Figure 11 shows a typical airway of a patient.

Figure 12A shows a cross section of a portion of a collapsible conduit, while Figure

12B shows the same conduit in a more "closed" or second condition.

Figure 13A shows a cross section of a portion of another embodiment of a

collapsible conduit, shown in a generally first "open" lumen or gas flow path

condition.

Figure 13B shows a cross section of a portion of another embodiment of a

collapsible conduit, shown in a generally first "open" lumen or gas flow path

condition.

Figure 14A, B show cross sections of a portion of another embodiment of a

collapsible conduit; Figure 14A shows the conduit having such a collapsible

capability in a first "open" lumen or gas flow path condition, while Figure 14B shows

the same conduit in a more "closed" lumen or gas flow path or second condition.

Figure 15A, B show cross sections of a portion of another embodiment of a

collapsible conduit; Figure 15A shows the conduit having such a collapsible

capability in a first "open" lumen or gas flow path condition, while Figure 15B shows

the same conduit in a more "closed" lumen or gas flow path or second condition.

Figure 16A shows an embodiment of a collapsible conduit comprising a gate to close

the lumen of the tube.

Figure 16B(i) to 16C(ii) show cross sections of valve arrangements for stopping flow

for example to a patient interface.

Figure 17 is an exploded view of a cannula comprising a side arm providing a lumen

for supplying a flow of gases to a user and with a vent in the side arm.

Figure 18 shows a tube comprising a window in a wall of the tube and with a

perimeter portion around the window configured to seal against the face of a user.



Figure 19 shows a tube for providing a flow of respiratory gases to a user

comprising a bladder to accumulate a gases volume to reduce pressure increases in

the lumen of the tube.

Figure 20 shows a cross section of a tube comprising of a one-way valve (or flow

direction regulator) in combination with a pressure relief device or pressure vent).

Figure 21A to 21C shows an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 21D shows an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 21E shows a cross section of an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 22A and 22B show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief

device.

Figure 23A to 23D show an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 23E to 23G show an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 24A and 24B show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief

device.

Figure 25A and 25B show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief

device.

Figure 26A and 26B show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief

device.

Figure 27A to 27D show an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 27E to 27F show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 27G to 27H show an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 271 and 27J show an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 28 shows a cross section of an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 29 shows a cross section of an embodiment of a pressure relief device.



Figure 30A and 30B show cross sections of an embodiment of a pressure relief

device.

Figure 3 1 shows a cross section of an embodiment of a pressure relief device.

Figure 32 is a schematic perspective view of a nasal cannula and associated

conduits.

Figure 33 is a cross section of a mechanical valve or pressure relief device in a

position allowing a flow of gas to be delivered to a patient or user.

Figure 34 is a cross section of the mechanical valve of figure 33 in a position

preventing a flow of gas from being delivered to a patient or user.

Figure 35 is a perspective view showing a patient interface (similar to that of

figures 2 or 3) in an operational position on a user together with a graphic user

interface.

Figure 36 shows an embodiment of a pressure relief device in a closed

configuration, and Figure 37 shows the same device in a venting or open

configuration.

Figure 38A shows an embodiment of a pressure relief device in a closed

configuration, and Figure 38B shows the same device in a venting or open

configuration.

Figure 39 shows an embodiment of a valve for closing a conduit, the valve shown in

an open configuration, and Figure 40 shows the same valve in a closed position.

Figure 41A and 41B show an embodiment of a pressure relief valve.

Figure 42A shows a user interface device for use in a respiratory therapy system,

for example the system shown in Figures 1 to 3 .

Figure 42B shows a portion of a collapsible tube for delivering high flow gas to a

patient interface, for example a cannula.

Figures 43A-43C show an alternative switch configuration for a user interface

device.



Figure 44A shows a pressure-actuated changeover configuration for use in the

respiratory therapy system.

Figure 44B shows a valve of the pressure-actuated changeover configuration in an

open position.

Figure 44C shows the valve of the pressure-actuated changeover configuration in a

closed position.

Figure 44D shows an exemplary plot of cannula flow and pressure versus time

during use of the pressure-actuated changeover configuration.

Figure 45A shows a connection-actuated changeover configuration for use in the

respiratory therapy system.

Figure 45B shows a portion of the connection-actuated changeover configuration of

Figure 45A. Figure 45B-i shows a pressure relief valve and check valve

arrangement for selectively deflating a cuff of the connection-actuated changeover

configuration of Figure 45A. Figure 45B-M shows the pressure relief valve and check

valve arrangement of Figure 45B-i with the relief valve in an open configuration and

the check valve in a closed position.

Figure 45B-iii shows an alternative pressure relief valve and check valve

arrangement for the connection-actuated changeover configuration of Figure 45A.

Figure 45B-iv shows the pressure relief valve and check valve arrangement in a

venting configuration.

Figure 45C-i shows a connector of the connection-actuated changeover

configuration, the connector in a condition allowing high flow gas. Figure 45C-M

shows the connector in a condition blocking high flow gas and allowing bag flow

gas.

Figure 45D-i shows an exemplary plot of cannula flow, bag flow, high gas flow and

prong cuff status versus time during use of the connection-actuated changeover

configuration. Figure 45D-M shows an exemplary plot of cannula flow, bag flow,

high gas flow and prong cuff status versus time during use of the connection-

actuated changeover configuration for when at least a low level of a high flow gas is

maintained at all times.



Figure 45E shows an alternative connector of the connection-actuated changeover

configuration.

Figure 45F shows an exemplary plot of high flow, bag flow, and cannula flow versus

time during use of the connection-actuated changeover configuration with the

connector of Figure 8e.

Figure 46A shows a bag-actuated changeover configuration for use in the

respiratory therapy system.

Figure 46B shows an exemplary plot of high flow, bag flow, cannula flow, and prong

cuff status versus time during use of the bag-actuated changeover configuration.

Figure 47 is a side view showing a combination nasal cannula in operational

position on a user, in combination with a full face mask.

Figure 48 shows a closer view of the combination of a nasal cannula patient

interface and a full face mask, with a sensing system incorporated into at least an

item and the mask which is placed into proximity or contact with the item.

Figure 49 shows an item in the form of a block or pad which can be mounted or

located on, or placed in contact with, a user (e.g. their face), and through which a

gas supply conduit passes to provide a flow of gas to a patient interface (e.g. a first

patient interface in the form of a nasal cannula) and where the item comprises at

least one sensing system.

Figure 50 shows another embodiment of an item in the form of a block or pad in

which a mechanically activated or triggered switch or sensing system is provided,

such a switch or sensing system to be activated or triggered when the projection is

physically engaged or contacted by a further patient interface, such as a second

patient interface in the form of a mask (not shown).

Figure 51 shows another embodiment of an item in the form of a block or pad in

which a region of the item comprises a sensing system, for example a pressure

sensitive sensing system.

Figure 52 illustrates application of an acoustic or optical sensing system utilising at

least one transmitter and at least one receiver and a sensor associated with these,

such a sensing system which may be utilised in combination with a patient interface



to determine the location of the interface upon a patient, or in proximity or

placement with another patient interface.

Figure 53 is a generalized cross-section through an item in the form of a block or

pad mountable to, or to be placed in contact with, a patient, in which a sensing

system embedded within the item is provided, for example in the form of an optical

sensing system, such an optical sensing system being utilised to determine the

placement of a patient interface upon the item (e.g. a second patient interface

being put into operative position on a patient).

Figures 54A-C show how a parameter or characteristics of a gas supply conduit may

change or alter, for example a deformation or change in shape of such a conduit as

a result of a change in flow or pressure within the conduit, for example due to a

closing of the conduit by a pressure or force exerted upon the item through which

the gas is to pass. More particularly:

Figure 54A shows a first patient interface in the form of a nasal cannula in

operational position with a patient, including a gas supply conduit providing a flow

of gas to the interface, and where a gas source provides the flow, and a sensor,

such as an acoustic sensor, is used to sense a parameter or characteristic of the

conduit.

Figure 54B then shows a second patient interface, such as full face mask, in

operational position on the patient, in combination with the first patient interface,

with a part of the second patient interface (e.g. a seal) coming into contact with the

item and applying a contacting force or pressure which in turn closes, or at least

partially closes the conduit supply gas to the first patient interface, a resultant

change in shape (such as the bulge) occurs and is sensed by the sensing system

associated with the conduit.

Figure 54C shows a further iteration of Figure 54B, but where the conduit is still

further changed in shape or bulged, for example resultant from a complete closure

of the conduit and/or due to a build-up in the pressure within the conduit.

Figure 55A to 55B show a sensor arrangement comprising a contact sensor.

Figure 56A to 56B show a sensor arrangement comprising a capacitive sensor



Figure 57 shows a sensor arrangement comprising a contact sensor located within a

lumen of a conduit.

Figure 58A to 58B show a sensor arrangement comprising an inductive sensor.

Figure 59 shows a sensor arrangement comprising a pressure sensor.

Figure 60 shows a sensor arrangement comprising a pressure sensor.

Figure 6 1 shows a sensor arrangement comprising at least two pressure sensors.

Figure 62A shows a user interface in the form of a mask for placing over the nasal

and/or oral area of a user for conveying gases to and/or from the user according to

one embodiment of the disclosure, and a gas conduit which extends into a volume

formed by an interior of the interface and the face of the user when the interface is

worn by a user.

Figure 62B shows a user interface according to another embodiment.

Figure 63A shows a component provided to a portion of a conduit as a padded

sleeve.

Figure 63B shows another configuration of the component of Figure 56a, in which

the padded sleeve comprises an upper and a second portion which are pivotably or

hingedly joined at one side and openable from another side to receive the conduit

between the two portions.

Figure 63C shows yet another configuration of the component, in which the

component is a unitary member which comprises a channel along its length to

receive the conduit, the component may be snapped or clipped onto the conduit at

a desirable lengthwise location.

Figure 64 shows another configuration, in which a coupling arrangement is provided

to couple component to the interface.

Figure 65a shows a flow chart of exemplary steps that may be performed by a

conscious/apnoeic therapy setting configuration and method in the respiratory

therapy system.



Figure 65b shows the incorporation of a pressure sampling line into a cannula for

use in the conscious/apnoeic therapy setting configuration and method.

Figure 65c shows an exemplary plot of pressure and gas flow versus time for the

conscious/apnoeic therapy configuration and method.

Figure 65d shows an exemplary plot of pressure and gas flow versus time post-

anaesthesia for the conscious/apnoeic therapy configuration and method.

Figure 66a shows a flow chart of exemplary steps that may be performed by a

suction compensation configuration and method in the respiratory therapy system.

Figure 66b shows an exemplary plot of pressure and gas flow versus time for the

suction compensation configuration and method.

Figure 67a shows a patient interface configuration to facilitate therapy during

transport.

Figure 67b shows cross-sectional details of a connector of the patient interface

when connected.

Figure 67c shows cross-sectional details of the connector when disconnected.

Figure 67d shows cross-sectional details of a connector or coupling on the

secondary conduit of the patient interface configuration.

Figure 67e shows cross-sectional details of an alternative connector or coupling on

the secondary conduit of the patient interface configuration.

Figure 67f shows a closure that may be used on the secondary tube instead of one

of the valves of Figure 67d or 67e.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The foregoing description of the various embodiments and disclosure herein

includes preferred forms thereof. Modifications may be made thereto without

departing from the scope of the disclosure.

Figure 1 shows a respiratory therapy system 100. The respiratory therapy system

100 comprises a flow generator 102. The flow generator 102 is configured to



generate gas flows that are passed through the respiratory therapy system 100.

The flow generator 102 passes the air to a humidifier 104. The humidifier 104 is

configured to heat and humidify gas flows generated by the flow generator 102. In

some configurations, the flow generator 102 comprises a blower adapted to receive

gases from the environment outside of the respiratory therapy system 100 and

propel them through the respiratory therapy system 100. In some configurations,

the flow generator 102 may comprise some other gas generation means. For

example, in some configurations, the flow generator 102 may comprise a source

available from a hospital gas outlet (e.g. oxygen or air), or one or more containers

of compressed air and/or another gas and one or more valve arrangements adapted

to control the rate at which gases leave the one or more containers. As another

example, in some configurations, the flow generator 102 may comprise an oxygen

concentrator. In some configurations, the flow generator 102 may be adapted to

deliver a high flow therapy.

According to various configurations and embodiments described herein, a flowrate

of gases supplied or provided to an interface or via a system, such as through a

flowpath, may comprise, but is not limited to, flows of at least about 5, 10, 20, 30,

40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 L/min, or more, and useful

ranges may be selected between any of these values (for example, about 40 to

about 80, about 50 to about 80, about 60 to about 80, about 70 to about 100

L/min, about 70 to 80 L/min). Flowrates above about 15 L/min in some

embodiments may be used in such configurations or embodiments, in particular but

not limited to flowrates of about 60-70 L/min. 'High flow' or 'high flow therapy'

may refer to the delivery of gases to a patient at a flow rate of between about 5 or

10 L/min and about 100 L/min, or between about 15 L/min and about 95 L/min, or

between about 20 L/min and about 90 L/min, or between about 25 L/min and about

85 L/min, or between about 30 L/min and about 80 L/min, or between about 35

L/min and about 75 L/min, or between about 40 L/min and about 70 L/min, or

between about 45 L/min and about 65 L/min, or between about 50 L/min and about

60 L/min.

Gases delivered may comprise a percentage of oxygen. In some configurations, the

percentage of oxygen in the gases delivered may be between about 20% and about

100%, or between about 30% and about 100%, or between about 40% and about

100%, or between about 50% and about 100%, or between about 60% and about



100%, or between about 70% and about 100%, or between about 80% and about

100%, or between about 90% and about 100%, or about 100%, or 100%.

High flow therapy has been found effective in meeting or exceeding the patient's

normal peak inspiratory demand, to increase oxygenation of the patient and/or

reduce the work of breathing. Additionally, high flow therapy may generate a

flushing effect in the nasopharynx such that the anatomical dead space of the upper

airways is flushed by the high incoming gas flows. This creates a reservoir of fresh

gas available of each and every breath, while minimising re-breathing of carbon

dioxide, nitrogen, etc.

As relatively high gas delivery flow rates may be used with the embodiments or

configurations described herein, the gases being supplied or delivered to the user or

patient may be delivered to different parts of the user's or a patient's airway.

Such relatively high flow rates of gases may assist in providing the supplied gases

into a user's airway, or to different parts of a user's airway, for example such flow

rates may allow for a delivery of such gases to the upper or lower airway regions.

Upper airway region typically includes the nasal cavity, pharynx and larynx, while

the lower airway region typically includes the trachea, primary bronchi and lungs.

Figure 11 shows a typical airway of a person, and includes arrows to indicate how a

relatively high flow rate of gases supplied to a user may be utilised to effectively

push or drive the supplied gases further or deeper into a user's airway than when

the person is under normal or typical self-driven respiratory conditions, or when a

patient has a diminished respiratory drive.

The respiratory therapy system 100 comprises a housing 106 that at least partially

houses both the flow generator 102 and the humidifier 104 (e.g. the respiratory

therapy system 100 may comprise an integrated flow generator/humidifier

apparatus). In other configurations the flow generator 102 and humidifier 104 may

have separate housings. A hardware controller 108 is shown to be in electronic

communication with the flow generator 102 and the humidifier 104, although in

some configurations the hardware controller 108 might only communicate with the

flow generator 102 or the humidifier 104. The hardware controller 108 may

comprise a microcontroller or some other architecture configured to direct the

operation of controllable components of the respiratory therapy system 100,



including but not limited to the flow generator 102 and/or the humidifier 104. An

input/output module 110 is shown to be in electronic communication with the

controller 108. The input/output module 110 may be configured to allow a user to

interface with the controller 108 to facilitate the control of controllable components

of the respiratory therapy system 100, including but not limited to the flow

generator 102 and/or the humidifier 104, and/or view data regarding the operation

of the respiratory therapy system 100 and/or its components. The input/output

module 110 might comprise, for example, one or more buttons, knobs, dials,

switches, levers, touch screens, speakers, displays and/or other input or output

peripherals that a user might use to view data and/or input commands to control

components of the respiratory therapy system 100.

As further shown in Figure 1, a supplementary gas source 124 may be used to add

one or more supplementary gases to the gases flowing through the respiratory

therapy system 100. The one or more supplementary gases join the gas flow

generated by the flow generator 102. The supplementary gas source 124 may be

configured to deliver one or more supplementary gases including but not limited to

air, oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N2), nitrous oxide (NO), and/or

heliox (a mixture of helium and oxygen). The supplementary gas source 124 may

deliver the one or more supplementary gases via a first supplementary gas lumen

128 to a location upstream of the flow generator 102, and/or may deliver the one or

more supplementary gases via a second supplementary gas conduit 132 to a

location downstream of the flow generator 102 and/or upstream of the humidifier

104. One or more supplementary flow valves 126, 130 may be used to control the

rates at which the one or more supplementary gases can flow from the

supplementary gas source 124 and through the first and/or second supplementary

gas conduits 128, 132. One or more of the supplementary flow valves 126, 130

may be in electronic communication with the controller 108, which may in turn

control the operation and/or state of the one or more of the supplementary flow

valves 126, 130. In other configurations, the supplementary gas source 124 may be

configured to add one or more supplementary gases downstream of the humidifier

104.

As shown in Figure 1, a conduit 112 extending from the humidifier 104 links the

humidifier 104 to a patient interface 200. The conduit 112 may comprise a conduit

heater 114 adapted to heat gases passing through the conduit 112. In other



configurations the conduit heater 114 may not be present. The patient interface 200

is shown to be a nasal cannula, although it should be understood that in some

configurations, other patient interfaces may be suitable. For example, in some

configurations, the patient interface 200 may comprise a sealing or non-sealing

interface, and may comprise a nasal mask, an oral mask, an oro-nasal mask, a full

face mask, a nasal pillows mask, a nasal cannula, an endotracheal tube,

tracheostomy tube, a combination of the above or some other gas conveying

system. In a preferred embodiment, the patient interface 200 is a non-sealing

interface such as a nasal cannula, which allows gases to be exchanged with the

environment. For example, the non-sealing cannula allows carbon dioxide to be

removed and/or cleared from the patient's airways while the patient receives flow

therapy from the system 100. Further, in the preferred embodiment, the patient

interface 200 is in the form of a nasal interface, such that the system does not

interfere with other oral airway equipment and/or devices, for example, a tracheal

tube in an intubation procedure. Accordingly, the patient may continue to receive

flow therapy throughout the intubation procedure.

As shown, in some configurations the patient interface 200 may also comprise a gas

sensing module 120 adapted to measure a characteristic of gases passing through

the patient interface 200. In other configurations the gas sensing module 120 could

be positioned and adapted to measure the characteristics of gases at or near other

parts of the respiratory therapy system 100. The gas sensing module 120 may

comprise one or more sensors adapted to measure various characteristics of gases,

including but not limited to pressure, flow rate, temperature, absolute humidity,

relative humidity, enthalpy, gas composition, oxygen concentration, carbon dioxide

concentration, and/or nitrogen concentration. Gas properties determined by the gas

sensing module 120 may be utilized in a number of ways, including but not limited

to closed loop control of parameters of the gases. For example, in some

configurations flow rate data taken by a gas sensing module 120 may be used to

determine the instantaneous flow, which in turn may be used to determine the

respiratory cycle of the patient to facilitate the delivery of flow in synchronicity with

portions of the respiratory cycle. The gas sensing module 120 may communicate

with the controller 108 over a first transmission line 122. In some configurations,

the first transmission line 122 may comprise a data communication connection

adapted to transmit a data signal. The data communication connection could

comprise a wired data communication connection such as but not limited to a data



cable, or a wireless data communication connection such as but not limited to Wi-Fi

or Bluetooth. In some configurations, both power and data may be communicated

over the same first transmission line 122. For example, the gas sensing module 120

may comprise a modulator that may allow a data signal to be 'overlaid' on top of a

power signal. The data signal may be superimposed over the power signal and the

combined signal may be demodulated before use by the controller 108. I n other

configurations the first transmission line 122 may comprise a pneumatic

communication connection adapted to transmit a gas flow for analysis at a portion

of the respiratory therapy system 100.

Additionally as shown a physiological sensor module 121 may be present. The

physiological sensor module 121 may be configured to detect various characteristics

of the patient or of the health of the patient, including but not limited to heart rate,

EEG signal, EKG/ECG signal, inertial sensors attached to the patient (e.g. : chest) to

detect movement, blood oxygen concentration (via, for example, a pulse oximeter),

blood CO2 concentration, transcutaneous CO2 (TcC02) and/or blood glucose.

Similarly, the physiological sensor module 121 may communicate with the

controller 108 over a second transmission line 123. The second transmission line

123 may comprise wired or wireless data communication connections similarly to

the first transmission line 122, and power and data may be communicated

similarly. The physiological sensor module 121 may be used, for example, to

determine the blood oxygen saturation of the patient.

Figure 2 shows a patient P wearing a patient interface 200, for example the patient

interface 200 of the respiratory system of Figure 1. I n the illustrated non-limiting

configuration, the patient interface 200 is a nasal cannula. The patient interface

200 comprises a first gas lumen 202 defined by a tubular wall. The first gas lumen

202 is adapted to receive gases from the respiratory therapy system 100 (for

example, via the conduit 112 shown in Figure 1) and channel the gases to the

patient P. The illustrated first gas lumen 202 is defined at least in part by a wall

within which gases can be channelled. The first gas lumen 202 may comprise a

reinforcement element 203 adapted to strengthen and/or add rigidity to the first

gas lumen to prevent deformation or collapse of the first gas lumen 202 arising due

to the application of forces against the first gas lumen 202. The reinforcement

element 203 may include a number of structures, including but not limited to



plastic or metallic reinforcing beads that lie in or on the wall of the first gas lumen

202.

The first gas lumen 202 is in pneumatic communication with a flow manifold 206.

The flow manifold 206 receives gases from the first gas lumen 202 and passes them

to one or more nasal delivery elements 208 (e.g. prongs). The one or more nasal

delivery elements 208 extend outwardly from the flow manifold 206. The one or

more nasal delivery elements 208 are adapted to be non-sealingly positioned in one

or more nares of the patient P. As shown, the patient interface 200 comprises two

nasal delivery elements 208 adapted to be positioned one in each of the patient's

nares. Each nasal delivery element 208 may be shaped or angled such that it

extends inwardly towards a septum of the patient's nose. Alternatively the first

patient interface 200 may be a sealing nasal interface.

Additionally, each nasal delivery element may be shaped or angled such that a tip

of each nasal delivery element points, in use, towards a back of the head of the

patient P. I n the embodiment shown in Figure 2, the flow manifold 206 receives

flow from one lateral side of the flow manifold 206 (e.g. with respect to an

imaginary vertical plane bisecting the face of the patient P) and channels flow to

each of the nasal delivery elements 208. In other configurations, the patient

interface 200 may comprise greater (for example, three or four) or fewer (for

example, one) nasal delivery element 208.

In other configurations, each nasal delivery elements 208 can have different

properties. For example, one of a pair of nasal delivery elements 208 can be

relatively long and the other nasal delivery element 208 can be relatively short. In

some configurations, the flow manifold 206 may be configured to receive flow from

two lateral sides of the flow manifold 206 (e.g. from a 'left' and Vight' of the flow

manifold 206 instead of just the 'left' of the flow manifold 206 as seen in Figure 2).

In some such configurations, multiple gas lumens may be used to provide for

pneumatic communication between the flow manifold 206 and the respiratory

therapy system 100. I n some configurations, the flow manifold 206 may be

configured to receive flow from a non-lateral side of the flow manifold 206 (e.g.

from a 'bottom' or 'top' of the flow manifold 206).

The patient interface may further comprise mounts and/or supports, e.g., cheek

supports 210, for attaching and/or supporting the gas lumen 202 on the patient's



face. Alternatively, the patient interface may be held in place via one or more

headstraps or headgear.

Further, first gas lumen 202 may comprise a first portion 204 configured to

transition from a first configuration in which a first level of gases is able to pass

through the first portion 204 to a second configuration in which a second level of

gases is able to pass through the first portion 204. This feature will be described in

more detail below.

Figure 3 shows a non-limiting exemplary embodiment of a patient P wearing the

patient interface 200 as shown in Figure 2 (a first patient interface) underneath a

face mask 300 assembly (a second patient interface). Figure 3 schematically shows

the face mask as a transparent structure in order to illustrate the patient interface

200 under it.

A system may find benefit in the selective delivery of separate therapies to a

patient using different patient interfaces. The system and devices as described find

particular application in emergency resuscitation, around intubation of a patient

receiving high flow therapy, ear, nose, and throat (ENT) surgery, in assisting with

conditioning of a patient in a pre-operative state prior to administration of

anaesthetics, and during post-extubation and recovery.

Face mask assembly 300 may be used as or with a second respiratory support

subsystem and/or to deliver one or more substances other than a substance

delivered by the cannula 200, for example anesthetic agents or oxygen, to the

patient, or the same substance but at different flow and/or pressure levels.

Accordingly, the embodiment shown in Figure 3 allows for the delivery of gas from

multiple sources via two respiratory support subsystems. Additionally, this

configuration may allow the patient interface 200 to be left on the patient

throughout the surgical procedure and/or into recovery (whether or not the patient

continues to receive flow therapy through the patient interface 200 throughout the

procedure).

In the embodiment shown, face mask assembly 300 comprises a full face mask

302 configured to cover both the patient's nose and mouth. In other configurations,

the face mask 300 may be a nasal mask or oral mask which is placed over the



patient interface 200 to cover only the patient's nasal region or only the patient's

mouth.

As shown, the face mask 302 comprises a seal region 304 adapted to seal against

the patient's face. The face mask assembly 300 is connected to a second gas

source, for example via a filter element 400, which supplies the one or more other

gases to the patient via the face mask. That is, the second gas source is preferably

different from the source supplying gas (for example, supplementary gas source

124/flow generator 102) to the patient interface 200.

In a preferred embodiment, the face mask assembly 300 is connected to a separate

gas source or a separate respiratory support device. For example, the respiratory

support can be a ventilator or a CPAP or a high flow therapy device or a manual

resuscitator (for example a hand held face mask with bag).

Alternatively the mask assembly 300 could be connected to an anesthetic device

and anesthetic gas, or air, or oxygen, or a combination of gases, can be delivered

via the mask 302.

The embodiment shown in Figure 3 allows for the delivery of gas from multiple

sources via at least two different respiratory support modes, and further allows a

doctor, clinician or medical professional to quickly and easily change the type of

respiratory support mode.

In one particular application, a patient preparing for anaesthesia can be pre-

oxygenated by delivering a high flow of oxygen via a nasal cannula. In some

circumstances, anaesthesiologists managing the sedation of a patient may want to

switch between delivery of gas flow from one patient interface (for example a nasal

cannula) and delivery of gas flow from another patient interface, such as via a face

mask. Delivery of gas from a nasal cannula together with gas from a mask, or even

delivery of gas from a cannula while a mask is sealed over the cannula, may cause

an increase in pressure, which could damage the patient's lungs. Anaesthesiologists

also use a mask with a bag to oxygenate a patient, and in some instances find it

more comfortable to use a bag mask if a patient's vital signs being to drop. In such

a situation, as described earlier, flow through the cannula as well as pulsing gases

flow from a bag mask can cause over pressure in the lungs and potential lung

damage. In some situations a medical professional may wish to switch between



different respiratory systems or support modes. In first mode respiratory support

may be provided by first respiratory support system (for example via the patient

interface 200) and in a second mode respiratory support may be provided by a

second respiratory support system (for example via the patient interface 300), with

the support from the first system switched off. For example, the additional flow

from the high flow may also modify the expected behaviour of the anaesthetic

circuit, and therefore it may be advantageous to be able to turn the additional flow

from the first respiratory system off.

In some configurations, the switching between two respiratory support modes or

subsystems may be facilitated by a structure of the first gas lumen (first conduit

202), which has a first portion 204 configured to transition from a first configuration

in which a first level of gases is able to pass through the first portion 204 to a

second configuration in which a second level of gases is able to pass through the

first portion 204.

Preferably, the first portion 204 is configured to be more collapsible or otherwise

better adapted at changing the flow of gas through the first portion 204 (therefore

reducing the flow of gas through the lumen and to the patient) than other portions

of the lumen 202.

In other embodiments, the first configuration or first condition is a substantially

open configuration and the second configuration or second condition is a

substantially closed configuration. That is, the lumen 202 is configured to be more

collapsible, deformable or otherwise adapted to fully close off the flow at the first

portion 204 than at other portions of the lumen 202. Figure 4 shows one example of

this configuration, in which the lumen (for example the lumen 202 of figure 3) at

first portion 204 is substantially closed by the seal 304 of face mask 302. In such

an embodiment, the first portion (i.e. the more collapsible or deformable section) of

the first gas lumen should be of a length that is greater than a width of a section of

a seal of the face mask that bears over the first portion of the first gas lumen. This

ensures the seal of the face mask does not bear over a non-collapsible section of

the first gas lumen. For example, the first portion may extend from a distance of

35mm or less from the centre of a user's nose to at least 50mm from the centre of

a user's nose, the first portion having a length of at least 15mm. In some

embodiments the length of the first portion may be at least 15mm, 20mm, 25mm,

30mm, 35mm, 40mm, 45mm, 50mm or greater.



The first portion 204 may progress between the first and second configurations

based on a relative level of force applied to an external wall, or experienced by an

internal wall, of the first portion 204. For example, as shown in Figure 3, the force

may be applied by the seal 304 of face mask 302. In this example, first portion 204

is configured to be positioned under the seal 304 of the face mask 302.

Alternatively, the force may be applied to first portion 204 by other means, e.g.,

clamps (not shown). In some embodiments, the seal of the face mask acting on

the first portion of the gas lumen causes the first portion to form a seal or at least a

partial seal between the first patient interface and the flow generator. Additionally,

the seal of the face mask forms a seal or at least a partial seal over the first portion

of the gas lumen. Switching between respiratory support therapies is therefore

achieved simply by applying a mask to the patient's face so that the seal of the

mask collapses (partially or completely) the first portion of the gas lumen to 'turn

off' or reduce the therapy supplied by the first interface and also provides a seal

between the face mask and the external surface of the first portion such that

therapy can be provided exclusively or at least predominantly by the mask. In some

embodiments the removal of the mask from the patient's face allows the therapy

supplied by the first interface to recommence.

According to Figures 12A-15B, the following disclosure relates to a conduit, whether

as a part of a conduit or the entirety of a conduit, or a conduit provided as an

interconnection between other conduits or components associated with a patient

interface, such as a nasal cannula or mask. These figures illustrate further

exemplifications of a collapsible type conduit, capable of being in a first

configuration or first condition such that a lumen or gas flow path of the conduit is

kept open or maintained in a gas flow capability, yet deformed or distorted or

buckled under application of a force or load into a second configuration or second

condition in which the lumen or gas flow path is substantially closed or occluded or

obstructing of the flow of gas therethrough. Further, in the second configuration or

condition the collapsible type conduit provides a collapsed form that may aid in

ensuring the seal of the mask is able to form a seal or at least a partial seal over

the conduit together with the patient's face.

The form or array of forms of figures 12A to 15B may be independent of the conduit

wall or an internal wall surface. That is, the form or forms may not be attached or

connected to the conduit wall or an internal surface thereof. Alternatively, the form



or array of forms of figures 12A to 15B may be attached along the wall of the

conduit in a portion of the inner circumference (lateral perimeter) of the conduit

only. This can allow the form or forms to independently move of the conduit wall,

or move relative to the conduit wall, allowing for their distortion or buckling or

other change in shape or orientation to allow for the re-configuration from a first

condition toward a second condition.

Figure 12A to 15B provide sectional side views (or views with the conduit wall

transparent) of a conduit 400, or at least a part length of a conduit 400, for use as

a part of a respiratory therapy delivery system (such as, but not limited to the

system of Figure 1). The conduit or part length of the conduit 400 comprises at

least one form or an array of forms 401 that is/are supportive, or form a part, of a

conduit wall 402. An internal surface 403 of said conduit wall 402 forms a lumen or

gas flow path 404 of the conduit 400.

The at least one form or the array of forms 401 is/are biased so as to preferentially

maintain the lumen or gas flow path in a first condition (for example that shown by

Figures 12A, 13A, 13B, 14A, 15A). The first condition being a substantially open or

a substantially non-collapsed conduit wall condition, which allows for a flow of gas

unimpeded to a further component associated with a respiratory therapy delivery

system, such as a patient interface or to a further section of conduit.

The conduit or part length of the conduit 400 comprising the at least one form or

the array of forms 401 is/are configured to be distortable or buckle from the first

condition to a second condition (for example that shown by Figures 12B, 14B, 15B)

in response to a force or load 405 applied to an outside surface 406 of the conduit

wall 402 comprising the at least one form or the array of forms 401.

The second condition being a configuration or condition in which there is a

substantially closed or substantially collapsed conduit wall condition or where the

lumen or gas flow path 404 are substantially closed, blocked, occluded or otherwise

obstructed as to a gas flow therethrough, or there may be intermediate positions of

these, such as partially closed or collapsed or partially closed or blocked or occluded

or otherwise partially obstructed as to the gas flow therethrough for restrictions of

gas flow. It will be appreciated where reference is made to a second condition and

the gas flow path may alternatively be put into partial stages of these, as noted

above. Such partial stages can be applied across the various embodiments and



configurations disclosed herein, except where a complete closure is required for

additional reasons.

According to some configurations, the at least one form or array of forms 401 can

be substantially unrestrictively distortable or buckling in response to application of

the force or load 405.

In terms of the form being "unrestricted" or substantially "unrestrictively" allowing

for the distortion or buckling or other change in shape of the form, this means that

the "form" does not actively prevent the form from being changed in

shape/configuration when the force/load is applied.

The force or load applied to the outside surface 406 of the conduit wall 402 may be

applied, for example, by a part of a patient interface such as the seal of a full face

mask, being placed into contact with the conduit 400. For example, where a nasal

cannula may be in operative position as a first patient interface upon a patient, and

a second patient interface, such as a mask, is additionally provided to deliver a

respiratory therapy to the patient, the second patient interface can provide the

force or load upon the conduit 400.

The load or force can be manually applied by a user, such as by a medical

professional. This may be achieved by pressing on the conduit.

The relative distortion or buckling of the at least one form or array of forms 401

from the first condition to the second condition is to a pre-determined distorted or

buckled orientation or arrangement or configuration of the least one form or the

array of forms.

The force or load 405 applied to the outside surface of the conduit, in use, must be

sufficient so as to overcome the bias exerted by the form 401 in supporting or

maintaining the conduit 400 in the first configuration or condition (i.e. the "open"

lumen condition). As such, the force or load 405 which must be applied to the

outside surface 406 of the conduit 400 must be sufficient so as to induce distortion

or buckling of the at least one form or array of forms 401 and alter the conduit from

the first condition toward the second condition against a gases pressure within

conduit. Further the force must be sufficient to hold the conduit in the second

condition against the internal pressure of the conduit.



The second condition can be a preferentially pre-determined re-configuration (or re

arrangement or re-orientation) of the at least one form or the array of forms 401.

For example, the form 401 can be designed or configured so that in transitioning

from the first condition to the second condition, the ultimate second condition is

accounted for in the ability for the form 401 to distort or buckle or otherwise be

reconfigured.

In the second condition, the internal surfaces 403 of the conduit wall 402 can be

effectively brought together upon themselves, whether as a complete bringing

together of these internally or partially so. For example, see in particular Figures

14B and 15B in which the conduit 400 is in a "closed" configuration. The internal

surfaces 403 can be brought together, whether to be in contact with, or to be

substantially adjacent with, each other, or to provide for the substantially closed or

substantially collapsed conduit wall 402 condition or where the lumen or gas flow

path 404 are substantially occluded or provide an obstruction as to a gas flow

therethrough. Partial configurations can also be achieved of these substantially

"closed" conditions, for example to achieve a constriction or restriction of the gas

flow, rather than a total obstruction or closure of the gas flow path.

The form 401 is configured so as to be supportive of the conduit wall 402, and

biased so as to maintain the conduit toward or in the first condition.

The form of the array of forms 401 is/are capable of being distorted or buckled (or

re-arranged or re-configured) from the first condition toward the second condition

upon application of the force or load 405, yet a reduction or removal of the force or

load 405 allows the form or array of forms 401 to return or recover the conduit 400

to or toward the first condition.

The conduit could be made of a single material that has the appropriate resilience

to hold the first condition or configuration, while being able to be depressed to the

second condition or configuration. Alternatively, the conduit could be made of two

materials, and the second material provides the structure to allow the conduit to

hold or maintain the first condition and then move to the second condition under a

force or load. In such an embodiment, there may be a polymeric conduit comprising

a series of structures or forms inside, embedded within, or surrounding the conduit

wall. In another embodiment, for example where the conduit is made of a single



materia l, the structu res or forms wou ld not be req uired beca use the materia l wou ld

have the necessa ry properties to ma inta in the f irst cond ition .

The form 401 can be a spi ra lled or hel ica lly wou nd or coi led member bei ng of a

pitch ang le of greater tha n about 20° to about 70°, or about 25° to about 65°, or

about 35° to about 55°, or about 45° from a horizonta l long itud ina l axis extend ing

along the cond uit or the at least pa rt of the cond uit comprisi ng the form or array of

forms, or bei ng an ang le relative to the cond uit wa ll, the pitch ang le bei ng the

ang le between each wind or coi l of the member.

The form 401 can be a spi ra lled or hel ica lly wou nd or coi led member havi ng a pitch

of greater tha n about the interna l d iameter of the cond uit to about 10 t imes the

interna l d iameter of the cond uit, or about V t o about 8 t imes the interna l d iameter

of the cond uit, or about 2/3 to about 6 times the interna l d iameter of the cond uit,

or about 1 t imes to about 4 t imes the interna l d iameter of the cond uit, or the pitch

bei ng substa ntia lly the same length as the interna l d iameter of the cond uit, pitch

bei ng the d ista nce from a centre to a centre of adjacent spi ra ls or hel ica l wind ings

or coi ls of the member.

The form 401 can be a spi ra lled or hel ica lly wou nd or coi led member bei ng of a

pitch ang le or a pitch (or both), such that appl ication of the load or force 405 to an

outside surface 406 of the cond uit 400 allows the form 401 to fold over upon itself

or to be re-oriented so that the form 401 lies in a substa ntia lly flat orientation when

in the second cond ition .

The form 401 can be a series of r ings or r ing members, such as that shown in

Fig ures 13A, B. Each r ing of the series incl ud ing a hinged inter-con nection to at

least one other r ing . The hinged inter-con nection can faci litate the distortion or

buckl ing (such as a hinged distortion from the f irst cond ition sha pe) of the form

401.

The form can be a series of hinged ly con nected components, arra nged so as to

provide for at least a substa ntia lly conti nuous support of the cond uit wa ll 402 at

least in the pa rt length of the cond uit 400 comprisi ng the form 401.

Spi ra lly or hel ica lly wou nd or coi led members, or r ing members, may be formed

from a relatively rig id materia l that is able to deform elastica lly between the f irst

and second config urations of the cond uit. Su ita ble materia ls may incl ude plastics



materials known by persons skilled in the art, or metal materials, for example steel

or stainless steel, or high tensile metals, also known by those persons skilled in the

art.

In further configurations, the conduit wall 402 can comprise of at least one form or

an array of forms 401 extending substantially longitudinally along a conduit wall

402, or at least substantially longitudinally along the part length of the conduit wall

402 comprising the form 401. As such, at least one form or the array of forms 401

can be a flap or hinge formed as a part of or provided at or within a conduit wall

402. For example, see Figures 14A-15B which illustrate a conduit cross section

adapted to collapse by application of an external force.

The flap or hinge can allow for the conduit wall 402 to effectively be folded over

upon itself. In such an arrangement, the form or array of forms 401 may be a

concertina-type arrangement (e.g. see Figure 14A, B) or a bellows-type

arrangement (e.g. see Figures 15A, B). Such an arrangement allowing for the

conduit 400 to be distorted or buckled from the first condition to the second

condition under application of the force or load 405. In such configurations, where

for example the form 401 is a hinge, such a hinge or other articulation may be

formed as a part of or provided at or within a conduit wall 402. It will be

appreciated the configurations noted above may be utilised by employing a plurality

of such hinges formed as part of a conduit wall 402, with these forms extending

substantially longitudinally along a conduit wall, or at least substantially

longitudinally along the part length of the conduit wall comprising such forms. In

such embodiments, the conduit could be made of a single material that has the

appropriate resilience to hold the first condition or configuration, while being able to

be depressed to the second condition or configuration. Alternatively, the conduit

could be made of two materials, and the second material provides the structure to

allow the conduit to hold or maintain the first condition and then move to the

second condition under a force or load. In such an embodiment, there may be a

polymeric conduit comprising a series of structures or forms inside, embedded

within, or surrounding the conduit wall. In another embodiment, for example where

the conduit is made of a single material, the structures or forms may not be

required where the material has the necessary properties to maintain the first

condition, yet is able to collapse to the second condition. In some configurations a

thickness of the wall section may vary to achieve a variation in collapsibility



between a collapsible portion of the tube and a remainder or non-collapsible portion

of the tube, as described in a further embodiment below.

Again with reference to Figures 14A to 15B, in some embodiments, the cross

section of a collapsible portion of a conduit 400 comprises a single folding portion

on a side of the collapsible portion. The folding portion extends between an outer

side 406a of the conduit and an inner side 406b of the conduit. In use the inner

side of the conduit is in contact with a patient's face. The folding portion comprises

a pair of side portions 407. The side portions diverge from a folding point 407a to

present an externally facing acute or obtuse angle 407b when in the first condition.

In the second condition, the cross section deforms at the folding point 407b so that

the pair of side portions 407 come together to collapse the collapsible portion to the

second condition.

In Figure 14A, the cross section comprises a first said single folding portion

on a first side of the collapsible portion, and a second said single folding portion on

a second side of the collapsible portion, the second side opposite to the first side.

The first and second folding portions extend between the outer side 406a of the

conduit and the inner side 406b of the conduit.

I n Figure 15A, the cross section comprises the single folding portion

(comprising the side portions 407) on a first side of the collapsible portion and a

second folding point 408 at a second side of the collapsible portion, the second side

opposite to the first side. The outer side 406a of the conduit and the inner side

406b of the conduit diverge from the second folding point 408. The inner and outer

sides of the conduit fold together at the second folding point when transitioning

from the first configuration to the second configuration.

I n some embodiments, the angle 407b between the side portions 407 is an

acute angle. For example the angle may be less than 60degrees, or 55degrees, or

50degrees, or 45degrees, or 40degrees, or 35degrees.

I n the second condition, as shown in Figures 14B and 15B, the collapsible

portion collapses so that external surfaces of the side portions 407 are in contact,

and internal surfaces of the side portions 407 contact internal surfaces of the inner

side 406a and the outer side 406b of the conduit.

With reference to Figures 16A to 16C in some embodiments, a valve may be

provided in the conduit. The valve may be operable by an external force provided

by the mask or a user pressing against the conduit or a mechanism of the valve.

For example with reference to Figure 16A, a further alternative embodiment is a



gate within the conduit. The gate may comprise a pair of doors or bulkheads 1075

that move towards each other and preferably close when the conduit is pressed or

squeezed. In some embodiments the doors may overlap, and/or each door is

complementarily shaped to fit together without overlapping. The doors could be

positioned within the conduit, and may be attached to or integrally formed with the

conduit, so that as the conduit is squeezed the doors move together to close the

lumen of the conduit. Alternatively, the doors could protrude through the walls of

the conduit and move (slide) relative to the conduit. The gate may have a recess

1077 on one of the doors and a complementary protrusion 1079 on the other of the

doors. There may be one or more gates provided. In an alternative embodiment,

the gate may be a single door or bulkhead that slides across the conduit, or is

attached to one side of the conduit and with a gap between the door and an

opposite side of the conduit, so that as the conduit is squeezed the door closes

against the opposite side of the conduit. The door may have an opening, to provide

a minimum flow level past the gate when in a closed position. The door or doors of

the gate are movable in a transverse direction across the conduit from a first

position in which substantially a first level of gases from said gas source pass

through said conduit to a second position in which a second level of gases pass

through the conduit. For example, the door or doors may be perpendicular to a

longitudinal axis of the conduit/flowpath, or may be at an angle (e.g. 45 degrees)

to the flow path. The first position may be a substantially open configuration and

the second position may be a substantially closed configuration. The first level of

gases may be greater than the second level of gases. The direction of the gate

sealing may be transverse, or may be approximately transverse, to the direction of

gas flow, which may help to reduce the required force to close the gate and close

the lumen, as the force of the flow is not directly opposing the direction of the gate

closure. In some embodiments, a contact area where the pair of doors meet, or

where the one door closes against a side of the conduit, may be relatively small so

that a low actuation force is required to create a seal. For example, the width of a

contact area where the doors meet or where the door contacts the conduit side wall

may be 10-20% of the diameter of the conduit

In one position, the gate will allow gas to pass through the conduit. In another

position, the gate will restrict the gas from passing through the conduit. Such gates

may completely close the conduit or may provide for a partial closing or a

constriction of the gas flow path.



In Figure 16B, a valve 549 may comprise a depressible valve member 550. A

user/medical professional, or the mask 300, may press against a valve member 550

extending through a side wall of the conduit 553, to move the valve member 550

into the conduit 553. A diaphragm or other resilient member 551 may be acted on

by the valve member 550 to press the resilient member 551 across a lumen of the

conduit 553 to block flow through the conduit 553. In some embodiments the

resilient member 551 is stretched to block flow, and biases the valve member 550

to an open position. In other embodiments the valve member 550 is biased to the

open state by the internal pressure of the gases flow in the conduit 553. Figure

16B(i) shows the valve 549 in an open configuration with the valve member 550

and resilient member 551 extending from the side wall of the conduit 553. Figure

16B(ii) shows the valve member 550 depressed to extend into the conduit 553 and

block flow. Figures 16C(i) and 16C(ii) show a similar arrangement. The valve 548

also comprises a valve seat 552 that is biased against the valve member 554, to

bias the valve member 554 away from the closed position.

In other embodiments, the system may comprise other valve arrangements for

stopping flow to the patient interface. For example, a butterfly valve with a valve

element that is manually turned (for example through 90 degrees) by a user

between an open position and a closed position may be provided.

Accordingly, in some embodiments as described above, a device comprising a

collapsing portion of a conduit or patient interface 200, or a valve located in the

conduit or patient interface, provides a device for switching respiratory therapy

between two modes, wherein the patient interface 200 provides the first respiratory

therapy mode and the mask assembly 300 provides a second respiratory mode. The

modes may be switched when the first portion 204 of the lumen 202 transitions

from the first configuration to the second configuration.

I n one embodiment, this transitioning is provided by the face mask 302. That is,

when the face mask is placed onto the patient, the seal 304 of the face mask may

apply a force onto the first portion 204, transitioning the first portion 204 from its

first configuration to its second configuration, and preferably reducing or stopping

the delivery of the first therapy mode, and preferably additionally form a seal with

the seal of the mask, so that the mask seals with the first portion of the tube and

the patient's face. Accordingly, the structure of the patient interface 200 or a

conduit providing a flow of gases to the patient interface 200 allows a medical



professional to quickly change the type of respiratory support being delivered to the

patient without having to remove the interface providing the first respiratory mode.

I n some embodiments where the first respiratory support mode is high flow

therapy, the structure of the patient interface 200 allows the medical professional

to stop or minimise the flow rate, and start the second respiratory therapy (e.g., via

a ventilator or a CPAP or a high flow therapy device or an anaesthetic device) easily

and simultaneously. Further, this allows for the anaesthesiologist or medical

professional managing the sedation of a patient to have precise knowledge of the

flow delivered to the patient, as the gas delivered by the second patient interface is

not being diluted by the gas provided by the first patient interface.

In some embodiments, the first portion 204 may progress between the first and

second configurations based on a level of pressure of gases passing through the

first portion of the gases lumen. That is, the first portion of the first gases lumen

may be in the first configuration when the flow pressure is above a first

predetermined pressure level, and in the second configuration when the flow

pressure falls below or increases above the first predetermined pressure level.

In another embodiment, the first portion 204 may be self-collapsing. That is, it may

be partially or fully collapsed (second configuration) when there is no gas or a

low/reduced flow of gas flowing through it, and expands (first configuration) when

there is some level of gas flowing through it.

Figures 6 to 8 show various alternative examples for providing first portion 204 to

lumen 202, via one or more variations in geometry, material property, structure

and/or composition of the lumen across the first portion 204.

In one example, as shown in Figure 8, the first portion 204 comprises a wall 209

that is thinner than one or more walls 207 of other portions of the first gases

lumen. 8 . Preferably, there is a substantially smooth, or substantially linear,

transition in thickness between the wall 209 of the first portion 204 and the one or

more walls 207 of other portions of the first gases lumen 202. A smooth transition

may assist to prevent or reduce turbulent flow, improve hygiene, and/or reduce the

likelihood of the gases conduit kinking.

Additionally or alternatively, the first portion 204 comprises a wall that is more

flexible than walls of other portions of the first gases lumen 202. In one



embodiment, the variation in flexibility is due to the material of the wall. In another

embodiment, the variation in flexibility may additionally or alternatively be due to

reinforcement element 203 provided along substantially the entire length of the

lumen except at first portion 204 (as shown in figure 7). Preferably, there is a

substantially smooth, or substantially linear, transition in flexibility between the

wall 209 of the first portion 204 and the one or more walls 207 of other portions of

the first gases lumen 202, for example, by providing a tapering of the

reinforcement element towards the first portion 204.

In an alternative configuration shown in Figure 6, the first portion 204 may

comprise a wider section (i.e., larger cross-sectional area) compared to other

portions of the lumen 202. This may reduce the amount of force and/or internal

pressure required to deform and/or collapse this portion.

According to the configuration of Figures 6-8, a further alternative could be to

provide a conduit that is devoid of structure or reinforcements or other forms to

support the wall of the conduit. Such a configuration would allow the conduit to be

squashed or collapsed with relative ease. That is, the conduit is devoid of any spiral

or helical bead or other reinforcements. The tube can be maintained in an "open" or

first condition or configuration by the pressure of the gas provided with the conduit

itself. Application of a force or load upon the conduit wall can squash, crush or

otherwise collapse the conduit at that portion where the force or load is being

applied. Such a conduit may form a part of a more general gas supply conduit (for

example the first portion 204 of the first gas conduit 202), or may be provided as a

relatively short length of conduit to be provided as an inter-connection between

other components within a respiratory therapy delivery system. For example, the

collapsible conduit may be provided as a short section of conduit connecting two

other sections conduit, or to a patient interface. Such a conduit may be provided in

such a system or breathing circuit close to the patient's face so that subsequent

application of another interface to the patient (e.g. where the conduit is supplying

gas to a nasal cannula and a full-face mask is applied over the top thereof), a part

of this other interface may be used to provide for the force or load upon such an

unstructured or non-supported conduit, as described above with reference to Figure

3 .

In an alternative configuration, the entire tube defining the first gas lumen 202 may

be configured to collapse or otherwise be altered to change the level of gases



passing through the lumen. Accordingly, in one example, force may be applied to

any portion of the first gas lumen in order to reduce the gas flow through the

lumen. However, it will be appreciated that this configuration may lead to

unintentional collapse of the lumen due to kinks or other external forces on the

lumen. Accordingly, it is preferable to provide only a portion of the lumen (i.e., first

portion 204) which has this property.

While only one first portion 204 has been described, it should be understood that

more than one similar portions may be provided. For example, where the flow

manifold 206 is configured to receive flow from two sides of the flow manifold 206

via two gas lumens, two first portions 204 may be provided, one on each gas

lumen, which may be configured to be collapsed (partially or fully) by the seal 304

of face mask 302.

Figures 5, 9 and 10 show alternative configurations, where the first portion 204 is

provided with an element about, within or under its wall in order to limit

compression of the first portion 204. Preferably, the element is configured to allow

the passage of a minimum level of flow through the lumen regardless of the

configuration of the first portion 204. For example, in the non-collapsed condition a

flow greater than a minimum level may flow through the lumen (the first portion of

the lumen). In the collapsed state, the element defines the minimum flow level

that can be delivered by the lumen at a pressure delivered by the flow generator.

Alternatively, a minimum level of flow may be a level controlled by, e.g., controller

108 according to one or more physiological characteristics measured from the

patient.

In Figure 9, the element is a reinforcing element 220 which maintains a small

opening or a second gases lumen 232 within first portion 204, to maintain a

minimum level of flow even when the first portion 204 is maximally compressed or

collapsed. As shown, the reinforcing element is substantially less compressible than

the wall of the first portion 204, to maintain a smaller opening in the portion under

said external force and/or said lower flow pressure through the tube. In the

configuration shown, the reinforcing element 220 comprises substantially rigid

portions on the opposing inner surface of the wall of the first portion 204. The rigid

portions 220 are not continuous in this example, to enable the surrounding wall to

collapse and seal around the rigid portions, forming a smaller opening. The rigid

element may be integrally formed with the wall of 204, overmolded or otherwise



attached to the wall. In this configuration, the second lumen 232 is formed when

the elements 220 are brought together e.g., during compression of the first portion

by face mask seal 304.

In Figure 10, the element is an inner tube 230 defining a second gases lumen 232

through, at or near the inner region of the first portion 204. As shown, the tube 230

is substantially more rigid than the wall of first portion 204, to maintain a minimum

level of flow through the lumen even when the first portion 204 is maximally

compressed or collapsed. The inner tube 230 may be substantially coaxial with the

first gas lumen 202, and may be connected to the same gas supply as the first

gases lumen 202, or may be supplied by a different gas supply.

Figure 5 shows another embodiment, in which the element 212 is provided on one

internal section of the wall of the first portion 204. Element 212 holds the walls

apart to form maintain a small opening or second gases lumen 232 within first

portion 204, to maintain a minimum level of flow even when the first portion 204 is

maximally compressed or collapsed. The element 212 may comprise a hollow cross-

sectional area (as shown in Figure 5), in which case, gas may also flow through the

element 212. Alternatively, the element 212 may have a solid cross-sectional area,

and holds the surrounding walls of first portion 204 apart, such that some gas may

flow around the element 212.

In some embodiments a gases conduit or tube comprises a window portion that is

open onto the face of a user during use. An exemplary embodiment is illustrated in

Figure 18. In use, the window portion 610 of the tube 600 is located on the face of

the user so that a perimeter 611 of the window portion of the tube seals against the

user's face. The tube may comprise a seal around the perimeter of the window to

seal against the user's face, for example the tube may comprise a lip or other seal

arrangement located around the window to seal against the user's face. During

use, the perimeter 611 of the window 600 seals against the user's face, such that

the user's face essentially forms a wall of the tube blocking the window to provide a

sealed lumen for the flow of gases to the user's airway via a patient interface 620.

In use, the patient interface 620 may be used with a face mask, with a seal of the

face mask extending over the tube 600 in a position that corresponds with the

window 610 of the tube. Like in other embodiments described herein, a force

provided by the seal of the face mask against a user's face can occlude the tube to

prevent a flow of gases to the user via the patient interface. By providing a window



in a side of the tube the tube has less material to be compressed by the force of the

face mask against the user's face. Thus the window portion of the tube reduces the

amount of force required to compress the tube and close the lumen provided by the

tube. A lateral cross section of the tube 600 is provided in Figure 18. As

illustrated, in some embodiments the tube comprises a relatively flat cross section,

so that the distance the tube must be flattened to occlude the tube is reduced,

compared to a conventional circular cross section. In some embodiments the tube

may comprise a membrane covering the window. The membrane is thinner than

the thickness of the wall of the tube. As the membrane is thin, the amount of

material in the tube wall to be compressed to occlude the tube lumen is reduced,

reducing the collapse pressure of the tube.

In some embodiments a respiratory gases tube or conduit may comprise a balloon

or accumulator or bladder (herein a bladder). The bladder may form or provide a

portion of the lumen of the tube, for example as illustrated in Figure 19. The

bladder 710 is a section of the tube 700 that has a reduced wall thickness and/or is

formed of a more resilient material than a remainder 720 of the tube. In some

embodiments the bladder may be integrally formed with portions of the tube

extending from each end of the bladder. In some embodiments, the bladder may

be releasably attachable to a tube. For example, each end of the bladder may be

attached to a tube so that the tube comprises a first length of tube attached to one

end of the bladder, the bladder, and a second length of tube attached to the other

end of the bladder.

The tube 700 comprising a bladder 710 may be used to provide a flow of gases to a

user via a patient interface. The bladder 710 may act as a gases accumulator, such

that the bladder inflates with an increase in gases pressure in the tube. An un-

inflated configuration is illustrated in Figure 19, with an inflated configuration

indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 19. The bladder may act to reduce pressure

fluctuations seen at the patient interface, since pressure spikes in the lumen of the

tube are smoothed out by the bladder expanding for increases in pressure. Further,

where the patient interface, such as a nasal cannula, is used together with a face

mask to provide more than one flow of respiratory gases to user, there may be a

risk of increased pressure of gases provided to the user, as the pressure of gas flow

provided to the user from each interface may combine to result in an increased

gases pressure at the user's airways. The bladder may reduce the occurrence of an



increased pressure at the patient, by expanding under an increasing pressure which

in turn may reduce the pressure increase at the patient. The bladder may be used

to accumulate a flow of gases if used together with a collapsible conduit described

above. In some embodiments, the bladder provides a visual indication or indicator

of an increased pressure in the lumen of the tube, signalling to the user or another

person such as a care giver that the flow or pressure provided to the user may need

to be reduced.

In some embodiments the tube 700 may comprise a venting arrangement, such

that once an increased pressure is reached the venting arrangement operates to

vent respiratory gases from the lumen of the tube into a bladder. For example, the

bladder may be configured to be in communication with the lumen via the vent

when in an open or venting configuration. The vent may open once a pressure

reaches a threshold to vent gases into the bladder. The bladder therefore acts as

an accumulator to prevent respiratory gases being vented to atmosphere. The

bladder also may act as a visual indicator or indication of an increased lumen

pressure which may correspond with an increased pressure at the patient's airways

or at a patient interface.

In some embodiments the bladder may be configured to accommodate a particular

volume and pressure of gases amounting to a particular flow rate and pressure. A

further pressure relief valve or vent may be used so that the bladder vents to

atmosphere once the bladder reaches a particular vent pressure.

When the flow of gas to the nasal cannula is reduced or stopped using one or more

of the devices or arrangements described above, the pressure of the gas within the

conduit (e.g. conduit 202) may increase. Accordingly, it may be advantageous to

provide one or more pressure relief devices to relieve the pressure within the

conduit. As described in more detail below, the pressure relief devices may be

devices that only relieve pressure and may be used together with separate devices

that block or inhibit flow. Alternatively, the devices may relieve pressure and also

restrict or block flow.

Patient interface 200 or conduit providing a flow of gases to the patient interface

200 may comprise a pressure relief valve device or arrangement that is adapted to

reduce or alleviate the pressure of gases in the first gases lumen if the flow through



the lumen 202 is reduced or stopped due to the collapse or partial collapse of the

first portion 204.

For example, as shown by Figure 20, there may be provided a conduit 1300 for

supplying or delivering a gas (of a gas flow 1301) to a patient interface 1302. The

conduit may comprise a collapsible portion to be collapsed (for example by a mask

seal 1307) to a closed configuration. The conduit includes a one-way valve 1304

and, relative to a direction of the flow of gas 1301 being delivered to the interface

1302, upstream of the one-way valve 1304 is a vent or pressure relief valve 1305

for venting or relieving of pressure build-up within the lumen 1306 of the conduit.

The pressure relief valve can vent pressure in the conduit, for example once the

collapsed portion is in the closed configuration. The one-way valve 1304 can

prevent the gas being administered to the patient from a second patient interface

from flowing back out the vent or pressure relief device 1305 as a back-flow of the

patient interface 1302. Furthermore, the pressure relief valve or device may

provide a further mechanism for ensuring that pressure delivered by the a second

patient interface does not flow back through the interface 1302 due to a collapsible

portion of the tube that does not completely seal the interface 1302 from the vent

valve 1305. In an alternative arrangement the conduit may comprise a valve to

close the conduit 1308, rather than a collapsible portion.

A one way valve 1304 may be implemented in any system described herein. For

example, where a second patient interface is combined with a first patient interface,

and a dual therapy is to be delivered to the patient, a one way valve may allow the

medical professional to administer gas via the second patient interface, without

back flow through the gas supply conduit that leads to the first patient interface

(i.e. nasal cannula). Without the one way valve 1304 it may not be possible to

create the desired pressure with second patient interface upon the patient due to

back flow out the pressure relief valve 1305.

In some embodiments, where more than one respiratory support devices (patient

interfaces) are used together, for example a nasal cannula and a full face mask, to

provide more than one flow of respiratory gases to the user, one or more of the

respiratory support devices may comprise one or more vents to relieve the pressure

provided by the support device. Where more than one device is used to provide

more than one flow of respiratory gases, there may be a risk of increased pressure

of gases provided to the user, as the pressure of each gas flow provided to the user



may combine to result in an increased gases pressure at the user's airways. A vent

at one or more of the respiratory support devices may be provided to mitigate or

reduce the risk of over pressurising a user's airways. Alternatively or additionally a

controller (e.g. controller 108) may be adapted to stop or reduce a flow of gases to

the patient interface when an elevated pressure in the system is measured.

For example, a nasal cannula may comprise a vent to operate to limit the pressure

provided by the cannula. In some embodiments, a cannula comprising a side arm

or arms may comprise a venting arrangement in one or both side arms. An

exemplary embodiment is illustrated in Figure 17. The side arm 505 of cannula 500

may comprise a portion 516 (sealing portion) over which a seal of a face mask seals

against, together with sealing against the face of the user. The side arm 505

comprises or provides a lumen for the flow of gases to a manifold 506 of the

cannula and to the user via one or more outlets, for example nasal prongs 508.

The portion 516 of the side arm may include a profile allowing the seal of the face

mask to seal against the portion together with the face of the user, for example a

possible cross section of which is provided in Figure 17. The side arm 505 may

include a vent 510 in the side arm at a position that is located outside of the sealing

portion 516 of the side arm. In other words, the vent is located on the side arm to

be outside of a sealing area of the face mask on the user's face. Where the

pressure inside the face mask reaches a maximum desired pressure level, the

pressure of the gases in the lumen of the side arm of the cannula increases to a

corresponding level at which the vent in the side arm operates to relieve the

pressure or limit the pressure at the user's airway to the desired maximum

pressure. When the vent 510 operates to an open or venting position, the vent

diverts gases flow to outside of the cannula and the face mask, and in a closed or

non-venting position the gases flow is provided to the cannula.

In some embodiments, the seal 304 of the face mask bridging over the side arm

applies a force to the side arm that causes the side arm to collapse or compress,

closing the lumen of the side arm. For example, in some embodiments, the face

mask seal pressing against portion 516 causes the lumen of the side arm to be

occluded. The portion 516 of the side arm is inboard (downstream) of the vent

510, so that an increased pressure in the respiratory tube providing a flow of gases

to the side arm resulting from the occluded or pinched side arm lumen is vented via

vent 510. For example the side arm of the cannula may comprise a collapsible



conduit portion as described herein. The collapsible portion of the cannula may

comprise a cross section with hinging points as shown in Figures 14A to 15B, or any

other collapsible configuration described herein.

In some embodiments, a patient interface may comprise or be used together with

an item over which the seal of a face mask seals. A number of embodiments for an

item over which the seal of a face mask seals are shown in Figures 47 to 54C and

63A to 63C. The item may be a block or mount 96 in contact with, or to be placed

in contact with, the patient's face. The block or mount may comprise at least one

lumen therethrough for allowing a gas supply conduit to pass, or for connecting the

gas supply conduit to the patient interface.

The item 96 may receive a gas supply conduit and/or may form a part of a fluid

passageway for delivery of gas to the patient interface. In some embodiments, the

item comprises a compressible portion or a portion that is capable of being

squashed or deformed under an exerted force or pressure, e.g. from the face mask

seal (Figures 54A to 54C). In some embodiments, one or more of the at least one

lumen is located within the compressible portion or portion that is capable of being

squashed or deformed. The compressible portion may be made of any suitable

material, such as a polymer or silicone. A lumen and/or conduit located within the

compressible portion or portion is capable of being squashed or deformed and may

be compressed or deformed so as to block or obstruct (or prevent), or partially

obstruct, the flow of gas from being supplied to the patient interface 91. In some

embodiments, the item 96 is an integral part of a side arm of the patient interface,

or may be removeably attachable to a supply conduit to the patient interface, or is

removeably attachable to a side arm of the patient interface. In some

embodiments, the item is a discreet component separately positionable or locatable

upon a patient, more particularly upon a patient's face. The item may be a patch or

pad or wearable device that is attachable or locatable upon the patient for sensing

the in-situ combination of the patient interface and the face mask upon the patient

during delivery of gas to the patient, wherein such a sensed combination generates

a signal or output.

The item may include a venting device such that when in a collapsed configuration

to prevent or reduce a flow of gases to a user, the venting device vents pressure

that increases in the tube providing a flow of gases to the patient interface via the

item.



In some embodiments the item resists an external force such that it does not

compress or collapse in use. In such an embodiment the item may comprise a

venting device to prevent or reduce the pressure at the user's airways increasing

above a maximum desired pressure or prevent or reduce the flow delivered to the

patient's airway. The venting device or vent of the item or patient interface may be

any one or more of the vents or venting devices described herein.

In some embodiments, the patient interface and or an item associated with or used

with the patient interface comprises a filter device to prevent contamination of a

breathing circuit providing a flow of gases to the item or interface, and the filter

device comprises a said vent or venting device.

Further description of an item 96 with reference to Figures 47 to 54C and 63A to

63C is provided below.

Figure 21A shows one embodiment of a device 1000 that relieves pressure and also

restricts flow of gas through the conduit 1001. The flow restriction may completely

block the flow of gas, substantially block the flow of gas, or partially block the flow

of gas. In a venting or open configuration the device 1000 vents or diverts gases

flow from the conduit. In a non-venting or closed configuration the device allows

the flow of gases to a patient interface, e.g. cannula 200 of Figure 2 . This

embodiment of the pressure relief device 1000 is in the form of a collapsible conduit

with a poppet valve 1002. In particular, the poppet valve 1002 has a valve stem

1003 and a valve disc 1004. The valve stem 1003 and the valve disc 1004 are

relatively rigid and will not collapse or deform when the surrounding parts or

components move, collapse, or deform.

A portion 1005 of the conduit 1001 may be configured to collapse or deform and

restrict the flow. Part of the collapsible portion may be a first wall in the form of a

relatively rigid component 1006. The relatively rigid component 1006 may have an

aperture (not visible) through which the valve stem 1003 extends.

The conduit also has a generally opposing second wall 1007. During normal use the

rigid component 1006 is substantially flush with an adjacent wall 1008 of the

conduit such that substantially all of the gases from said gas source pass through

said conduit. When a force is applied to the rigid component 1006, the rigid

component moves towards the second wall 1007 to provide a passage 1009 through



which gas may flow from within the conduit to exit to atmosphere. In this

embodiment, the passage is provided by the aperture. In some embodiments the

portion 1005 of the conduit may not comprise an aperture or vent, to operate to

occlude the lumen of the conduit without venting. A separate vent or pressure

relieve valve may be separately located upstream of the portion 1005.

In one embodiment, the conduit can be collapsed by pressing a mask seal 1010

against the rigid component 1006. Alternatively, the conduit can be collapsed by

another suitable mechanism, such as a clamp or clip, or in another alternative the

conduit could be collapsed by a medical professional pressing or squeezing the

conduit. When the conduit is collapsed, the rigid portion collapses and moves

towards the position shown in figure 21C. Gas is then free to flow out of the

aperture, relieving the pressure in the conduit. It will be appreciated that the flow

of gas may be completely restricted, substantially restricted, or partially restricted

by pressing a mask or other device against the conduit. In any of those situations,

the poppet valve 1002 will open and allow gas to flow out of the aperture. The

amount of gas that flows out of the aperture will depend on the pressure of the gas

in the conduit and whether the flow of gas is completely restricted, substantially

restricted, or partially restricted.

In an alternative embodiment, the pressure relief device may not have a poppet

valve. The pressure relief device may have another type of valve, such as one of

those described in relation to the other embodiments of this specification.

For example the embodiments shown in Figure 21D and 21E do not have a poppet

valve. The features and operation of this embodiment are the same as those of the

embodiment shown in figures 21B and 21C, except it does not have a poppet valve.

The embodiment of figure 21D has a first wall 1011 and a generally opposing

second wall 1012. During normal use the first wall is substantially flush with an

adjacent wall 1013 of the conduit such that substantially all of the gases from said

gas source pass through said conduit. When a force is applied to the first wall, the

first wall moves towards or away from the second wall to provide a passage through

which gas may flow from within the conduit to exit to atmosphere.

The features and operation of the embodiment of figure 21E is similar to the

embodiment of figure 21D, with the addition of a lip 1015 that seals against the



adjacent wall during normal use. The lip 1015 may formed from a resilient

material, attached to a relatively rigid component 1006 against which the mask seal

1010 acts to move the lip away from a side wall of the conduit to open the vent.

The rigid component may be L shaped, with a first portion of the L shaped

component lateral to the longitudinal axis of the conduit and a second portion of the

L shaped component that the mask seal acts against arranged longitudinally

relative to the conduit.

Figures 22A and 22B show one embodiment of a device that relieves pressure and

blocks or inhibits flow. This embodiment is in the form of a conduit having a

collapsible portion 1017 and a non-collapsible portion 1019.

The collapsible portion 1017 comprises a relatively flexible or soft material that

collapses under applied pressure, or the portion 1017 may have a rigid portion

connected to an adjacent non-collapsible portion of the conduit by a pivot that

allows it to open and close. The collapsible portion 1017 preferably includes a

relatively rigid portion 1023 that prevents the collapsible portion from collapsing

until an intentional external force is applied, such as pressing the mask against the

collapsible portion. The flexible or soft portion 1027 is located at an end of the

collapsible portion to provide a seal against the non-collapsible portion 1021. The

non-collapsible portion may optionally comprise a rigid portion 1025. In alternative

embodiments, the rigid portion may be omitted such that a tongue 1027 of the

collapsible portion seals against the wall of the conduit. The collapsible portion has

an extended tongue 1027 that secures the collapsible portion below the wall of the

conduit to prevent the collapsible portion from opening outwards under pressure

from the gas flow. During normal use the collapsible portion is substantially flush

with the adjacent wall of the conduit such that substantially all of the gases from

said gas source pass through said conduit. The collapsing portion may act as a flap

to move between a closed position illustrated in Figure 22A and an open or venting

position illustrated in Figure 22B.

The collapsible portion is arranged such that when an external force is applied, such

as the mask being placed on the patient's face, the collapsible portion will collapse.

The non-collapsible portion is relatively rigid and will not collapse or deform when

the collapsible portion moves, collapse, or deform.



When the collapsible portion of the conduit is collapsed, the rigid portion 1023

moves towards the position shown in figure 22B providing a passage through which

gas may flow from within the conduit to exit to atmosphere. Gas is then free to flow

out of an aperture created between the tongue 1027 and the non-collapsible portion

1019, relieving the pressure in the conduit. It will be appreciated that the flow of

gas may be completely restricted, substantially restricted, or partially restricted by

adding a mask or other device on the conduit. In any of those situations, the

collapsible portion collapse or deform and allow gas to flow out of the aperture. The

amount of gas that flows out of the passage will depend on the pressure of the gas

in the conduit and whether the flow of gas is completely restricted, substantially

restricted, or partially restricted. The amount the collapsible portion collapses into

the conduit (and therefore the amount of venting achieved) may be controlled by a

user by altering a sealing force provided by the face mask 300 over the collapsible

portion.

Figures 23A to 23C shows another pressure relief device. In this embodiment, the

pressure relief device comprises a flexible portion or valve member 1031 that

extends over and closes an aperture 1033 in the conduit. When viewed from above,

the flexible portion has an elliptical shape. When viewed from the side, the flexible

portion is curved to fit the shape of the conduit. The flexible portion is also curved

when viewed from the end and matches the curve of the conduit. Alternatively, the

flexible portion may have a curvature that does not substantially match the

curvature of the conduit or may be substantially planar. In these alternative

embodiments, the flexible portion will have a natural or non-deformed position and

will be biased towards that natural position to close the aperture. A relief pressure

at which the flexible portion lifts away from the aperture can be determined by

properties of the material used for the flexible portion and/or by the size and shape

of the flexible portion.

Figure 23b shows the valve without the flexible portion 1031. The flexible portion

has a stem 1032 that fits into a hole in a member extending across the aperture. A

retention mechanism (e.g. an enlarged diameter portion) 1032a on the stem 1032

holds the flexible portion in place.

The flexible portion 1031 is or comprises a flexible or resilient material, for

instance, silicone. Under the standard operating gas pressure, the flexible portion

will cover the aperture and prevent or at least substantially inhibit gas from flowing



out of the conduit through the aperture, as shown in Figure 23c. When the pressure

of the gas in the conduit reaches a threshold pressure, the edges of the flexible

portion will move away from the conduit and the flexible portion will have the shape

shown in Figure 23d.

The aperture 1033 may have a shape that is similar to the shape of the flexible

member, that is, the shape may be elliptical when viewed from above. In further

alternative embodiment, there may be two or more apertures that are closed by the

flexible member. In another alternative embodiment, there may be two or more

apertures, with each aperture being closed by a flexible member. As shown in figure

23a, an advantage of more than one flexible member is that there should always be

at least one flexible member that is not resting on a surface or occluded and is free

to move and open.

Figures 23E to 23G, show a pressure relief device similar to that shown in Figures

23A to 23D except that the pressure relief device is located within a chamber 1035.

Positioning the pressure relief device at the chamber may be advantageous as the

pressure relief device is not venting gases near the patient. The pressure relief

device is protected as it is not on the flexible conduit but is located on a separate

chamber to which the conduit is in fluid communication. In addition, the pressure

relief device may be remote from bedding and other items that might be near the

patient and which could block or interfere with the vent.

Figures 24A and 24B show one embodiment of a device that relieves pressure and

blocks or inhibits flow. In this embodiment, the pressure relief device has a lever

1037 mounted within the conduit, the lever including a pivot 1039, an operating

portion 1041, and a sealing portion 1043 that substantially seals an aperture 1045

in the conduit such that substantially all of the gases from said gas source pass

through said conduit. In this configuration, the operating portion 1041 is on one

side of the pivot 1039 and the sealing portion 1043 is on the same side of the pivot.

I n this embodiment, the lever 1037 is a leaf spring positioned inside the conduit.

The conduit may have dimensions and be formed from one or more materials that

are soft or flexible so the conduit does not retain its shape without the support of

other components. The leaf spring 1037 would prevent or at least substantially

inhibit the conduit from collapsing, deforming or closing unless an external force is

applied.



The sealing portion 1043 is in the form of a boss or protuberance that engages the

aperture 1045 in the conduit. When the boss or protuberance engages the aperture,

gas is prevented or at least substantially inhibited from flowing out of the conduit.

When the operating portion 1041 is moved, for example by a mask pressing on the

conduit directly above the operating portion, the lever 1037 is caused to pivot about

the pivot 1039 and the sealing portion 1043 moves away from the aperture 1045 to

provide a passage through which gas may flow from within the conduit to exit to

atmosphere.

Figures 25A and 25B show another embodiment of a device that relieves pressure.

This embodiment is for use with a conduit that is collapsible or has a collapsible

portion.

In this embodiment, the pressure relief device has a lever 1047 mounted within the

conduit, the lever including a pivot 1049, an operating portion 1048, and a sealing

portion 1050 that substantially seals the aperture 1052 in the conduit such that

substantially all of the gases from said gas source pass through said conduit. In this

embodiment the lever 1047 is a rigid component positioned inside the conduit. In

this configuration, an operating portion 1048 is on one side of a pivot 1049 and the

sealing portion 1050 is on the other (opposite) side of the pivot 1049. The mask

seal acts against a side of the conduit to act against the operating portion to cause

the lever to pivot on the pivot point. The pivoting of the lever moves the sealing

portion out of engagement with the aperture on an opposite side of the conduit.

The sealing portion 1050 may have a boss or protuberance that engages the

aperture 1052.

When the collapsible portion of the conduit is collapsed, the lever 1047 moves

towards the position shown in figure 25B. Gas is then free to flow out of the

aperture 1052, relieving the pressure in the conduit. It will be appreciated that the

flow of gas may be completely restricted, substantially restricted, or partially

restricted by adding a mask or other device on the conduit. In any of those

situations, the lever 1047 moves and allows gas to flow out of the aperture 1052.

The amount of gas that flows out of the aperture will depend on the pressure of the

gas in the conduit and whether the flow of gas is completely restricted,

substantially restricted, or partially restricted. In some embodiments the lever 1047

is biased towards a closed position in which the aperture is closed. In order to open



the aperture a force is required (e.g. by application of a face mask seal) to move

the lever against the bias. One benefit of the arrangement illustrated in Figure 25A

and 25B is that the flow is vented on a side of the tube that faces away from the

person applying the mask to the patient. In some embodiments it is preferred to

vent or direct the flow of gases in a direction away from the patient and/or

caregivers.

In an alternative embodiment, another component or portion of the patient

interface may be provided with a lever. For example, the cannula may have a lever.

Figure 26A and 26B show another pressure relief device. In this embodiment, the

conduit has a movable portion 1051 that is positioned connected to adjacent

portions 1053 of the conduit by thin joining portions or a web 1055. The movable

portion has one or more apertures 1057. A disc or valve member 1059 extends over

and seals or at least substantially seals the conduit. As show in figure 26A, the disc

1059 seals against portions of the conduit adjacent the movable portion. The disc

1059 has a stem 1052 for connecting the disc to the movable portion 1051 of the

conduit.

The thin joining portion or web 1055 is created such that the pressure relief device

stays in the closed position until the pressure within the conduit reaches a threshold

pressure. When the pressure of the gas in the conduit reaches the threshold

pressure, the movable portion 1051 pops into a second configuration where the

joining portion is deflected upwards allowing flow to vent out of the apertures 1057.

Figures 27A to 27D show another pressure relief device. In this embodiment, the

pressure relief device comprises a valve member that is a flexible arm 1061, and a

body portion 1062 that partially or fully wraps around the conduit. The flexible arm

and body portion are preferably integrally formed as a unitary member. When the

pressure of the gas in the conduit reaches a threshold pressure, the pressure would

force the flexible arm 1061 to bend into an upwardly curved position shown in

broken lines in Figure 27A. Gas is then free to flow out of an aperture 1063,

relieving the pressure in the conduit. In some embodiments the arm could be

rotated/repositioned on the conduit by a user so that the vent aperture 1063

remains uncovered if venting was desired all the time or for an extended time

period. The arm could be made of, for instance, a piece of silicone, spring steel,

other suitable plastic material or metallic material.



Figures 27E and 27F show another pressure relief device. In this embodiment the

pressure relief device comprise a sliding member 1098 provided in a wall of a

conduit 1099. The member 1098 is slidable between an open position to uncover

an aperture 1097 in a wall of the conduit, as shown in Figure 27F, and a closed

position to cover the aperture 1097, as shown in Figure 27E. A user may slide the

member 1098 to the open position when the user wishes to use a mask together

with the first patient interface, to vent pressure from the conduit that may be

collapsed by the mask.

Figures 27G and H show another pressure relief device. In this embodiment the

pressure relief device comprises a sleeve or ring element 1095 is provided over a

wall of the conduit. The member 1095 may be rotatable between an open position

to uncover an aperture in a wall of the conduit 1094, as shown in Figure 27H, and

a closed position to cover the aperture 1096, as shown in Figure 27E. Alternatively

the sleeve 1095 may be slidable to cover and uncover the aperture 1096. The

sleeve or ring element 1095 may have an aperture to be aligned with the aperture

1096 in the wall of the conduit 1094, or may extend partway around the conduit

1094 so that the sleeve 1095 may be positioned with the aperture 1096 of the

conduit 1094 positioned between circumferential ends of the sleeve 1095, as shown

in Figure 27H.

Figures 271 and J show another pressure relief device. The pressure relief device

comprises a silicone valve member 1092. Excessive pressure in the system may

cause a slit in the silicone member 1092 to open, to relieve pressure in the system.

The silicone member may be a diaphragm comprising the slit.

Figure 28 shows a cross section of another pressure relief device. This embodiment

may be positioned in a relatively rigid component, such as in a filter.

In this embodiment, the pressure relief device comprises a flexible portion or valve

member 1065 that extends over and closes an aperture 1067 in the conduit. The

flexible portion is or comprises a flexible or resilient material, for instance, silicone.

The flexible portions have a natural position shown in Figure 28 and will be biased

towards that natural position. In an alternative embodiment, the flexible portion

could be replaced with a relatively rigid portion that is biased, for example with a

spring, to return to the position shown in Figure 28.



Under the standard operating gas pressure, the flexible portion 1065 will cover the

aperture and prevent or at least substantially inhibit gas from flowing out of the

conduit through the aperture. When the pressure of the gas in the conduit reaches

a threshold pressure, the flexible portions will move away from the apertures,

allowing gas to flow through the apertures, relieving the pressure in the conduit.

Figure 28 shows two apertures 1067 that are closed by the flexible member. In

another alternative embodiment, there may be one or more apertures, with each

such aperture being closed by a corresponding flexible member. One flexible

member may close two or more apertures. The aperture may be formed as a slot

extending circumferentially.

Figure 29 shows another pressure relief device. This embodiment is shown

positioned in a conduit. This embodiment has a valve member 1069 that closes an

aperture 1071 to prevent or at least substantially inhibit gas flowing through the

aperture. The pressure relief device has a pair of legs 1073 between the conduit

and the valve member 1069. The legs are biased into the position shown in solid

lines. The shape and composition of the legs will be chosen and design such that

they hold the valve member in the closed position until the pressure reaches a

threshold point, at which the valve opens (position shown in broken lines). When

the pressure drops, and the force on the valve member is reduced, the valve

member will return to the closed position shown in solid lines. Alternatively, a user

could manually press the valve into the closed position when the mask is removed.

Figures 30A, 30B show another pressure relief device. This embodiment may be

positioned in a relatively rigid component, such as in a filter.

This embodiment of the pressure relief device has a valve member 1081 with

outwardly extending flaps 1083. The flaps close apertures 1084 in a rigid

component. The centre of the valve has an aperture 1085 through which gas may

flow into a conduit. When the pressure of the gas in the conduit reaches a threshold

pressure, the flaps lift. The flaps are preferably flexible and resilient.

This embodiment of the pressure relief device could be positioned, for instance, in a

filter 1087. However, it will be appreciated that this embodiment of the pressure

relief device could be located anywhere in the gas flow path within a rigid portion.



Figure 3 1 shows a pressure relief device located at the end of a filter, but this is not

necessary. It could be positioned anywhere in the system.

This embodiment of the pressure relief device is for use with a component of a

respiratory support system that delivers pressurised gas from a gas source to a

patient. The component of the respiratory support system has an aperture. The

pressure relief device comprises a valve body 1091 engageable with a conduit that

delivers pressurised gas from a gas source to a patient. The valve body is located

within the component of the respiratory support system and has a portion that is

sealingly engageable with the aperture. During normal use the valve body is biased

towards sealing the aperture in the component of the respiratory support system

such that substantially all of the gases from a gas source pass through the conduit.

When the pressure of the gas within the conduit reaches a threshold pressure the

valve body clears the aperture in the component of the respiratory support system

to provide a passage through which gas may flow from within the component of the

respiratory support system to exit to atmosphere. In this embodiment a spring

1089 holds the valve body 1091 in the normal use position (closed) position until

the pressure of the gas in the conduit reaches a threshold pressure.

A number of the above described pressure relief devices are incorporated with or

comprise or provide a collapsible portion of a conduit, and are actuated between a

closed or non-venting configuration and an open or venting configuration by that

portion of the conduit collapsing under the influence of an external force. The

external force may be provided by the seal of a face mask placed over the

collapsible portion of the conduit, or by a user or medical profession pressing the

collapsible portion. For example embodiments described with reference to figures

21B to 22B and 24A to 25B are pressure relief devices that are actuated by an

external force provided to the collapsible portion. In such embodiments, the

venting devices may be operated between venting and non-venting positions by a

second interface pressing against a component of the device, for example lever

1050 in the embodiment of Figure 25A. Alternatively a user or medical professional

may operate the device by pressing a component of the device.

A number of the above described pressure relief devices are actuated between a

closed or non-venting configuration and a venting or open configuration by a

system pressure, for example embodiments of figures 23A to 23G and 26A to 30.

These embodiments operate once the system pressure increases above a threshold.



The devices may sense the pressure directly, for example the pressure acting on a

valve member of the pressure relief device. Alternatively these devices may be

operated by a controller that receives a pressure indication from a sensor located

within the system, so that once the sensed pressure reaches a threshold the

controller energises an actuator (e.g. solenoid) to actuate the valve member

between the non-venting and venting configurations. Alternatively a mechanical

switch or actuator may be provided that a user or medical professional can

manipulate to actuate the valve member between the non-venting and venting

configurations.

Another pressure relief device is described with reference to Figures 32 and 34. The

pressure relief device 89 is shown in Figures 33 and 34, and a nasal cannula 8 1

adapted for use together with the pressure relief device is shown in Figure 32. The

cannula 8 1 and pressure relief device may be used together in a respiratory support

system, for example system 100 of Figure 1. The pressure relief device 89 is

adapted to sense a system pressure, for example a pressure delivered to a patient

via the cannula 81. The nasal cannula 8 1 has a body portion 83 locatable upon a

face of a patient in an operational position. The nasal cannula 8 1 also has at least

one nasal prong 85 extending from the body portion 83, the nasal prong 85 is

adapted to direct a flow of gas into a nare of the patient's nose when the body

portion is in the operational position. In the embodiment shown, the nasal cannula

has two prongs 85.

The system also has a pressure sensing or sampling line or conduit 829. In the

illustrated embodiment the sensing line 829 has an opening or inlet 87 at or near

the nare of the patient's or user's nose to sample/sense the pressure at that

location, however, the pressure sensing line could be used to sense the system

pressure at another location within the system. The pressure relief device 89 is a

mechanical valve. In the illustrated embodiment the pressure relief device

comprises a shuttle or piston 813. The pressure relief device 89 selectively controls

the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose from the nasal prong 85. An

outlet end 821 of the pressure sensing line is open to the piston 813 so that the

piston 813 senses or is acted on by the pressure sensed by the pressure sensing

line, described in more detail below. In the illustrated embodiment, the piston 813

senses the pressure at the nares via the pressure line 829. In such an

embodiment, the pressure relief device may be used as a safety pressure limiting

device to ensure a maximum allowable pressure at the patient is not exceeded. In



an alternative embodiment, a pressure may be measured to provide an indication

that a second support system has been applied to the patient. For example, a face

mask may be applied to the patient, wherein the face mask may occlude a portion

of the conduit 831. With the face mask applied or the conduit occluded, a system

pressure within the conduit may increase. A pressure sensor may sense the

pressure to provide an indication that the mask has been applied. The increased

pressure can operate the device 89, to vent the pressure in the conduit 831. The

nasal cannula 8 1 is configured such that a second respiratory support system may

be used simultaneously. For example, a face mask (indicated by broken lines and

the reference number 8100 in figure 35) may be placed over the patient's mouth,

nose and the cannula 81, as described previously with reference to Figure 3 .

In the illustrated example of Figures 32 to 34, the pressure line 829 and valve 89

are arranged such that when the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose

is above a predetermined value, pressure acting on the piston causes the valve 89

to move to a closed configuration or partially closed configuration to restrict the

flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose from the nasal prong 85. When the

pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose is below the predetermined value,

the valve 89 will be in an open configuration to allow the flow of gas into the nare

of the patient's nose from the nasal prong 85.

The flow rate could be controlled so that the system pressure does not exceed the

predetermined value. The predetermined value may be:

a default value

A 'safe' value set by user,

a pressure maintained by the cannula flow before an face mask is

placed over the cannula, or

related to the flow rate ie Allowable pressure = A x Flow Rate B +

C x Flow Rate Β- 1 ... , where A, B, C etc are constants.

The predetermined value may be a fixed value or an adjustable value. If the value

is adjustable, it may be adjusted by either the user, controller or both

With reference to figures 33 and 34, the valve 89 has a housing 811, a valve

member or piston 813, a compression spring 815, and a rotatable knob 817. The

rotation of the knob is indicated with arrows in figures 33 and 34.



The housing 811 has a flow source inlet 819, a measured pressure inlet 821 a flow

source outlet 823 and an excess flow outlet 825. The flow source inlet receives a

flow from the flow source (e.g. a high flow from flow generator 102 of Figure 1) via

a flow source conduit 827. The measured pressure inlet 821 receives pressure

dependent on a pressure sensed at the sensing end 87 of the pressure conduit 829.

The flow source outlet 823 delivers gas to the patient via a cannula conduit 831. In

the illustrated embodiment, the cannula conduit 831 and measured pressure

conduit 829 extend between the cannula 8 1 and the pressure relief device 89. I n

the embodiment shown, the two conduits 829, 831 are aligned together.

The spring 815 biases the valve member 813 towards the position shown in figure

33, and the force of the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose relative to

the spring force controls whether the flow from the flow source is delivered to the

patient or not. With reference to figure 33, if the pressure in or near the nare of the

patient's nose is less than the opposing pressure provided by the spring 815, the

valve member 813 is urged towards the open position by the spring, and flow of

gas is delivered from the flow source to the patient. With reference to figure 34, if

the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose is greater than the opposing

pressure by the spring force 815 (and friction within the device), the valve member

813 is urged to a closed position by the flow pressure sensed by the pressure line

829, and the flow of gas is not delivered to patient. I n the embodiment shown, the

flow from the flow source is vented via the excess flow outlet 825.

The tension of the spring 815 may be a fixed spring tension or may be an

adjustable spring tension, as shown in figure 33. An example of adjustable spring

tension is an adjustable Positive End Expiratory Pressure (PEEP) valve. By rotating

the knob 817, it is possible to control the opposing force of the spring 815, by

adjusting the preload, relative to the force of the measured patient pressure.

Adjustment could be achieved through other methods such as a linear actuator.

The system may operate in an on/off manner. That is, the valve 89 may have an

open position in which gas flows unimpeded through the valve and a closed position

in which gas is prevented from flowing through the valve. In an alternative

embodiment, the system may have a valve member with one or more intermediate

positions in which flow is partially restricted. The one or more intermediate

positions provide variable control of the flow. There could be an audible noise



generated when flow is vented to signal venting to the user eg: through a restricted

orifice at the vent.

In an alternative embodiment, the system may have a valve member with one or

more intermediate positions in which flow is partially vented. The one or more

intermediate positions provide variable control of the flow.

In an alternative embodiment, pressure relief may also be controlled by electronic

switching where an electrical signal controls a valve that controls the flow of gas to

the patient.

With reference to figure 35, pressure relief could be controlled by a processor

having software. Unless described below, the features and operation of the second

embodiment shown in figure 35 are the same as those described in relation to

figures 32 to 34. In this embodiment, the system further comprises at least one

processor and a user interface 833. The predetermined value is set by and/or

displayed to the user via the user interface 833. For example a maximum pressure

(Ptarget) is set by the user. Additionally or alternatively, the system may have a

default value. A typical default value may be 20-40cm H20, or in some

configurations about 0cm H20.

A pressure sensor 835 detects the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's

nose, or at some point in the system, and data indicating the pressure is

transmitted to the controller. The data indicating the measured pressure is

compared to data indicating the predetermined value by the controller, for example

maximum pressure (Ptarget). The flow (Q) delivered to the patient via the nasal

cannula is adjusted accordingly to ensure the Ptarget is not exceeded. In particular,

the processor is adapted to control a valve (e.g. pressure relieve valve 89) or flow

generator to restrict the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose from the

nasal prong when the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose is above the

predetermined value, and allow the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose

from the nasal prong when the pressure in or near the nare of the patient's nose is

below the predetermined value.

In an alternative embodiment, the controller may have two pressure sensors with a

known obstruction in between (ie an orifice plate). The differential pressure

between the two pressure sensors can be used to determine the flow rate. Using



this flow rate the system can control to achieve this flow rate as long as the

pressure does not exceed the allowable Pmax for the given flow rate. This could be

described by a mathematical equation, a stepwise function or a lookup table in the

software.

When the valve 89 is closed and the controller knows there is no flow, a calibration

can occur to account for pressure sensor drift and adjust a flow sensor offset

accordingly. Such a calibration routine may be carried out for any electrically

controlled pressure relief device described herein. Where valve 89 is controlled by a

controller the valve member 813 may not be a piston that senses the sampled

system pressure. The position of the valve member is actuated by an actuator (e.g.

a solenoid) controlled by the controller in response to the pressure measured by the

sensor 835.

The pressure sensor 835 may be located in a variety of different positions. For

example, the pressure sensor 835 may be located at or near the nasal cannula, or

inside an area that may be covered by a face mask. In some configurations, the

pressure sensor 835 is located at or near the at least one nasal prong 85. For

example on a nasal prong, inside patient nares, as shown in Figure 35 or on the

patient interface. In some configurations, the pressure sensor is located on a

conduit adapted to deliver gas to the nasal cannula. In some configurations, the

pressure sensor is located at or near the flow generator or the pressure relief

device. In some configurations the pressure sensor is located on the humidification

chamber, a dryline (conduit from the flow generator to the humidifier) or gas tube.

In some configurations the pressure sensor 835 or pressure line 829 is mounted

remotely and the pressure is connected via a conduit from any of these positions.

The systems described may comprise a face mask 8100 (e.g. an anaesthetic mask)

that is placed over the nasal cannula 81, the patient's nose, and/or the patient's

mouth. The mask 8100 delivers gas flow or pressurised gas in addition to the flow

(e.g. high flow therapy) being received by the user through the nasal cannula 81.

Accordingly, the pressure delivered to the patient's airways can exceed an allowable

pressure. This can occur when a sealed mask is being used. Therefore a pressure

relief feature or a reduction in flow may be used to prevent the exceeding of an

allowable pressure.

The pressure relief device could be a flow controller positioned within the system to

limit the flow/pressure delivered to the patient. The flow controller can be operable



based on the inputs from the pressure sensor or a pressure within the system

provided/sensed via the pressure sampling line. In some configurations, the flow

controller controls the flow of the high flow therapy device. Alternatively, the flow

controller controls a second gas source or flow generator. For example, the flow

controller can control the flow of gas for the face mask. In a further alternative, the

flow controller controls the flow of gas for the high flow therapy device and the

second gas source or flow generator.

The mask flow source (not shown) may be controlled by its own adjustable pressure

relief valve (not shown). An independent pressure relief on the cannula that can be

set by the user means the user has more control over the pressure delivery from

each flow source.

The specific pressure relief device embodiments described herein aim to limit the

amount of pressure delivered to the patient. In particular, the specific embodiments

described can be used in situations involving multiple respiratory support systems

being used simultaneously, such as a nasal cannula and an anaesthetic mask.

The specific embodiments described herein may also be used without other

respiratory support systems, that is, the nasal cannula may be the only respiratory

support systems used on a patient. The embodiments described could limit the

amount of delivered pressure from a high flow source.

A method of providing respiratory support to a patient will now be described. The

nasal cannula 8 1 is placed upon a face of a patient in an operational position, as

shown in figure 35. A flow of gas is directed into a nare of the patient's nose via the

nasal prongs 85. The pressure is measured or sensed at some point in the system,

for example by a sensor in or near the nare of the patient's nose or by a valve

member of the pressure relief valve (for example via pressure line 829). If the

pressure is above a predetermined value, the flow of gas into the nare of the

patient's nose from the nasal prong is restricted. The flow rate may be reduced, or

may be prevented from flowing.

The flow may be restricted when a change (increase) in pressure is sensed.

Alternatively, the flow may be restricted when the measured pressure exceeds zero

if a sensor is positioned on the outside of cannula such that it is covered by a face

mask 8100 when the mask is placed on the patient but is not inside the patient's

nares. Alternatively, the flow may be restricted when the pressure exceeds a



predetermined threshold pressure determined for a certain flow rate if

sensor/pressure line is used to sense pressure inside the system, wherein the

system pressure may be influenced by application of the mask over the cannula,

the mask causing a back pressure in the system. In the last two alternatives

described, it is assumed a mask 8100 has been applied.

If the pressure is below the predetermined value, the flow of gas into the nare of

the patient's nose from the nasal prong is allowed.

Controlling/restricting the flow of gas into the nare of the patient's nose will result

in an excess/undesired flow of gas from the gas source. That excess/undesired flow

of gas could be dealt with in a variety of ways. For example, it may be vented

outside the mask/nasal cannula area. Alternatively, the excess/undesired high flow

gas could be redirected back at the flow source. In other embodiments, the

excess/undesired high flow gas may not require venting if the flow source can be

shutoff by blocking the flow or in the case of a source from a flow generator such as

a blower the source could be turned off. In an alternative embodiment, the total

flow to the patient may be control led/ restricted by the pressure relief device. A

sensor may measure the flow, and venting occurs dependent on a flow limit.

Figure 36 shows another embodiment of a pressure relief device 8000 in a closed

state. Figure 37 shows the same pressure relief device 8000 in an open state. The

device comprises a valve member 8001. The valve member 8001 seals over an

aperture 8002 in a side wall of the conduit 8003. When a pressure in the breathing

conduit 8003 exceeds a predetermined pressure, the valve member 8001 moves

away from the aperture 8002 to allow venting via the aperture 8002 as shown in

Figure 37. The pressure relieve device 8000 may also comprise a biasing member

8004 (for example a spring) to bias the valve member 8001 to the closed position

sealing the aperture 8002. When the pressure in the breathing conduit exceeds the

predetermined pressure, the valve member 8001 moves away from the aperture

8002 against the biasing member 8004. The pressure relieve device 8000

preferably comprises a cap or housing 8005, to house the valve member 8001 on

an outer side of the conduit 8003. The cap or housing 8005 may help the valve

from becoming inadvertently blocked.

Figures 38A and 38B show a pressure relief device 8010 that comprises a main

valve 8011 and a pilot valve 8012 to control operation of the main valve 8011.



When the pressure in the conduit 8013 (Pc) is less than a predetermined value the

pilot valve 8012 is shut. With the pilot valve 8012 shut, Pc is applied to both sides

of a piston 8014 of the main valve 8011. The piston 8014 has a first side having a

first area (A) and a second side having a second area (a) that is smaller than the

first area (A). The pressure Pc acts directly on the first side of the position 8014,

and the pressure PC acts on the second side of the piston 8014 via the pilot valve

8012 when the pilot valve 8012 is shut. The larger area of the first side of the

piston 8014 results in a greater force applied to that side of the piston 8014 holds

the piston 8014 in a closed position. When the pressure Pc is greater than a

predetermined value the pilot valve 8012 is opened, venting flow from the conduit

8013 as shown in Figure 38B. This causes the pressure on the second side of the

piston 8014 to be less than the pressure on the first side of the piston 8014, in

which case the piston moves from the closed position to an open position. This

allows gas from the conduit 8013 to vent via the main exhaust port 8015 of the

main valve 8011 of the pressure relief device 8010.

Figure 39 shows a valve 8020 which shuts off flow if the pressure, Pc, is above a

predetermined value. The pressure may be local to the valve 8020 or may be

sensed by the valve 8020 at another location within the system via a pressure line

8025, or like pressure line 829 described with reference to Figure 32. When a force

provided by the pressure is below the spring reaction force the plug 8021 sits in a

retracted position and gas may flow down the conduit. Figure 40 shows the plug

8021 extended and blocking the conduit 8023. This occurs when the force provided

by the pressure, Pc is above the spring reaction force. The plug 8021 prevents flow

through the system, until the pressure reduces, in which case the plug 8021

retracts and gas begins flowing again. When the flow is blocked it may be vented

further upstream by any one of the pressure relief devices described herein, or a

controller may stop the flow.

Figure 41A and 41B show another embodiment of a pressure relief valve 8030.

Figure 41A shows the device in its closed state. Figure 41B shows the same device

in its open state. When the pressure in the breathing conduit 8034 exceeds a

predetermined pressure, the plunger 8031 moves upwards against the reaction

force provided by the spring and provides a path for the gas traveling down the

breathing conduit 8034 to vent.



In any embodiment the spring may not necessarily take the form of a coil spring as

illustrated. Instead the spring may be but is not limited to a leaf spring, a

diaphragm spring, or a compliant material.

Any of the above described pressure relief devices may be located anywhere in the

system, between the flow source and the cannula. Preferably the pressure relief

device is located downstream of a humidification chamber so that the humidifier

controller does not need to deal with large changes of flow within the humidification

chamber. Examples of suitable locations of a pressure relief device include, a filter,

at the humidification chamber outlet, in a circuit connector, or as an attachment to

the flow source. The pressure relief device may be in the cannula, or may be near

the cannula. In some embodiments it may be preferable to have a pressure relief

device at or near to the patient interface. Having the pressure relief device at or

near to the patient interface has the benefit that the pressure delivered to a patient

may be more accurately estimated, than a system having a pressure relief device

further upstream and within the system.

In some embodiments, venting the conduit via the pressure relieve device before

applying the mask over a collapsible portion of the conduit may make the conduit

easier to collapse when applying the mask.

A pressurised conduit providing a flow of gases to a patient may comprises a level

of hysteresis. The hysteresis in the conduit may cause a pressure relief device to

open at a higher pressure than the pressure at which the pressure relief device

closes. This feature would prevent or at least substantially inhibit the pressure relief

device from moving in a constant fluctuation between open and closed

configurations.

As described earlier, for example as described with reference to Figure 3, a

respiratory system may be provided that allows for the delivery of gas from multiple

sources via at least two different respiratory support modes, and further allows a

doctor, clinician or medical professional to quickly and easily change the type of

respiratory support mode. A further summary of various system functionalities and

embodiments is provided below, and benefits of such embodiments are outlined.

The following embodiments may be used in the respiratory therapy system

described above or in any other suitable respiratory therapy system, to allow



operation of high flow while easily allowing switching between respiratory support

modes and/or other functionality or benefits. The embodiments may be configured

to deliver gas to a patient at a high flow rate as described herein.

Functionality 1 - switching between therapy modes

The following switching configurations allow operation of high flow via a first patient

interface, with the ability to do one or more of the following:

• deliver accurate concentrations of volatile agent through an anaesthetic

machine, using the minimum amount of agent possible, using a second

patient interface

• deliver manual breaths to a patient via a bag when required via a second

patient interface

• quickly and easily switch between respiratory supports, provided by a first

patient interface and a second patient interface.

• check airway patency with bag and mask (a second patient interface)

• Enables clinician to take back control of manual ventilation using the bag

when desired.

Currently there is no easy way to integrate the use of high flow into anesthetic

practise. Although it may be possible to run high flow off a totally separate

system/flow source, it would be desirable to have a configuration that allows easy

interchange between respiratory support via high flow, and respiratory support via

the anaesthetic machine. It would also be desirable to allow high flow to be quickly

and easily turned off or reduced.

I n current practice users may run high flow off a separate flow meter attached to a

wall gas supply. There is no integration with the anaesthesia machine and no

specialised design around the use of high flow in anaesthetic practice.

In some embodiments, a switching configuration (Switching Configuration 1)

comprises a user interface device to enable a user to control gas flow in a

respiratory therapy system for delivering high flow gas to a patient, the user

interface device comprising:

at least one user actuable controller or device for controlling the flow rate

and/or concentration of at least one gas through a patient interface, and for



substantially blocking or reducing the flow rate or turning off the flow of the

at least one gase through the patient interface.

The gases may be a high flow gas. Another of said gases may be an anaesthetic gas

or a supplementary gas or any other suitable gas.

The patient interface may be a nasal cannula. The user actuated controller may

comprise a switch. In some embodiments the switch is positioned on the patient

interface. Alternatively the patient interface may be another unsealed patient

interface. In further alternative configurations combinations of multiple patient

interfaces can be used for example an unsealed interface in combination with a

sealed interface, or two sealed interfaces.

In some configurations, the user interface device is a separate device remote from

the patient interface. This configuration is shown in Figure 42A. Gas flow rate is

preset by the user, via the user interface device 2500. Before putting the patient

interfaces (for example 200, 300 of Figure 3) on a patient, the user sets a desired

oxygen and/or air flow rate using a first user actuable controller, which may be

coupled to a rotameter (eg: set to 40 LPM or 70 LPM). A second user actuable

controller comprises a user actuable switch 2502 which controls a valve to the flow

source(s) 2102. The switch is shown as a toggle switch, but may be in any suitable

form. In a preferred embodiment the switch comprises two states and could be a

'one touch' switch, or other on/off button or lever. The switch provides a fast way

to turn the flow on/off, or to rapidly increase the flow rate to the preset value,

rather than a prior art approach of winding a flow up or down which can be time

consuming.

Turning on the switch 2502 opens the valve allowing gas (preferably oxygen) to be

delivered to patient at the preset flow rate, via the cannula 2200 for example. The

user interface device 2500 has a gas connection 2503 for fluid connection to the

patient interface that will be used to deliver the gas t o a patient. Turning off the

switch 2502 closes the valve to block flow to the patient, or at least reduces the

flow rate to the patient. In one alternative, the flow to only one patient interface

(e.g. a high flow interface) may be blocked or reduced. In another alternative, flow

to more than one patient interface may be blocked or reduced. The valve may be

turned off when the user decides to start providing a patient's respiratory support

from an anaesthetic machine. The user actuable controllers 2504, 2506 enable the



user to blend gases, e.g. air and oxygen, and/or t o enable the flows of the two

gases to be set independently. Alternatively there may be provided only one type of

gas, e.g. : oxygen. The user interface device may comprise more user actuable

controllers to enable three or more gases t o be blended in desired ratios.

Alternatively, the functionality of two or more of user actuated controllers 2502,

2504, 2506 could be combined. For example, a single user interface such as a touch

screen may be provided to enable a user to blend the gases and block or reduce

flow to the patient.

The on/off switch 2502 may also control power to the humidity generator 2104. For

example, if humidity is generated via electrical energy in a tube, an electrical

connection 2508 may be used to power the tube. When the switch 2502 is turned

off this may also cut power to the electrical connection and thereby to the tube. I n

this way the humidity and flow may be turned on/off simultaneously.

Instead of completely 'off', the flow could instead be reduced, t o say 5 LPM, when

the switch is switched to 'off mode. This may be beneficial as a minimum 'back-up'

flow. For example, if the clinician forgets to turn the high flow back on immediately

after extubating the patient, a low flow rate will at least provide some oxygenation

of the patient. The minimum flow may be preset at a value that is likely to meet a

patient's inspiratory demand (eg: 30 LPM). Maximum flow may be 70 LPM or

greater, for example 100 LPM or 150 LPM. There may be multiple pre-set values,

e.g. more than 2 preset values, for example 0, 30 and 701pm. These could be

actuated with a switch or mechanism with 3 or more positions that correspond to

the different preset values.

Alternatively, the switch 2502' could be on the cannula 2200 for ease of access, as

shown in Figures 43A-43C. In this case the switch 2502' could be a mechanism that

either allows the flow to pass through to the interface when in an on/open

configuration (Figure 43B) or blocks the flow to the cannula when in an off/closed

configuration (Figure 43C). I n other words, the switch 2502' is a valve; the terms

switch and valve may be used interchangeably to refer to a valve, unless the

context suggests otherwise. Various valve arrangements have been described

above, for example with reference to Figures 21A to 22B. When blocked, the

delivered flow may vent via a pressure relief valve 2510 along the gas conduit 2510

as shown in Figure 43C or vent back at the gas supply, or the valve may have a

venting arrangement.



This configuration may be provided as a mechanical-type switch or valve 2502' that

when activated allows for the restriction, occlusion or complete obstruction (i.e.

closure or blockage) of the flow path through the gas conduit or a gas flow through

a patient interface, such as a nasal cannula.

Activation of the switch 2502' can be manually performed by a user, or alternatively

the switch may be activated by placement of the second patient interface onto the

switch (i.e. as a patient interface, such as a mask, is placed onto a patient, or when

the patient interface being placed onto the patient comes into contact with the

switch 2502' which may be provided as part of a first patient interface, such as a

nasal cannula or a conduit, as described earlier with reference to Figures 21A to

22B).

The switch 2502' may partially or completely block off the gas flow path to partially

or wholly prevent the flow of gas through the conduit or a gas flow path through the

patient interface (such as a nasal cannula). As such, the flow of gas to the terminal

end of the conduit or outlet of the first patient interface can be stopped. The switch

2502' may be provided as a part or component of a conduit, or a patient interface.

In some configurations, the conduit or the patient interface comprising the switch

may include a vent or pressure relief device to relieve pressure build-up due to

activation of the switch and the flow of gas to the outlet from the conduit or to the

outlet or outlets of the patient interface being partially or completely stopped or

prevented.

In some configurations, when activated, the switch is partially blocking of the gas

flow path through the conduit or the patient interface or may be completely

blocking of the flow path. The switch may be located or positioned at various useful

locations, for example at a foot pedal for operation by a user's foot, or a remote

switch which can be attached to a bed, anaesthesia face mask, pole, anaesthetist's

clothing etc.

The switch 2502' may be particularly provided for use in conjunction with a self-

supporting tube (i.e. the tube is not a self-collapsing or a collapsible tube).

Alternatively, the configuration of a switch 2502' may be used in conjunction with a

collapsing tube 2202 (Figure 42B, or in accordance with any other collapsing

conduit embodiment described herein) to supply high flow gas to the cannula. The



tube is configured to collapse and allow the mask to seal over the tube. In one

example, the tube can be collapsed by adding a mask on the tube, as described

earlier. Alternatively, the tube can be collapsed by any suitable mechanism, for

example a physical structure, or by varying or controlling the flow and/or pressure

delivered via the tube. In such an embodiment, the collapsed tube may not

completely occlude the tube, the switch or valve 2502' occluding the tube.

Advantages of Switching Configuration 1 in combination with a collapsible tube

include one or more of:

• Does not require removal of cannula - allows mask to seal on face over

cannula for bagging patient.

• Flow is already stopped so inhibiting flow through cannula is not reliant on

pressure of mask seal against a collapsible tube. Also mask does not have to

push against force of gas flow built up in tube.

• Clinician can use existing bag/mask consumables.

· High flow may be stopped or reduced by switch at the gas supply source

(rather than vented) which will help to conserve oxygen supplies

In one embodiment, at least one section of the cannula tube 2202is only patent

(open and unobstructed) when gas flow is delivered. If the high flow gas source (for

example source 124 of figure 1) is turned off, or the flow significantly reduced, the

tube will be easier to collapse. High flow may be turned off/reduced because the

user wants to use mask ventilation. In some embodiments, having the tube collapse

may allow the mask to seal more effectively on the face.

The wall thickness of the tube 2202 could be reduced at the collapsible portion

shown in Figure 42B and described earlier to reduce structural rigidity and allow

collapse, or other features may be utilised to allow for the tube or lumen to be

reduced, closed or blocked.

In some embodiments, a switching configuration (Switching configuration 2)

comprises a respiratory therapy system comprising:

a cannula for delivering a high flow gas to a patient;

a mask for delivering a gas to the patient;

and a pressure sensor associated with the cannula;



wherein the system is configured to adjust flow of the high flow gas through

the cannula in response to at least one type of pressure change sensed by

the sensor.

The pressure sensor may be provided on an external surface of the cannula or on

an external surface of a tube in fluid communication with the cannula.

The system may be configured to reduce or substantially stop flow of the high flow

gas when the pressure sensor detects a pressure increase. The pressure sensor

may be configured to detect a pressure increase in response to the mask being

placed on the patient, the patient exhaling, or actuation of an anaesthetic bag.

The system may further comprise a valve to partially or substantially block flow of

the high flow rate gas through the cannula in response to the detected pressure

increase.

As shown in Figure 44A, high flow gas is supplied through the cannula 2200 from

an auxiliary gas supply; e.g. via a flowmeter 2124. Ventilation to the mask 2300 is

supplied by an anaesthetic machine 2404 and bag 2406 via suitable lumens or

tubes 2306. A pressure sensor 2238 is provided on an external surface of tube

2200/cannula 2200 interface to measure a pressure PI of the system. During high

flow delivery, the pressure sensor 2238 will normally read P1=0, where PI = 0 is

ambient pressure. When a mask 2300 is applied over top of the cannula 2200 (such

as when the clinician wants to bag-mask ventilate the patient) the pressure PI will

increase slightly, above ambient pressure. This pressure change may be

pneumatically or electrically communicated back to the high flow gas source. High

flow is then adjusted by the processor, for example turned off or reduced, in

response.

If the pressure is pneumatically communicated, the pressure change may activate a

valve 2240, blocking the flow source as shown in Figure 44C. When the PI = 0 the

valve 2240 is open as shown in Figure 44B, allowing high flow gas to the cannula

2200. When the pressure PI is increased > 0 this depresses a plunger 2242 in the

flow path, blocking or partially blocking the high flow gas. Blocking the flow may

open a vent 2250 in the high flow gas conduit 2202 to allow the excess flow to

escape, or may turn off the flow source providing the flow of gas. The pressure PI

will be further elevated when the bag 2406 is squeezed and additional flow is forced



into the mask 2300, and also during exhalation, where the bag is not squeezed but

the patient's expired breath will be captured in the mask.

Figure 44D shows a potential flow pattern resulting from the configuration of 44A.

High flow/cannula flow 2426 is initially delivered, and pressure at PI = 0 . The mask

2300 is applied ('mask on'), pressure at PI increases and the cannula 2200 flow is

stopped (at 2425 in Figure 44D). The user starts squeezing the anaesthetic bag

2406 (at 2426 in Figure 44D) causing a further increase in PI during inspiration. If

the pressure increase in the mask 2300 exceeds the APL (adjustable pressure

limiting) valve setting this may cause an APL valve on an anaesthetic machine 2410

to vent and a plateau in pressure. When the user stops squeezing the bag 2406, PI

firstly increases as the patient begins t o passively expire (at 2427 in Figure 44D

and then reduces as the patient reaches the end of expiration.

Alternatively, high/cannula flow may be reduced at 'mask on' and this reduction

may vary depending on the pressure measured at PI. For example, a higher

pressure measured at PI may result in a large reduction in the delivered flow

whereas a lower pressure measured at PI may result in a small reduction in the

delivered flow.

If the pressure change is instead electrically communicated back to the high flow

gas supply 2102 this may block or reduce the flow rate by actuating a valve, flow

restrictor or opening a vent that enables the flow to divert though an orifice of

comparatively low resistance. Alternatively the pressure may be communicated

pneumatically, e.g. via a pressure line terminating at pressure sensor 2238, but the

actuation of flow reduction/blocking is performed in software by the controller 2108

or another processor.

To ensure only partial flow restriction of the high flow gas, the spring force in the

flow restrictor valve 2240 may be designed to not compress when subjected up to

40 c n O pressure. It is likely that the APL valve will be set at less than 40 c n O.

Thus, the APL valve 2410 will vent any additional pressure measured in the mask

2300 above 40 c n O and the spring will never be subjected to > 40 c n O. This

ensures the high flow gas supply valve stays open, always permitting some high

flow through to the patient. Alternatively a relatively light spring may be used in

the valve 2240 such that only a small pressure is required t o fully block the high



flow gas (eg: 1-2 crn O which may be applied only by the action of having the

mask 2300 over top of the cannula).

Advantages of Switching Configuration 2 include one or more of:

Clinician can use existing bag/mask consumables.

Does not require removal of cannula - allows mask to seal on face

over cannula for bagging patient.

High flow is automatically stopped by the system- does not require

user to manually turn high flow on/off.

High flow may be stopped or reduced by the system (rather than

vented), which will help to conserve oxygen supplies.

Allows user to set a 'minimum' level of high flow delivery or pressure

at all times.

Mask does not have to completely seal conduit to cannula to

block/reduce high flow. May be easier than fully collapsing tube.

· If high flow is blocked completely, mask flow does not have to

overcome the back pressure from the high flow gas source.

Pressure measurement can be quite sensitive - not reliant on user

creating good seal with mask

In some embodiments, a switching configuration (Switching configuration 3)

comprises a respiratory therapy system comprising:

a cannula circuit for delivering a high flow gas t o a patient through a

cannula;

a bag circuit to enable a user to manually deliver gas to a patient by

actuating a bag;

and a connector that connects the bag circuit t o the cannula circuit,

the connector comprising a separation to substantially prevent high flow gas

from travelling into the bag circuit.

The connector may be configured to enable both high flow gas and gas from the

bag circuit t o be delivered to a patient through the cannula. Alternatively, the

connector may be configured to substantially prevent delivery of high flow gas to

the cannula when the bag circuit is connected to the cannula circuit.

The separation may comprise one or more walls or valves in the connector.



The cannula may be a nasal cannula with at least one prong for receipt in a

patient's nares, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s) associated with the

prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or nares.

The system may be configured to inflate the cuff(s) in response to actuation of the

bag.

This configuration additionally or alternatively comprises a nasal cannula for

delivering gas to a patient, the cannula comprising at least one prong for receipt in

a patient's naris, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s) associated with the

prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or nares.

See Figure 45A. High flow is delivered from auxiliary gas supply/flow meter 2124,

through a cannula circuit comprising a cannula 2200, for example during a pre

oxygenation phase. When the user wants to manually deliver gas to a patient, i.e.

provide manual breaths to patient, (eg: if the patient has become apnoeic and the

user wants to keep the patient's lungs recruited), the bag circuit 2412 is attached

into the high flow gas supply tube of the cannula circuit (at coupling region C). The

high flow gas supply tube has a valve to prevent leakage when the bag circuit is not

attached.

The bag circuit 2412 comprises a connector 2420 (shown in Figures 45C-i and 45C-

ii). The upstream side has a restricted opening 2422 that limits the amount of high

flow gas that can pass through the connector along the tube 2202 to the patient

(any excess gas may be vented further upstream via vent 2250). The connector

2422 has a valve 2424 to separate the high flow gas HFG from the gas coming from

the bag BF. This allows gas delivery to the patient to be from the high flow gas

(HFG) or the bag flow source (BF) and stops the high flow gas HFG travelling back

against the bag flow BF and inflating the bag 2406. This means the clinician has

control over the bag inflation with only the fresh gas supply from the anaesthetic

machine 2404.

The user may wish to have complete control over the patient's inspiratory gas flow,

via the bag 2406, and only allow high flow delivery during expiration. When gas is

delivered from the bag 2406 when it is squeezed, the elevated pressure, caused by

the forced gas flow from the bag, may shut a valve in the high flow gas supply

tube, completely blocking, or restricting, the high flow gas during inspiration. This



valve may be allowed to open when no bag flow exists, allowing high flow gas to be

delivered on expiration.

Referring now to figure 45A when the bag 2406 is inflated by fresh gas from the

anaesthetic machine 2404, then actuated by squeezing the bag, the bag gas BF will

flow up through the connector 2420 and out to the patient. Squeezing the bag 2406

causes the valve to block, or at least reduce, the high flow gas and prevent HFG

from being delivered to the patient. The HFG may be vented further upstream. The

valve is designed so as t o require a low force from the BF flow pressure to

overcome the HFG pressure. Eg: in figure 45C-i and 45C-M there is a large surface

area that the BF flow acts on, and the direction of blocking the HFG flow is

perpendicular (rather than in line with) the HFG flow. This means the valve does

not have to close against an opposing HFG flow. The valve could be simply held

open (in the down position as illustrated) by its own weight or could also have a

spring above to increase the level of force required to close. Squeezing the bag

2406 may also deliver a sidestream of gas (SG) t o inflatable cuffs 2260 on the

cannula prongs 2208 (the cuffs may be in fluid communication to inflate together),

via a conduit 2430 as shown in Figure 45A. The gas SG t o the prongs inflates the

cuffs 2260 on the prongs creating a seal in the nares. As clinicians want to have

control over the patient's breath, a seal is required to achieve this effectively

(normal practice uses a sealing mask).

When the bag 2406 is released the valve is opened and HFG can flow to the patient

(see fig 45C-i). Flow is no longer supplied to the cuffs 2260, and the cuffs deflate.

That releases the interface seal and the patient is able to passively expire, with gas

flow exhaling around the prongs 2208. Releasing the seal is important if a minimal

level of high flow gas is being still delivered continuously (through the restricted

orifice). If the seal is not released, continuous gas delivery could cause hyper

inflation of the patient. Also, releasing the interface seal means that the additional

high flow gas will not be forced back down the prongs during expiration, which may

inflate the bag more than the clinician was expecting. In this way the prongs are

always inflated when flow from the bag is delivered and always deflated when the

bag is not squeezed and high flow is delivered.

The cuffs 2260 could be designed to inflate at a very low pressure, so would remain

inflated throughout the whole inspiration even when bag flow BF is low at either

end of the inspiratory phase, or may inflate at a higher level. This second case



cou ld prod uce increasi ng levels of inflation as the bag 2406 is squeezed

ha rder/more flow is suppl ied . This may hel p the cl in icia n mod ulate the pressu re

del ivered to the patient, as g reater inflation ca uses more sea l and thus greater

pressure del ivery.

Alternatively, the cond uit 2430 to the cuffs 2260 could be fitted with a non-return

valve to mainta in consta nt inflation throug hout the use of the bag and prevent

deflation unless h ig h flow is initiated . For exa mple, with reference t o Fig ures 45B,

45B-i and 45B-M, when the bag is squeezed and SG flows, a non-return valve 2261

(shown as ba l l check valve) is open allowi ng the cuffs 2260 t o inflate. A pressure

tap ( line) 250 1 which measu res the pressure in the HFG strea m (PHFG) cou ld be

used to block or unblock the flow of SG t o the cuffs via valve 2340 . When there is

no HFG del ivery PHFG is approxi mately 0 . This allows SG t o flow t o the cuffs (fig

45B-i) t hroug h valve 2340 . When the bag stops bei ng squeezed, the check valve

26 1 closes, preventi ng the prongs deflati ng back into the bag . Stoppi ng the flow

from the bag opens the valve 2240 shown in fig ure 45C to allow HFG t o flow. The

HFG flow ca uses PHFG t o increase, and via the pressu re line 250 1 the valve 2340 is

operated t o unblock a vent device 2262 and allowi ng the cuffs t o deflate via this

vent, as shown in Fig ure 45B-M .

Fig ure 45D-i shows the flow patterns. Prong (ca nnula) 2200 flow is del ivered t o the

patient. I n itia lly h ig h flow is del ivered . Then the connector 2420 is inserted, and the

bag 2406 is sq ueezed creati ng positive bag flow, and red uci ng the hig h flow. The

prong flow is the tota l flow del ivered to the patient as a combi nation of the hig h

flow and bag flow. The prongs inflate unti l f u lly inflated then rema in at a consta nt

level of inflation (deflation prevented by the non-retu rn valve) . When bag flow is

stopped hig h flow del ivery increases aga in . The prongs deflate when the bag flow is

stopped and hig h flow is del ivered .

As an add ition, an inflata ble mouth insert cou ld be coupled t o the nasa l prongs

2208 . This could be useful for mouth breathers, t o prevent loss of pressure duri ng

respi ratory support if they have thei r mouth open .

Havi ng a m inimal hig h flow gas supply mainta ined even when bagg ing the patient

ensu res del ivery of PEEP (positive end-expi ratory pressu re) . I n this way it can be

ensu red that the patient a lways receives some level of positive pressure which can

help t o prevent atelectasis. Fig ure 45D-M shows the waveforms for when at least a



low level of HFG is maintained at all times (valve in Fig 45C only partially blocks

HFG).

If the user wants to administer volatile agents to the patient, delivery of high flow

will affect the concentration, diluting it and requiring additional agent to be added

to get the correct concentration. This can be costly. In an alternative embodiment

the high flow gas supply may be completely blocked when the bag circuit connector

2420 is inserted. In this case there would be no orifice on the right hand side of the

connector as shown in Figure 45E. This would mean that when connected,

ventilation is only supplied from the bag 2406 controlled by the clinician. This may

be more intuitive for the clinician, who would know that when the bag is connected

that is the sole source of ventilation, and no high flow will be provided.

If the prongs 2208 are not sealed throughout the whole breath cycle, volatile agent

may still be lost to the atmosphere, which may be undesirable. When a mask is

used in prior art systems, the volatiles can be recycled through the closed (sealed)

system.

Figures 45B-iii and 45B-iv shows a possible embodiment where the cuff gas supply

contains a non-return valve 2261 that is not opened by the high flow starting. Here,

once gas flows into the cuffs 2260 it cannot escape again. This maintains the cuff

inflation after the bag 2406 has been first squeezed. This is safe when high flow is

blocked, i.e. when the connector 2420 embodiment in Figure 45E is used, as the

patient can expire back into the bag 2406/anesthetic machine 2404. The clinician

can control this and there is limited risk of hyper-inflation. Returning expired gas

back t o the machine 2404 helps save agents, saving money, and preventing drugs

being administered into the room which may be dangerous for attending caregivers.

With a non-return valve 2261, the cuffs 2260 will remain inflated unless actively

deflated, e.g. via a user actuable release valve 2262 shown on the left hand side of

the non-return valve 2261. This could be actuated by a user pressing on a portion

of the valve 2262 to vent the pressure inflating the cuffs. Alternatively, this release

valve 2262 could be connected to the bag tube connector 2420 so that the valve is

released when the bag tube is disconnected from the system. Maintaining the cuff

seal also means the clinician has complete control of the patient's breath over the

whole cycle.



Figure 45F shows the flow patterns for this. High flow falls to zero once the

connection 2420 is inserted and the HFG is blocked. Prong flow is what is ultimately

delivered to the patient.

An APL valve can still be set by the user to control the pressure relief when the bag

2406 is connected. If the prongs are inflated/sealing, excess pressure delivery will

be vented via the APL. If the prongs are deflated because the bag 2406 is not

connected there is limited risk of barotrauma. If the prongs are deflated when the

bag is connected but during a non-sealing expiration, minimal pressure will be

communicated to the anaesthetic machine, but as the prongs are deflated there is

again limited risk of barotrauma.

Advantages of Switching Configuration 3 include one or more of:

No mask - only cannula interface:

Do not have to change interface on patient

Do not have difficulty of getting good mask seal

Cannula more comfortable - increased patient tolerance

High flow is automatically vented by system when bag in use- does

not require user to manually turn high flow on/off

Prongs can be held sealed throughout whole breath cycle when bag is

used. Volatile agents will be returned to the anaesthetic machine,

saving agents and preventing them from escaping into the room

Improves visibility, access t o patient's airway and user does not have

to hold mask on patient

In some embodiments, a switching configuration (Switching configuration 4)

comprises a respiratory therapy system comprising:

a cannula circuit for delivering a high flow gas to a patient through a

cannula;

a bag circuit t o enable a user to manually deliver gas t o a patient by

actuating a bag, the bag circuit in fluid communication with the cannula

circuit; and

a valve arranged to allow the delivery of high flow gas t o the cannula

when the bag is not actuated, and to allow the delivery of gas from the bag

circuit t o the cannula when the bag is actuated.



This configuration additionally or alternatively comprises a nasal cannula for

delivering gas to a patient, the cannula comprising at least one prong for receipt in

a patient's naris, the cannula comprising inflatable cuff(s) associated with the

prong(s) to assist with creating a seal in the patient's naris or nares.

See Figure 46A. The bag circuit 2412 comprising the bag 2406 is permanently

connected into the high flow cannula circuit 2202. A valve system 2470 controls

whether flow is delivered from high flow source 2124 or bag 2406/anaesthetic

machine 2404. Change between supports is actuated by flow from the bag 2406

when it is actuated by squeezing. The bag acts as the master controller. If the bag

is actuated, bag ventilation is the primary respiratory support. If the bag is left

unused, high flow will be delivered to the cannula 2200. Much of the above

description in the previous configuration also applies to this configuration.

Referring to Figure 46B, high flow is normally delivered to a patient (when the bag

406 is not squeezed). When bag is squeezed this closes a valve 2470, which may

be of the type shown in Figure 45C-i or 45C-M. This blocks, or at least reduces, the

high flow gas supply to the patient. This allows gas to be delivered to the patient

from the bag only 2406 (bag gas may also inflate prong cuffs as above). Squeezing

the bag also delivers gas t o a gas reservoir 2472 shown below the valve in Figure

46A.

The reservoir 2472 has a non-return valve 2473 so that it is filled from the bottom

by the bag flow BF but flow can only exit from the top orifice 2474. The reservoir

may be a rigid or alternatively an expandable material that increases to

accommodate more air when BF flows. The orifice has a restricted opening to

control the rate of gas leak. When the bag 2406 is released/not squeezed, no more

flow is delivered from the bag, and the patient will be able to passively expire.

During this time, the flow reservoir 2472 will begin t o discharge and the flow from

the reservoir 2472 will continue to hold closed the valve 2470 blocking the high

flow gas source. The orifice 2474 may be sized so that when the reservoir 2472 is

full, it takes approximately the time for one exhalation to empty (eg: 3 seconds).

Thus the valve 2470 will be held closed throughout expiration as well. Alternatively

a valve 2470 may be energised by a controller to hold the valve for a period, for

example exhalation time. The reservoir 2472 may also be connected to the prong

cuffs 2260, to provide flow to the cuffs during expiration as well and hold them



inflated throughout the whole breath cycle. This means patient expiratory flow will

be back into the tube to the bag/anaesthetic machine.

If the bag 2402 is not squeezed after this time, this would indicate the clinician has

finished bagging the patient. The reservoir 2472 will empty, allowing the high flow

gas valve 2470 to open and the prong cuffs to deflate and high flow gas will then

begin to flow again (see on Figure 46B). If bagging is recommenced the high flow

will again be blocked.

This system blocks high flow during the whole breath when the patient is being

bagged, and also maintains the interface seal. Therefore the clinician has control

over the gas delivered to the patient during this time, and also enables accurate

control of volatile agent delivery. If the prongs are held sealed throughout

expiration, all expiratory flow will be returned to the anaesthetic machine. This

means volatile agents will be returned to the anaesthetic machine, saving agents

and preventing them from escaping into the room.

Again, the APL valve 2410 can still be set by the user to control the master pressure

relief when the bag 2406 is used. If the bag is not being used the prongs will be

deflated so there is limited risk of barotrauma.

Advantages of Switching Configuration 4 include:

Integrated design - faster, no user input to change between systems

(doesn't require insertion of tube).

Automatic switching between therapies when bag squeezed.

High flow is automatically vented by system when bag in use

does not require user to manually turn high flow on/off

Prongs can be held sealed throughout whole breath cycle when bag is used.

Volatile agents will be returned to the anaesthetic machine, saving agents

and preventing them from escaping into the room.

Prong cuffs automatically released at end of expirationNo mask - only

cannula interface.

Advantages of one or more of the switching configurations include one or more of:

• allow high flow to be easily turned on/off



• when turned on, flow rate immediately increases t o a preset value,

preventing delays in therapy (for example in emergency)

• a switch mechanism allows a rapid drop in high flow flow/pressure when

closed.

· turning flow and humidity off when not required, saves gas and power

• allow cannula/interface t o be left in place

• only partially blocking the high flow gas supply means that a minimum

flow rate may still be delivered to the patient. This may be useful to

ensure PEEP (positive end-expiratory pressure) is provided right to the

end-of expiration. The current manual bag-mask ventilation strategy

from an anaesthetic machine does not provide PEEP at the very endpoint.

• easy switching between respiratory systems (high flow and bag-mask

ventilation)

• allow user to have control over ventilation and drug delivery with a

sealed interface as they are accustomed t o in current practice

• sealing of interface controlled to allow expiration when high flow

delivered

• No mask - only cannula interface:

o Simpler/easier, do not have t o change interface on patient

o Do not have difficulty of getting good mask seal

o cannula more comfortable than mask - increased patient tolerance.

Functionality 2 - Conscious/apnoeic therapy setting

• clinicians have to manually change respiratory support settings as

patient's condition changes.

• existing interfaces do not allow use throughout intubation so typically

no support is given during apnoeic period during intubation attempts

• minimal ventilation support may be given post-extubation.

Current respiratory support systems do not automatically change the type of

support when spontaneous breathing or apnoea is detected. This is because the

clinician usually changes or removes the interface at this point anyway.

It would be desirable t o provide different therapy settings during patient

consciousness, and then once patient becomes apnoeic.



A respiratory therapy system that is suitable for conscious/apnoeic therapy setting,

comprises:

a patient interface for delivering gas t o a patient; and

a processor configured to control flow of gas through the patient

interface to deliver gas t o a patient at a first flow rate and/or

pressure when the patient is spontaneously breathing, and configured

to deliver gas t o a patient at a second flow rate and/or pressure when

the patient is not spontaneously breathing.

The system may be configured to detect the presence of apnoea and configured to

deliver gas at the second flow rate and/or pressure in response to the detection of

apnoea. The system may be configured to detect the presence of apnoea based on

the reduction of activation of brain signals, diaphragm signal, airway pressure, or

CO2 measurements.

The first flow rate and/or pressure may comprise a relatively low flow rate and/or

pressure, and the second flow rate and/or pressure may comprise a relatively high

flow rate and/or pressure.

The processor may be the controller 108 or may be any other suitable type of

processor. The processor may be a remote processor.

Figure 65a shows example steps that may be performed using the method and

system of this configuration.

This method and configuration may have one or more of the following features:

• The therapy could be changed between a low flow/low pressure setting when

patient is awake and high flow/pressure when patient is asleep. For example

deliver 30-40 LPM when spontaneously breathing (or a flow likely to meet

inspiratory demand), increased to 70 LPM for apnoeic oxygenation.

• Presence of apnoea could be based on the reduction of activation of brain

signals (EEG), diaphragm signal (EMG), airway pressure or CO2

measurements:

o EEG: The medulla oblongata of the brainstem contains an inspiratory

center composed of neurons that send signals to the diaphragm and

external intercostal muscles. EEG sensors on the scalp may monitor



activity of the medulla oblongata to detect when inspiratory signals

are being sent, or cease to be sent. Alternatively frequency analysis

could be used t o detect changes in certain EEG frequencies. For

example delta waves have 0.5-4 Hz frequency band with 20-400 µν

amplitudes and are encountered in the situations of very low activity

of brain, such as during general anesthesia. An increase in the

amplitude or presence of the delta frequency band may indicate

anaesthesia has taken effect and hence when apnoea has

commenced.

o EMG: Respiratory muscle EMG signal, (eg: via Edi probe down airway,

or EMG sensors placed on diaphragm or intercostal muscles).

Spontaneous inspiration generates a positive electrical signal as the

respiratory muscles move to create a negative lung pressure for

inspiration. Regular EMG fluctuations may indicate breathing.

Reduction of EMG fluctuation may indicate when anaesthesia has

taken effect and apnoea has commenced,

o Airway Pressure measurements: for example through the patient

interface 200. Figure 65b shows one example of how a pressure line

280 may be incorporated on a cannula 200. Regular pressure

fluctuations indicate breathing. Figure 65c shows a possible flow

pattern. The delivered flow during spontaneous breathing may

fluctuate to meet the patient's inspiratory demand and just deliver a

base level flow during expiration to provide PEEP, or other desired

flow characteristics, or may deliver a constant flow during

spontaneous breathing, for example, 30 L/min. As anaesthesia takes

effect a reduction in fluctuations indicates apnoea. At this point the

flow is increased.

o CO2 measurement: eg: via end-tidal monitoring. Similar to airway

pressure method, fluctuations indicate breathing, relative stability in

the recording indicates apnoea.

• There may be a suitable 'wait period' or delay (eg: 5 seconds) after

reduction of breathing is detected before the therapy changes as shown in

Figure 65c.

• Alternatively for patients that are at risk of aspiration the therapy may

instead reduce the delivered pressure at onset of apnoea to mitigate the risk

of regurgitation (eg: during rapid sequence induction). I n this case at



apnoea the flow may be reduced or left at a low level and the oxygen

concentration maximised instead.

Similarly when the return of spontaneous breathing is detected at the end of

anaesthesia there may also be a change in therapy, such as an increase or

reduction of flow rate or pressure for example. Once apnoea has ceased and

spontaneous breathing is detected, the flow rate and/or pressure may be adjusted

back to the first flow rate and/or pressure, or to a different flow rate and/or

pressure that differs from that during apnoea, for example to take into account the

following:

it is known that in many patients, respiratory function post-operatively can

be challenging. For example, obese patients can exhibit a rapid deterioration

of gas exchange following extubation for the same reasons apparent in the

pre-operative period. Reduction of aerated lung volume due to atelectasis,

narrowing of small airways and difficulty in mobilizing airway secretions may

lead to the so-called postoperative pulmonary restrictive syndrome, resulting

in hypoxaemia.

Further, after a period of mechanical ventilation the threshold at which the PaCCh

stimulates the return of spontaneous ventilation is increased, thus delaying the

return of spontaneous ventilation. Also, the ventilatory response to acidosis is

blunted, reducing a patient's ability to compensate. Anaesthetic drugs also reduce

the normal protective response to hypoxia, even at low volatile drug concentrations.

So as low concentrations of volatile drug may last several hours into the post

operative period a patient may continue to be at risk of hypoxemia.

Once the return of spontaneous breathing has been established, delivering a high

flow rate and/or oxygen concentration post-anaesthesia may help to reduce the

inspiratory work of breathing, increase arterial oxygenation and compensate for a

reduced respiratory drive that may persist post-anaesthesia. See Figure 65d.

Any changes in flow/pressure may follow a ramp increase, rather than a step-wise

increase, as shown in Figure 65d.

Advantages of the conscious/apnoeic therapy setting functionality include one or

more of:



• Improved patient comfort during consciousness, improves patient tolerance

and therefore improves therapy efficacy as therapy is able to be delivered

continuously. Additional pressure support is likely not required, as the

patient's respiratory drive will be functioning normally

· Additional therapy support provided once patient is unconscious, useful as

patient's respiratory drive is weakened during apnoea. Also helps to increase

oxygenation prior to intubation attempts.

• Increased oxygenation at apnoea is commenced automatically, as soon as

possible, rather than waiting for user to initiate. Maximises period of

oxygenation before intubation

Functionality 3 - Compensation for effect of suction

Clinicians often suction inside the patient's airway immediately prior to intubation

to remove secretions, to improve view and reduce the risk of aspiration. If the

patient has just undergone a period of pre-oxygenation this suctioning can act to

remove the oxygenated gas from the patient's airway, reducing their oxygen

reserves. Current respiratory support systems do not automatically compensate for

the effect of suctioning.

A respiratory therapy system that is suitable for compensating for the effect of

suction, comprises:

a patient interface for delivering gas to a patient;

a sensor arranged to sense fluctuations in pressure in the patient

interface or in a conduit in fluid communication with the patient

interface; and

a processor configured to adjust flow of gas to the patient interface to

deliver gas at an increased flow rate to the patient interface if a

reduction in airway pressure is sensed.

The processor may be configured to adjust flow of gas to the patient interface to

deliver gas at an increased flow rate to the patient interface if the reduction in

airway pressure is determined to be occurring during and/or after apnoea, or at any

other time where the patient's breath pattern is deemed not to be a natural breath

pattern.



The processor may be the controller 108 or may be any other suitable type of

processor. The processor may be a remote processor.

Figure 66a shows example steps that may be performed using the method and

system of this configuration.

This method and configuration may have one or more of the following features:

• A patient interface such as a cannula 200 has a pressure sensor 280

thereon, the pressure sensor arranged to sense or detect fluctuations in

airway pressure in the patient interface or in a conduit in fluid

communication with the patient interface. The pressure sensor 280 could

instead be positioned on the conduit rather than the cannula itself. Once it

has been detected that apnoea has commenced (using one of the methods

described in the section above) a reduction in the airway pressure would

indicate either a spontaneous breath inhalation, or a pressure reduction due

to suctioning. If this is detected immediately after apnoea it is likely to be

due to suctioning. At this point the delivered flow rate and /or oxygen

concentration could be relatively increased (eg: to 70 LPM 100% oxygen) to

compensate for the oxygen gas that will be removed by suctioning. Figure

66b shows a patient first breathing spontaneously at a set delivered flow.

Once breathing is suppressed (onset of apnoea) the delivered flow increases.

The pressure sensor 280 records this increase as indicated by PI. After a

short period the pressure begins to decrease. Despite the increased flow rate

the pressure may go negative if a lot of suction pressure is used. This is a

strong sign that suctioning is being used. The flow then increases again to

compensate and PI returns to a higher level. Alternatively, the delivered

flow may be increased proportionally to the airway pressure reduction (i.e.

more suctioning initiates greater compensation). Alternatively a signal from

the suction device may be used such that when suctioning is initiated the

flow rate of the high flow rate is increased

Advantages of a suction compensation configuration includes:

· minimising effect of suction on patient's oxygen reserves.

• Increased oxygenation is commenced automatically, as soon as suctioning

detected, rather than waiting for user to initiate. Maximises oxygenation

before intubation



Functionality 4 - connection to facilitate continued therapy during transport

• Minimal ventilation support may be given during transport as current high

flow systems are not easily transportable. Instead a low flow oxygen cannula

will typically be used, attached to a barb on an oxygen bottle. As described

above post-anaesthetic patients are at risk of respiratory distress and low

flow oxygen may provide insufficient support.

• Current high flow systems cannot connect directly to a flow meter such as

that on an oxygen bottle. They may be able to connect via another tube and

a humidifier but this may be perceived as cumbersome and require the

humidifier to be transported with the patient.

• After transport to the recovery ward, low flow may continue to be used again

as the caregiver may not wish to change the interface again, and this can

usually be connected via a barb connection to a flow meter on the wall. This

again may provide insufficient respiratory support.

A configuration that is suitable for facilitating continued therapy during transport

comprises a patient interface for use in a respiratory therapy system, the patient

interface comprising:

a cannula for delivering gas to a patient;

a connector portion in fluid communication with the cannula and

configured for removably connecting the cannula to a complementary

connector portion on a main gas conduit for delivering high flow gas

to the cannula;

and a secondary conduit in fluid communication with the cannula, the

secondary conduit configured to provide fluid communication between

the cannula and an alternative gas source.

The connector portion in fluid communication with the cannula may be configured

to seal when the connector portion is disconnected from the complementary

connector portion on the main gas conduit.

This configuration advantageously provides direct connection of high flow interface

to a barb on flow meter. No humidifier will be used as transport is likely to be short

and therefore loss of humidity will have negligible effect on patient condition.



See Figure 67a. High flow gas HFG is normally delivered via a main gas conduit

204. When patient is to be transported, the cannula tube 202 is disconnected from

the main gas conduit 204 and the secondary conduit 280 is connected to the

transport gas supply. The secondary conduit may be a tube for example. Figure 67b

shows connection of the cannula 202 to the main gas conduit 204. The main gas

conduit 204 and a conduit 202 coupled to the cannula have complementary

connector portions 202a, 204a. When disconnected, both connector portions 202a,

204a seal. The gas supply may be vented back at the high flow gas source or there

may be some control to turn the high flow off on disconnection. When the connector

portions 202a, 204a are engaged, the cannula connection 202a forces open the gas

conduit valve 204b and the flow of gas through the gas conduit 204 opens the valve

202b on the cannula connection.

Figures 67d and 67e show the valves for the end of the secondary gas tube 280. In

Figure 67d, a one-sided valve 282 is forced open by the gas supply barb 284

entering the connection. Figure 67e shows a duckbill-type valve 286. Both are

naturally held closed by the gas supply when the main gas conduit is connected.

Alternatively, Figure 67f shows a cap 288 that may be used which will seal the end

of the secondary tube and would be removed when the user wishes to connect it to

the supply gas.

While a collapsing conduit or other switching methods described above may be

useful options for stopping or preventing the flow of gas to a patient interface (e.g.

using an item such as a collapsible block or pad in contact with, or to be placed in

contact with, or which may be attachable or mountable to a patient), if the gas

continues to flow into the collapsed conduit that is going into the nasal cannula, the

pressure may build up in the conduit and eventually the conduit could burst or the

gas could force its way through the collapsed portion of the conduit and into the

nasal cannula. This could cause unwanted pressure in the patient's lungs or airway.

As described above, the system may be provided with a pressure relief device to

avoid these issues. However, in addition or alternatively to the above described

embodiments, mask detection arrangements may be particularly useful. For

example, where a patient interface is used to deliver a flow of gas to the patient's

airways, caution may be required when both routes to the patient's airway are

being utilised. For example, where a nasal cannula is being used to deliver a flow of



gas to the nasal passages and where a mask is being used to deliver a flow of gas

to the patient's airways via the patient's mouth and/or nose (and may optionally be

providing the flow of gas in a manner where the mask is a sealed-type interface,

such as by creating a seal between the mask and the patient), the potential for an

over-pressure situation to arise may be heightened. A system for recognising the

dual application of operating or operational interfaces may allow for a warning to be

issued of such a situation or there may be activation or controlling of a part of the

respiratory system to prevent both patient interfaces from delivering their

respective sources of gas simultaneously. Such a signalled or controlled system

may assist in minimising or reducing the likelihood of accidental over-pressurisation

of the patient's airway. Alternatively mask detection arrangements may be used to

switch between respiratory modes. For example, a first patient interface may

provide a first flow of gases to a patient, and once a second patient interface is

applied to the patient, detection of the second interface facilitates the switching off

of the first flow of gases, to allow a second flow of gases to be provided by the

second patient interface.

In some embodiments, a sensor arrangement may be provided, the sensor

arrangement comprising one or more sensors. One or more sensors may be located

upon, embedded within or provided on parts of one or more of the patient

interfaces, or an item associated with such interfaces, used for delivering a flow of

gas to a patient.

In some embodiments, a respiratory system may comprise a controller configured

to sense the presence of a second patient interface (such as a mask) and alert the

user and/or adjust the high flow therapy accordingly, without the placement of any

sensors on the first or second patient interfaces. For instance, the controller may

sense a change in pressure, change in flow, or change in a fan motor speed of a

flow generator as a result of the placement of a mask on the patient. The controller

may reduce or cease the administration of high flow therapy in response to the

change in pressure, change in flow, or change in motor speed. The controller may

additionally or alternatively alert the user via an alarm (such as a visual or audible

alarm) in response to the change in pressure, change in flow, or change in motor

speed. In an embodiment, the respiratory system comprises a humidifier and a

chamber with a chamber inlet and a chamber outlet and the pressure sensor

system is positioned at the chamber outlet. In another embodiment, the system



comprises a flow sensor at the chamber inlet and/or chamber outlet. The flow

sensor may be a heated bead sensor. Alternatively, the flow sensor may be an

ultrasonic flow sensor integrated with the controller. Any other flow sensor known

to those skilled in the art could be substituted

According to the various forms of the disclosure herein, and referring to figure 47,

in at least one particular form there is a respiratory therapy system comprising a

first patient interface 9 1 for delivery of a flow of gas (from a gas source 92) to a

patient 93, and a second patient interface 94 for delivery of a flow of gas to the

patient. The second patient interface 94 may be connected to the same gas source

as the first patient interface 91, or alternatively, may be connected to a second gas

source such as an anaesthetic machine (not shown). Preferably the gas source to

the second patient interface 94 is different from the gas source to the first patient

interface 91. As shown, the gas supply to the second patient interface 94 may be

supplied via connection port 919. A sensor or sensors 95 is/are then provided to be

associated with one or more of:

• the first patient interface 91,

• the second patient interface 94,

• both the first and second patient interfaces 91, 94,

• an item 96 associated with the first patient interface 91,

· an item 96 associated with the second patient interface 94,

• an item 96 associated both the first and second patient interfaces 91, 94,

• an item 96 to be associated with the patient 93.

The sensor or sensors 95 sense an in-situ combination of the first patient interface

9 1 and the second patient interface 94 upon the patient during delivery of gas to

the patient 93; such a sensed combination of interfaces generating a signal or

output 97.

The signal or output 97 can be used to directly or indirectly control or activate a

further system or device which determines a flow of gases being provided to one or

both of the first and second patient interfaces 91, 94, or more particularly to a first

patient interface 91, such as but not limited to, a nasal cannula. The signal or

output may be provided in the form of a wired connection or a wireless connection.



The signal or output 97 may alternatively be fed to, or activate or control (or

activate and control) one or more of the following system outcomes:

• a visual alarm or warning

• an audible alarm or warning, including but not limited to a whistle,

· a haptic or tactile feedback fed or directed to a wearable electronic device,

including but not limited to: watches, phones, head mounted displays or

other articles of clothing incorporating such an electronic device,

• a flow controller, including a flow valve or flow generator, preferably for

controlling the flow of gas being directed to the first patient interface 91;

optionally in addition or separately, including controlling the flow of gas

being directed to the second patient interface 94,

• a pressure regulator or pressure throttling device, preferably for controlling

the pressure of gas being directed to the first patient interface 91; optionally

in addition or separately, including controlling the pressure of gas being

directed to the second patient interface 94,

• a diverter to divert the flow of gas otherwise to be controlled to a vent,

• a micro-processor associated with the flow controller or the pressure

regulator (or both) or flow diverter or vent,

• a graphical user interface (GUI).

Advantageously, the signal or output 97 of the sensed in-situ combination provides

for control of the flow (or pressure) of the gas being directed to the first patient

interface 91.

The one or more sensors 95 utilised in such configurations may be one or a

combination of any one of the following in sensing the in-situ combination:

· optical sensors (including infra-red, IR)

• acoustic (including audible or ultrasonic) sensors

• pressure or flow sensors of the pressure or flow, or both pressure and flow,

of gas in a supply conduit 98 supplying a gas to the first patient interface 91,

or (a separate gas supply conduit feeding a gas to) the second patient

interface 94, or both the first and second patient interfaces 91,94, or of the

pressure or flow (or both) of the gas delivered to the patient's respiratory

system or a part of the patient respiratory system,



• electrical conductivity or resistance electrodes embedded within, or placed

on a part of, one or more of:

the first patient interface 91,

the second patient interface 94,

both the first and second interfaces 91,94,

an item 96 associated with the first or the second or both the first and

second patient interfaces 91,94,

an item 96 to be associated with the patient,

radio-frequency or proximity sensing sensors to sense the in-situ

combination,

• mechanically activated or triggered sensors, comprising but not

limited to: a mechanical switch activated or triggered by being depressed or

being placed into contact with another surface, pressure relief valves or

pressure sensitive valves, solenoid valves, mechanical valves with a pre-

determined spring constant, optionally a pressure relief valve comprising of

a whistle activated by the release of gas from the valve when moving to the

open position from the closed position.

Figures 47 and 48 illustrate a first patient interface 9 1 in combination with a second

patient interface 94, the second patient interface 94 being placed substantially in

contact with an item 96 that is in the form of a block or pad in contact with, or to

be placed in contact with, or which may be mountable or attachable to the patient

93. A seal part 918 is shown in substantial contact with the item 96 in Figure 48. In

Figure 47, the sensor 95 is positioned on the first patient interface 91, and this

sensor 95 detects the placement of the second patient interface 94 on the patient.

The sensor 95 may be, for example, an optical sensor (including infra-red, IR) or an

acoustic (including audible or ultrasonic) sensor, or a pressure sensor. In Figure 47,

the block or pad 96 allows the second patient interface 94 to be placed over the

supply conduit 98 without collapsing the conduit 98. The block or pad 96 also allows

the second patient interface 94 to substantially seal over supply conduit 98.

In various configurations, the one or more sensors 95 may be located upon,

embedded within or placed or positioned in a respiratory system at a position other

than on a patient interface or an item 96 associated with a patient interface. Such

sensors 95 may be utilised as stand-alone sensors or where a plurality of sensors

need to each sense the in-situ combination of a first and second patient interface



91, 94 upon a patient 93, such that a positive signal or output 97 is provided to the

provide for an activation or controlling of a device or the system (or a warning). In

this way, false positive sensed signals may be avoided or minimised.

It may also be contemplated that at least one secondary sensor (not shown) may

need to sense the placement of the first patient interface on the patient to

determine when the first patient interface is in-situ or another sensed situation in

order for the signals or outputs 97 from other sensors 95 to then be utilised in an

overall system for providing a signal or output 97 of a sensed in-situ combination.

For example, a secondary sensor may be provided on a first patient interface 91,

such as a nasal cannula to sense when such an interface is actually provided in an

operational position or in-use configuration with the patient 93. This would prevent

other sensors from operating when the first patient interface 9 1 is not in place or

operational position on the patient. Preferably, the default system would be such

that the sensor 95 did not operate when the secondary sensor indicated that the

first patient interface 9 1 was not in use, but this would not cause cessation of the

gas flow.

One example of such a secondary sensor may be a temperature sensor to sense the

patient's temperature or skin temperature which may be used as indicative of the

first patient interface 9 1 being placed in position upon the patient's face. The use of

such a temperature sensor, or other secondary sensors (such as a proximity sensor,

or optical sensors or acoustic sensors) can be used to determine when the first

patient interface 9 1 is in operation and/or in place on the patient 93.

In this variation, once such secondary sensors sense and determine the first patient

interface 9 1 is in place on the patient 93, then any other sensors associated with

other patient interfaces or items 96 associated with such interfaces may have their

signals or outputs 97 used (i.e. there could be a master or primary signal or output

needed in order to allow subsequent sensors to the have their subsequent or

secondary signals or outputs used) - however variations of such configuration are

contemplated and this is only exemplification of one form.

In a further configuration, one or more sensors 95 may be provided as a part of an

item 96 which may be mounted or attached to the patient 93 (e.g. their face). Such

an item 96 can be configured to allow for a gas supply conduit 98 to pass through

the item, in which case the item 96 can be configured or provide for a lumen 99 so



that a gas supply may be fluidly connected from one side of the item to another

side from which a further gas supply conduit extends to provide for fluid connection

to a first patient interface (e.g. a nasal cannula). Such an item 6 may be a block or

pad, for example such as that shown in figures 47-51, 53-54C. Such an item 96

may comprise of one or more sensors 95 for sensing when a first patient interface

9 1 is in operation and/or when a second patient interface 94 (e.g. a mask) comes

into engagement with at least a part of the item 96 (e.g. a seal of a second patient

interface 94 becomes engaged or contacts a part of the item). In any of these

situations, a signal or output 97 can be generated and can be used to control the

system or provide for feedback (e.g. warnings or other such 'system outcomes' as

described above).

In a further configuration, one or more sensors 95 may be provided as a part of or

together with a conduit 98 providing a flow of gases to the first patient interface or

the second patient interface. The conduit with sensor may sense when a first

patient interface 9 1 is in operation and/or when a second patient interface 94 (e.g.

a mask) comes into engagement with at least a part of the conduit 98 (e.g. a seal

of a second patient interface 94 becomes engaged or contacts a part of the

conduit). In any of these situations, a signal or output 97 can be generated and can

be used to control the system or provide for feedback (e.g. warnings or other such

'system outcomes' as described above). In some embodiments the conduit may be

integrally formed as part of the first patient interface. For example, the first patient

interface 9 1 may be a nasal cannula that comprises a conduit portion for providing

a flow of gases to a nasal prong or prongs of the cannula.

In one configuration, at least one of the sensors 95 provided as a part of the item

96 or conduit 98 may be optical sensors (including Infra-Red, IR), radio-frequency

tags (RF tags), mechanically activated switch type sensors, acoustic type sensors,

electrical resistance devices (e.g. strain gauges), or may use pairs of electrodes to

sense changes.

For example, based on a known dielectric constant between a pair of electrodes or

based on a change in the known capacitance of a material due to a change in the

dielectric, for example such as a result of a second patient interface 94 being placed

into contact with the item 96, or at or near to the sensor, a sensed signal or output

97 can be generated.



On one configuration for example as shown in Figure 49, a sensor 95 may be a pair

of electrodes such as that described above, provided as part of an item 96 which is

to be mounted or attached to the patient, for example a pad or block. The item 96

allows for a gas supply conduit 98 to be fed through the item 96 (or the conduit 98

is connected to the item 96 at each end of the lumen 99 through the item 96).

When a part of an interface, such as a seal portion 918 of a second patient interface

(remainder of this interface not shown for simplicity) comes into contact with the

item 96, the sensor 95 in this configuration senses a change in capacitance or

dielectric and generates a signal or output 97.

In another configuration, a sensor 95 may be an optical sensor provided as a part of

the item 96. In such a version, see for example figure 53, the item 96 may

comprise of an optically transmissive portion 910 or may comprise of an optically

clear or transparent window. When an object, such as a second patient interface 94

is placed or comes into contact with the window or blocks the window either wholly

or partially, optical characteristics within the optical sensor may be modified or

varied. For example, there may be total internal reflection of a light from a light

source 911 within such an optical sensor portion 912 of the item prior to the

window being blocked or covered. When a second patient interface 94 is placed in

contact with the window, there is a modification of the optical characteristics of the

sensor system, for example the light may then become a frustrated internal

reflection and such a change sensed. A signal or output 97 can then be generated.

Referring now to figure 51, in another configuration, any one or more of the first

patient interface 9 1 or the second patient interface 94 or the item 96 (such as a

block or pad to be placed in contact with, or which may be mountable or attachable

to the patient) may comprise of a pressure sensitive sensing system. For example,

the item 96 in the form of a block or pad may comprise a pressure sensor in the

form of a fluid-filled chamber 913 (e.g. could be a gas) with a pressure flexible

membrane 914 placed over the top and providing for a barrier layer from the

chamber to an external surface of the item 96. The chamber has a known pressure.

When an object, such as a patient interface (e.g. a mask) is placed in contact with

the flexible membrane 914, there will be a change in pressure in the chamber 913.

Such a change can be sensed and a signal or output 97 generated. It will be

appreciated such a configuration may be applied to parts or portions of patient

interfaces too which otherwise come into contact with the patient 93 (to sense the



interface is in place on a patient) or into contact with another part of another

patient interface (to sense such a combined set of patient interfaces).

With reference to Figure 50, in another configuration, the item 96 may be in the

form of a block or pad to be placed in contact with, or which may be mountable or

attachable to the patient 93, or one or both of the first and second patient

interfaces 91, 94 may comprise of a sensor 95 in the form of a mechanical type

sensor. For example, a mechanical sensor may comprise of a switch that is

activated or triggered by a physical contact. For example a mechanical sensor may

comprise of a projection 915 which can be depressed or moved when contact is

made. Such a sensor may be incorporated into the item 96 so that application of

pressure, for example from a seal region (or another part) of a second patient

interface 94 can then generates a signal or output 97. Alternatively, such a

mechanical sensor may be incorporated into one or both of the first and second

patient interfaces 91, 94 and located at a part or region of such interfaces which

will come into contact with the item 96 or the other patient interface during

operational use on the patient.

In another configuration, a sensor 95 such as an acoustic sensor may be utilised in

combination with an item 96 associated with a patient interface. Such a sensor may

have application in a gas supply conduit 98 associated with the first patient

interface 1. An acoustic wave may be sent down the conduit 98 to sense a closing

or other change in parameter or characteristics of the conduit (such as a change in

shape of the conduit, e.g. a section of the conduit may collapse, at least partially).

An advantage of this arrangement is that existing patient interfaces may be utilised

without the need for additional customisation of those interfaces to incorporate

sensor systems. Acoustic waves may be sent at any suitable sampling rate, and the

sensor 95 can sense either a reflected signal (due to a closure or bulging in shape

of the supply conduit) or can sense a change in resonance, i.e. change in the

standing wave formed in the conduit due to the conduit being closed, for example

the item 96 in the form of a block or pad may collapse to close the conduit 98

between the gas source 92 and the interface 91. See for example figures 54A-C.

In another configuration, a sensor 95 in the form of an optical sensor may be

utilised in combination with an item 96 to be mounted or attached to the patient, or

either or both of the first and second patient interfaces 91, 94. An optical sensor

system may utilise a transmitter 916 and a receiver 917, the transmitter



transmitting a pre-determined code (e.g. a specific binary code) and the receiver

receiving and detecting the code. The sensor 95 can be used to analyse or

determine and generate a signal or output 97. See figure 52. In such an

arrangement, the optical sensor is used to effectively determine the proximity or

placement of an item 96 upon the patient, or an interface upon a patient (e.g. a

first patient interface) or an interface upon an item (e.g. a second patient interface

94 upon an item 96), or a second patient interface 94 in close proximity to a first

patient interface 91, or to both an item 96 and a first patient interface 91, or other

combinations of these.

Figure 54A shows the interface 9 1 during operational use. Figure 54B shows a

second patient interface 94 now provided in co-operation or combination with the

first interface 9 1 providing for dual therapy to the patient, yet the second patient

interface 94 applying a pressure or force to the pad or block item 96, which in turn

crushes, squeezes or collapses (either completely or partially) the conduit 98 (or at

least the lumen 99 through which the gas feeding the first interface 9 1 passes

therethough). Shown is the conduit 98 with a change in shape due to an increase in

the pressure (i.e. due to a resistance to flow created by the squeeze, crush or

collapse of the lumen 99). Figure 54C illustrates a further embodiment of Figure

54B in which the conduit bulges or balloons more greatly, for example due to even

greater pressure build-up in the conduit or even greater resistance to flow, such as

due to a complete closure of the conduit 98 or lumen 99 preventing the flow of gas

to the interface 91. The acoustic sensor 95 in these embodiments is used to sense

such a partially or wholly closed conduit 98 or lumen 99 and provide for a signal or

output 97. Although Figures 54A-C illustrate one particular configuration, it will be

appreciated that the item 96 may be an optional component and is not necessarily

required when a sensor is to be used to sense a condition (e.g. a physical condition

such as a closed conduit or lumen, or a condition of the gas flow in the conduit or

lumen). The sensor 95 could be directly mounted upon or associated with the

patient or an interface. Of course, the sensor arrangement described may be

implemented in a system without the item 96, wherein the conduit may

alternatively comprise a collapsible portion to allow the mask to seal over the

conduit and with the patient's face.

I n another configuration, a sensor 95 in the form of a pressure sensitive valve may

be utilised to divert a flow of gas being supplied to a patient interface. For example,



such a valve may be a pressure relief valve operational once a pre-determined

pressure is sensed. Solenoid or mechanical valves may be used having a relatively

high spring reaction force when in a closed valve position, and a relatively low

spring reaction force when in an open valve position (i.e. pressure of flow venting

position). Advantageously, in some configurations the valve can remain open until

the pressure within the conduit drops below a threshold value, and then the valve

would automatically close. Optionally, in combination with such a sensor, a whistle

or audible signal may be provided, using the released flow of gas to operate the

whistle. In this way, a sensed pressure opens a valve. The whistle issues as a

further signal or output in addition to the controlled venting. Optionally, a supply

conduit associated with a patient interface may desirably be provided with sufficient

hysteresis so as to maintain the pressure within the tube so that a pressure relief

valve remains open, yet without too much pressure that may otherwise force the

conduit which is partially or wholly collapsed or squashed to be forced open.

In another example, one or more sensors 95 may be provided as part of the first

patient interface 9 1 (such as a nasal cannula). For example, the first patient

interface may comprise any of the sensor arrangements provided with item 96 as

described above. For example, item 96 as shown in Figures 47 to 54C may be a

portion of a nasal cannula, e.g. a portion of a side arm of a nasal cannula. As

described above, such sensors 95 can be used to determine when an additional i.e.

a second patient interface 94 is placed in combination with the first patient

interface 9 1 upon a patient. Alternatively or in combination, such sensors 95 may

be used to determine whether either of the first and/or second patient interfaces

91, 94 are receiving a flow of gas for delivery to the patient upon which each of the

first and second patient interfaces are provided, i.e. whether the patient is receiving

dual delivery of gas flows from dual patient interfaces.

Unless the context suggests otherwise, where a pressure sensor is described as

being at a particular location, for example at the patient interface, this should be

interpreted to mean the system is configured so that the sensor senses pressure at

that location. For example, in some embodiments the sensor may be located at the

particular location, or may be remote from the particular location but configured to

sense pressure at the particular location via a pressure sensing or sampling line, for

example like sampling line 829 of figure 32. A pressure sampling line may be



beside or within a gas conduit providing flow of gases to a patient interface, or may

be formed within a wall of such a conduit.

A further sensor arrangement is illustrated in Figures 55A and 55B. The presence

of a mask could be detected by a contact sensor 95 on the first patient interface 91,

item 96 or conduit 98. The contact sensor would be activated when the mask is

placed over of the sensor, as shown in Figure 55B. An electrical contact is

positioned on the interface, item, or conduit in a location where the mask seal

would be positioned in use. When the mask is applied the electrical contact is

closed, completing an electrical circuit. The electrical contact may also be closed

manually, for example by a medical professional pressing the contact. The contact

may be a switch comprising electrical contacts, the switch closed to make an

electrical connection between the electrical contacts by application of the mask over

the switch, or by a person pressing the switch. Alternatively there may be two

complementary electrical contacts, a first contact mounted on the patient interface,

item or conduit, and a second contact mounted on the mask seal. With both the

first and second interfaces in-situ on the user's face, the first and second contacts

would be brought into contact to complete an electrical circuit. As described above,

the sensor 95 may comprise a pair of electrodes, or may comprise a pair of sensor

elements. As a further examples, with reference to Figures 56A to 58B, in some

embodiments, the sensor 95 may comprise a pair of sensor elements 95a and 95b,

a first one 95a of the pair of elements located on a side of a gas conduit (e.g.

conduit 98) and a second one 95b of the pair of elements located on another side

(e.g. opposite side) of the gas conduit 98, or on a second patient interface 94. The

sensor is adapted to sense when a collapsible portion of the conduit closes. When

the collapsed state of the conduit is sensed a controller may determine that a flow

provided through the conduit is to be reduced or stopped. The sensor arrangement

senses the relative position between the elements, to sense the configuration of the

collapsible conduit. A change in distance between the two elements is sensed by a

controller, to determine the open or closed state of the conduit. As shown in Figure

56A, in one configuration the conduit is open, and with elements 95a and 95b in a

spaced apart or distal configuration. In a second configuration (not shown), the

conduit is collapsed, and with the elements 95a and 95b brought together. The

collapsed conduit may prevent or restrict the flow and/or may communicate to the

controller to stop or reduce the flow. In the alternative configuration of Figure 56B,

one of the elements 95a is located on a second patient interface 94, and one of the



elements 95b is located on the conduit. The second patient interface 94 is pressed

against the conduit to collapse the conduit and bring the first and second elements

95a together. As shown in Figure 56B, in some embodiment's one element 95b is

positioned on a side of the conduit opposite to a side of the conduit that the second

interface contacts.

The arrangement in Figures 56A and 56B may be a capacitive arrangement,

wherein a controller is provided to sense the change in capacitance between the

first and second elements caused by a change in distance between the elements.

Alternatively, as shown in Figure 57, the elements may be contact elements located

within a lumen of the conduit, so that when the conduit is collapsed the elements

make contact to complete an electrical circuit that a controller may detect.

In another embodiment, the first and second elements may form an inductive

arrangement. For example, as shown in Figures 58A and 58B, one of the pair of

elements may comprise a coiled conductive member and the other one of the pair

of elements may comprise a magnet material, for example ferrite. The magnetic

material causes a current to flow in the conductive member that is dependent on

the distance between magnetic material and the coil.

In some embodiments, the sensor may comprise a pressure sensor located within

the conduit 98 or a conduit of the first patient interface 91. The conduit may

comprise a collapsible portion, as described previously. In some embodiments the

sensor 95 may be located downstream of the collapsible portion, for example near a

nasal prong of the first patient interface 91. In some embodiments the pressure

sensor may be located upstream of the collapsible portion, for example as shown in

Figure 59. The presence of a second interface 94 may be detected by a change in

pressure, sensed by the pressure sensor 95. In some embodiments, when a portion

of the collapsible portion of the conduit is collapsed a pressure change is caused

upstream of the collapsible portion (there may be an increase in pressure). In

some embodiments, rather than there being a collapsible conduit the system may

comprise a valve to close and open the conduit, wherein the valve is operated by

the placement of the mask over the first patient interface. When a pressure change

is detected a controller may cause a flow or pressure in the conduit to be reduced or

stopped. In some embodiments, the system may maintain a small/reduced

pressure/flow level within the conduit so that removal of the mask may be

detected. For example, if flow was reduced to zero, removal of the mask would not



cause any further pressure change and mask removal would not be detected. Once

the mask is removed, flow to the first patient interface may resume, for example

automatically by a controller.

With reference to Figure 60, in some embodiments a gas conduit delivering flow to

a patient via the first patient interface is not collapsed by application of a second

patient interface. For example a spacer component 96 (as described with reference

to Figure 47) may be provided for the mask 94 to seal over and prevent the conduit

98 from collapsing. A sensing tube 920 for pressure sensing may be provided to be

located between the spacer component 96 and the mask 94. A small amount of

flow may be delivered along the sensing tube. The sensing tube may exit away

from patient. When the mask 94 is applied, the sensing tube is collapsed between

the spacer 96 and the mask 94, and a pressure in the sensing tube upstream of

spacer component 96 increases which may be sensed by a pressure sensor,

indicating the presence of the mask. A controller may then reduce or stop flow to

the first patient interface via the gas conduit. When mask is removed, the sensing

tube is no longer collapsed, and the pressure upstream of the spacer will be allowed

to decrease to indicate the mask 94 has been removed. Alternatively the spacer

component may comprise a collapsible lumen connected to a sensing tube.

With reference to Figure 61, in some embodiments, a sensing arrangement

comprises two pressure sensors, to measure pressure either side of a closable

section of a gas conduit 202 providing a flow of gases to a patient, for example via

a nasal interface 200. The closable section may be a collapsible section or portion

204 of the conduit, or may comprise a valve, as described previously. A first

pressure sensor PI senses pressure downstream of the closable section 204, and a

second pressure sensor P2 measures pressure upstream of the closable section 204.

The first pressure sensor may provide a safe pressure limit. If a delivered pressure

exceeds an allowable threshold at the interface as measured by PI, the first

pressure sensor PI senses the threshold (for example a PI threshold) has been

exceeded and a controller stops flow in response. The first and second pressure

sensors may additionally or alternatively be used to detect the closable section of

the conduit is closed or partially closed by detecting a differential pressure across

the closable section 204. By detecting the conduit has been closed or partially

closed, the first and second pressure sensors may be used to detect the presence of

a mask, for example in a configuration where the mask presses against the

collapsible section, as described previously. When the closable portion is at least



partially closed, P2 will be increased relative to PI, indicating an occlusion upstream

of P2 but downstream of PI is present. A controller may determine a differential

pressure between PI and P2 exceeds a threshold and turn off the flow to the

conduit 202 in response. The PI threshold may be different, for example may be

greater than the differential pressure threshold. If PI increases but P2 remains the

same this indicates an occlusion upstream of PI only. This may be caused by prong

obstruction or sealing in the nares. In this case it may be desirable to maintain the

delivered flow. Having two pressure measurements allows the system to distinguish

between a prong obstruction or sealing in the nares as opposed to a collapsed or

closed tube. A small amount of flow and/or pressure may need to be maintained

(as described above) to detect when the mask is removed, or the method of Figure

60 may be employed.

In various embodiments described that comprise a sensor to determine a change in

flow or pressure indicative of a second interface being present, a controller in

response to there being a second interface present may cause a flow or pressure in

the conduit to the first patient interface to be reduced or stopped. In some

embodiments, in response to there being a second interface present, it may be

desirable to maintain a reduced pressure/flow within the conduit to the first patient

interface, rather than zero pressure/flow, so that when the second patient interface

is removed from the user's face the controller via the sensor is able to sense a

change in pressure/flow as a result of the second interface being removed. In

response to the second interface being removed a controller may re-establish an

operational flow (for example a high flow) to the first interface.

The various configurations described herein allow for provision of an automated or

controlled respiratory therapy system based on signals or outputs from one or more

sensors provided with patient interfaces of items associated with those interfaces.

For example, it would be useful to sense the presence of a mask when placed in

combination with a nasal cannula on the same patient and to allow for an

automated control of the flow of gas to one or both of those interfaces (preferably

controlling the flow to the nasal cannula).

Automated control of the system may allow for controlling of valves to reduce or

stop flows of gas, or for the regulation or throttling of pressure of gases being

supplied to the patient, or yet other alarms or warnings to be issued so as to make



aware the presence of an operational first patient interface and an operational

second patient interface.

In addition, deactivation or activation, of a signal or output 97, can allow for the

high flow therapy to commence or be recommenced.

Further, embodiments described above may be useful together with a single patient

interface. For example, a high flow nasal cannula may be utilised together with the

item 96 described herein, and/or may comprise the described sensor arrangements,

and without a mask present. A change in flow provided by the flow generator may

be activated manually by a user depressing item 96 or a collapsible portion of the

conduit 98 or patient interface 9 1 with a finger, or placing a finger over a sensor

95. This may be useful in applications such as endoscopy where a user

administering a flow to a patient via a cannula may wish to stop the flow.

Improvements to try and prevent or minimise the likelihood of a Barotrauma being

experienced by a patient provide for a highly desirable outcome.

Various embodiments have been described for respiratory therapy systems

comprising dual delivery devices, for example a nasal cannula and a face mask as

described with reference to Figure 3 . In these system a device may be provided to

allow or facilitate a switching of the system between different respiratory modes.

For example the device may be a pressure relieve device, or a valve to open and

close a lumen of the system. In some of the described embodiments, the device

comprises a collapsible portion of a conduit that is adapted to collapse under a force

provided by the seal of the face mask pressing on the collapsible portion. In such

embodiments, the conduit or patient interface is adapted to collapse to stop or

reduce a flow of gases to the patient via the patient interface (the cannula), and

also provide a surface over which the face mask may seal, to form a seal about the

patient's airway.

Other embodiments may not comprise a conduit or patient interface with a

collapsible portion. For example, those embodiments described above that

comprise sensor arrangements for detecting the presence of a face mask may not

include a collapsible conduit/interface. In such embodiments the face mask must

seal over the top of the first patient interface or conduit when in a normal operating

configuration (i.e. when the conduit is not collapsed). Various arrangements are



now described to allow a face mask to be used together with another patient

interface (e.g. cannula) without a collapsible portion.

Figure 62A shows a user interface 151 in the form of a mask or a mask assembly.

In-use, the interface 151 is to be placed over the nasal and/or oral area, preferably

both the mouth and the nose, of a user for conveying gases to and/or from the user

from a gases supply system (not shown) via an aperture or a port 152 provided on

the interface 151. Also shown in Figure 62A is a gas conduit 154 which extends

into an interior volume of the interface 1 also for supplying gases to and/or from

the user from a gases supply system (not shown) via a second interface (not

shown). In the embodiment shown, the interior volume is formed by an interior of

the interface 151 and the face of the user, when the interface 151 such as the mask

is worn by the user.

In some configurations, the gases supply systems which are in gases

communication with the gas conduit 154 and the interface 151 via the aperture or

the port 152 respectively, are separate and independent of each other. In one

configuration, the gases supply system which is in gases communication with the

aperture or the port 152 is a part of an anaesthesia system comprising an

anaesthesia machine for delivering gas to the user, whereas the gases supply

system which is in gases communication with the gas conduit 154 is a high flow

humidified oxygen delivery system. A nasal interface such as a nasal cannula (not

shown) may be provided at an end of the gas conduit 154 and within the interior

volume of interface 151 for providing for example a high flow of oxygen or blended

gases directly into the nares of the user.

With reference to Figures 62A and 62B, the interface 151 may be provided in the

form of a mask, preferably a full face mask which covers both the nose and the

mouth of a user. The mask comprises a body 155, such as a shell. The shell may be

made of any suitable materials such as polycarbonate, plastic and similar thereof.

At or adjacent the rim of the body 155, there is provided a seal 153 which

accommodates the creating or forming of the seal between the interface 151 and

the user's face and/or a component so provided on said face. The seal 153 may be

integrally formed with the shell 155 such as by injection moulding, or it may be

formed as a separate component by any suitable process and then attached to the

shell 155. The seal 153 is preferably made of a soft, flexible material to readily

conform to the facial profile of a user when the interface is worn by the user to



create a seal between the user's face and the interface 151. Preferably the seal is a

substantially gas tight seal so the user only breathes in and/or out from the conduit

154 or the interior volume or both.

In some configurations, the interface 151 may comprise a headgear assembly for

locating the interface on the face of the user in-use.

Alternatively, the interface 151 may not comprise any fixing means such as a

headgear and a medical practitioner places the interface at a suitable position on a

user's face and then gently pushes the interface towards the user's face to sealingly

engage the interface with the user's face.

According to the disclosure, the interface 151 is configured and adapted to allow

intrusion of the gas conduit 154 into the interior volume of the interface 151, while

maintaining the substantially gas tight seal between the interface 151 and the

user's face and/or the spacer component (e.g. in Figures 63A to 64) provided on the

user's face.

The interface 151 comprises one or more accommodation sites or portions 156

adapted to facilitate intrusion of the gas conduit 154 into the interior volume of the

body while maintaining the seal between the interface 151 and the user's face. In

an exemplary embodiment as shown in Figure 62A and 62B, the one or more

accommodation sites or portions 156 is provided on or adjacent the seal 153 and/or

the body 155. In the embodiment shown, the accommodation site 156 is provided

as a cut-out in the seal 153. The cut-out has a profile which is similar, or slightly

smaller in dimension than the cross-section of the gas conduit 154. This is so that

the gas conduit 154 can extend into or out of the interior volume of the body 155

without leaving a gap between the seal 153 and the user's face which will then

compromise the seal between the seal 153 and the user's face. The geometry of the

cut-out may reflect the reverse profile of the tube (e.g. corrugated) to create a

better seal with the tube. The cut-out could be made of a different material to the

rest of the seal, e.g. a relatively harder material, to maintain the geometry of the

cut-out, or a relatively softer material to facilitate conforming around the cannula

tube.

The accommodation sites or portions 156 of the interface may allow for the

interface 151 to be used with a nasal cannula.



In some configurations the nasal cannula is used to deliver a relatively high flow of

oxygen or a high flow of blended gases or high flow of air. The interface 151 may

used for various other respiratory support or for anaesthetics delivery. As

mentioned above, the interface 151 comprises a seal 153 to seal against the user's

face when in-use.

The accommodation sites or portions 156 allow for the nasal cannula to be used

with the interface 151 without compromising or substantially affecting or interfering

with the seal between the interface 151 and the user's face. This may allow for a

nasal cannula which for example delivers high flow therapy to be used in

combination with the interface 151 which is used to provide other respiratory

support. A medical practitioner can adjust or choose which respiratory support to be

used on the user without irritating the user or medical practitioner by constantly

adding or removing the user interfaces such as the mask and the nasal cannula.

In some other configurations, the accommodation sites or portions 156 allow the

interface 151 to be put on a user without first removing the nasal cannula from the

user's face. Various sealing structures may be utilised to facilitate a greater ease of

switching between respiratory support modes without the need to change or

remove one, some or any or all patient interfaces.

The accommodation site or portions 156 may be provided directly in the seal 153

and/or the body 155 of the mask such as that shown in Figure 62A. In another

embodiment, the accommodation sites or portions 156 may be provided as an

extension portion 158 of the seal 153 and a cut-out is formed in the extension

portion 158 instead of directly in the seal 153.

In some configurations, a separate spacer component is provided which rests on the

user's face and which assists in locating the conduit 154 on the user's face. Figures

63A-63C each shows a different configuration of such spacer component 157. The

spacer component 157 surrounds at least a portion of the conduit 154 and

preferably, the spacer component 157 is provided to the portion of the conduit 154

which engages the accommodation site or portion 156 when the interface 151 is

worn by the user.

I n the embodiment shown in Figure 63A, the spacer component 157 is in the form

of a padded sleeve which surrounds a length of the conduit 154. As explained



above, the spacer component 157 is to allow the conduit 154 to extend across the

rim of the interface 151 while maintaining the seal between the seal 153 and the

user's face. In-use, the spacer component 157 is placed between the

accommodation site or portions 156 and the face of the user to maintain the air

tightness. The sleeve comprises a channel 159 to accommodate the conduit 154

within. In the embodiment shown, the sleeve has a greater thickness in the centre

region and the thickness gradually decreases towards both lateral directions to form

a leaf shaped cross section. In other configurations, the sleeve may have a different

shaped cross section such as an oval or a circular cross section. In preferred

embodiments the spacer component is shaped to have a flatter profile than the

conduit. The flatter profile provides a surface comprising a gradual curvature over

which the seal of the mask may bear to form a seal. Preferably the component 157

tapers from a thick portion through which the conduit is received to thin portions

either side of the thick portion. The shape of the component 157 minimises abrupt

changes in gradient, to avoid creating leaks. The spacer component comprises a

channel or grove or pathway for receiving the conduit, and provide a seal or at least

a partial seal with the conduit.

The spacer component 157 may be integrally formed with the portion of the conduit

154 to which it is attached, or formed as a separate component which can be

removably attached to the portion of the conduit 154 such as that shown in Figure

63B or 63C. The component may be slidable on the conduit. In some

configurations, the spacer component 157 is removably attached to the portion of

the conduit by for example a snap fit action such as that illustrated in Figure 63C

(or could sit over the top of the conduit without a snap fit engagement), or by

inserting an end of the conduit 154 into the channel of the sleeve and then sliding

the sleeve to a desirable location along the length of the conduit 154. Or

alternatively, the component may comprise a first portion 1510 and a second

portion 1511 and the two portions are pivotably or hingedly connected along one

side of the component, and openable via another side to receive and/or clamp the

conduit 154 between the two portions. Alternatively the two portions 1510 and

1511 may be permanently attached together but may fit together about the

conduit. The first portion 1510 and the second portion 1511 may each have a

groove or a channel 159 formed at or near the centre region of the sleeve to

accommodate the conduit 154 or provide a visual indication to the user where to



locate the conduit 154 between the two halves of the sleeve. The inner geometry of

the channel could match that of the conduit.

In the configurations shown in Figures 63B-63C, the exterior for example the upper

and the lower surface of the sleeve is substantially smooth to assist the creation of

a gas tight seal between the interface 151 and the spacer component 157, and the

spacer component 157 and the user's face.

Figure 64 shows another configuration of the accommodation site or portions 156

and the spacer component 157. In this configuration, the interface 151 comprises a

coupling arrangement for coupling to the spacer component 157 while maintaining

the seal so that the spacer component 157 and the conduit 154 does not slide off or

changes position when the interface 151 is put on the user's face. In one form, the

coupling arrangement is provided in or near the accommodation site or portions

156 as a protrusion 156a extending from an underside of the seal 153, the side that

directly faces the user's face when in-use. A complimentary groove 1512 is formed

in the exterior of the upper surface of the spacer component 157. The groove 1512

receives the protrusion 156a to form the coupling arrangement and to secure the

spacer component 157 in place relative to the interface 151. The protrusions could

be collapsible or retract back into the mask if the mask is placed directly on the

patient's face (e.g. they could have springs above them that compress and allow

retraction when a force is applied that is greater than that caused by the seal with

the grooves in the spacer)

In some configurations, the spacer component 157 is configured to withstand the

forces exerted by the accommodation sites or portions 156 and the user's face so it

does not impede the gas flow within the conduit 154 after the interface is put on

the user's face. In another configuration, the spacer component 157 may be

configured to resiliently deform and the portion of the conduit 154 housed therein

also deforms. In this configuration, the gases communication via the conduit 154 is

stopped or substantially reduced after the interface is worn by the user. Such an

embodiment is described with reference to Figures 54A to 54C.

The spacer component 157 may be made of any deformable or resilient materials

such as silicone, foam, rubber, plastic, textile and/or similar thereof.

Advantages of fig 62A and 62B configurations:



mask seal could be designed to fit an existing cannula tube.

Cut-out in mask can help to locate cannula tube ensuring cannula remains

well positioned in nares

Locating feature gives user confidence seal is being achieved correctly

Advantage of Fig 62B configuration:

extension portion 158 could be removable/fitted to existing mask and

removed when not required to ensure good mask seal with face when

cannula tube not in place

Advantages of fig 63A - 63C configurations:

- can use existing mask and cannula (ie: if don't have a specific accommodation

site on mask)

Spacer can be removed when not needed

- Spacer can be purchased/used only when necessary

Spacer not attached to mask so tube can be repositioned as desired on

patent's face (if don't have a specific accommodation site on mask)

Advantage of fig 64 configuration:

- specific design of both spacer and mask can ensure better sealing.

- Spacer could be designed to fit existing cannula

- Locating features give user confidence seal is being achieved correctly

Where, in the foregoing description reference has been made to integers or

components having known equivalents thereof, those integers are herein

incorporated as if individually set forth.

Although the present disclosure has been described in terms of certain

embodiments, other embodiments apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art also

are within the scope of this disclosure. Thus, various changes and modifications

may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. For

instance, various components may be repositioned as desired. Moreover, not all of

the features, aspects and advantages are necessarily required to practice the

present disclosure. Accordingly, the scope of the present disclosure is intended to

be defined only by the claims that follow.



CLAIMS

1. A respiratory apparatus for providing respiratory support to a patient, the

apparatus comprising:

a nasal interface and a gas conduit for delivering a flow of gases to an outlet of

the nasal interface, and a device and/or a sensing arrangement adapted to configure the

apparatus between a first configuration for providing a first level of the flow of gases to

the outlet and a second configuration for providing a second level of the flow of gases to

the outlet, the second level less than the first level, wherein the device and/or the sensor

arrangement is located at the nasal interface or at or near to a patient end of the conduit.

2 . A respiratory apparatus for providing respiratory support to a patient, the

apparatus comprising:

a nasal interface and a gas conduit for delivering a flow of gases to an outlet of

the nasal interface, and a device adapted to configure the gas conduit between a first

configuration for providing a first level of the flow of gases to the outlet and a second

configuration for providing a second level of the flow of gases to the outlet, the second

level less than the first level,

a sensing arrangement comprising a first pressure sensor located downstream of

the device, and a second pressure sensor located upstream of the device, such that the

first or second configuration of the conduit can be determined based on a generated

signal or output from the first and second sensors.

3 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the first configuration is an open

configuration and the second configuration is a partially or substantially closed

configuration, the second level of the flow of gases being substantially less than the first

level or is a substantially zero flow of the flow of gases.

4 . An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the device comprises

a collapsible portion of the gas conduit configured to transition between the first

configuration and the second configuration.

5 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein the gas conduit comprises a bulkhead

or pair of bulkheads within the collapsible portion,

in the first configuration the conduit comprising a gap between the bulkhead and

a side wall of the conduit or between the pair of bulkheads to allow the first level of the

flow of gases, and



in the second configuration the bulkhead moved towards the side wall of the

conduit or the bulkheads moved towards each other to allow the second level of the flow

of gases.

6 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 4 or 5, wherein the collapsible portion is adapted

to transition from the first configuration to the second configuration when: (i) a second

patient interface is located upon the collapsible portion, or (ii) a user presses the

collapsible portion.

7 . An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the device comprises

a valve configurable between the first and second configurations.

8 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 7, wherein in the second configuration the valve

vents or diverts at least a portion of the flow of gases from the apparatus.

9 . An apparatus as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the device comprises a pressure

relief device, and in the first configuration is in a closed or non-venting configuration, and

in the second configuration is in an open or venting configuration to vent or divert at

least a portion of the flow of gases from the apparatus.

10. An apparatus as claimed in claim 8 or 9, wherein the valve vents or diverts the

portion of the flow of gases in a direction away from the patient.

11. An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 7 to 10, wherein the valve is

adapted to switch from the first configuration to the second configuration when: (i) a

second patient interface is located upon at least a component of the valve, or (ii) a user

presses at least a component of the valve.

12. An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the nasal interface

comprises the device, or wherein the gas conduit is connected or connectable to the nasal

interface and comprises the device.

13. A system for providing respiratory support to a patient comprising:

a first respiratory support system comprising a first patient interface for providing

a first flow of gases to the patient,

the first patient interface being independently locatable upon the patient,



wherein the system comprises a device and/or a sensing arrangement, such that

with the first patient interface located upon the patient, the device and/or sensing

arrangement is configured to facilitate a switching of the system between different

respiratory modes:

- in a first respiratory mode, the device allowing delivery of the first flow of gases

to an outlet of the first patient interface when a second patient interface is absent or

removed from the patient and/or when a second flow of gases is stopped from being

delivered to the patient by the second patient interface,

- in a second respiratory mode, the device reducing or stopping delivery of the

first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface when the second patient

interface is located together with the first patient interface upon the patient and/or when

the second flow of gases is delivered to the patient by the second patient interface.

14. A system as claimed in claim 13, comprising:

a second respiratory support system comprising the second patient interface for

providing the second flow of gases to the patient,

said first and second interfaces each being independently locatable upon the

patient.

15. A system for providing respiratory support to a patient comprising:

a first respiratory support system comprising a first patient interface for providing

a first flow of gases to the patient,

a second respiratory support system comprising a second patient interface for

providing a second flow of gases to the patient,

said first and second interfaces each being independently locatable upon the

patient,

wherein the first respiratory support system comprises a device and/or a sensing

arrangement, such that with the first patient interface located upon the patient, the

device and/or a sensing arrangement is configured to facilitate a switching of the system

between different respiratory modes:

- in a first respiratory mode, the device allowing delivery of the first flow of gases

to an outlet of the first patient interface when a second patient interface is absent or

removed from the patient and/or when a second flow of gases is stopped from being

delivered to the patient by the second patient interface,

- in a second respiratory mode, the device reducing or stopping delivery of the

first flow of gases to the outlet of the first patient interface when the second patient

interface is located together with the first patient interface upon the patient and/or when

the second flow of gases is delivered to the patient by a second patient interface.



16. A system as claimed in claim any one of claims 13 to 15, wherein the first patient

interface is a nasal interface, such as a nasal cannula, and the second patient interface is

a face mask or oral mask.

17. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 16, wherein the device or sensing

arrangement is adapted to switch the system from the first mode to the second mode by

the closure or partial closure of a gas conduit providing the first flow of gases to the

outlet of the first patient interface.

18. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 17, wherein the device or sensing

arrangement is adapted to switch the system from the second mode to the first mode by

opening a gas conduit or allowing a gas conduit to provide the first flow of gases to the

outlet of the first patient interface.

19. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 18, wherein the first respiratory

support system comprises a first gas conduit and the device, the device comprising a

collapsible portion of the first gas conduit configured to transition between a first

configuration for providing a first level of the first flow of gases to the outlet and a second

configuration for providing a second level of the first flow of gases to the outlet, the

second level less than the first level, and one or both of:

wherein the system switches from the first respiratory mode to the second

respiratory mode by transitioning the collapsible portion from the first configuration to

the second configuration,

wherein the system switches from the second respiratory mode to the first

respiratory mode by transitioning the collapsible portion from the second configuration to

the first configuration.

20. A system as claimed in claim 19, wherein the first configuration is an open

configuration and the second configuration is a partially or substantially closed

configuration, the second level of the first flow of gases being substantially less than the

first level or is a substantially zero flow of the first flow of gases.

21. A system as claimed in claim 19 or 20, wherein the collapsible portion is adapted

to transition from the first configuration to the second configuration when the second

patient interface is located upon the collapsible portion.

22. A system as claimed in claim 21, wherein the second patient interface is a face

mask and the collapsible portion is adapted to be collapsed to the second configuration

by a mask seal of the face mask.



23. A system as claimed in claim 22, wherein the collapsible portion is adapted to

form a seal with the mask seal when in the second configuration, and/or wherein the

collapsible portion is adapted to collapse to allow the mask seal to form a seal with the

patient's face.

24. A system as claimed in any one of claims 19 to 23, wherein the collapsible portion

comprises a cross section comprising a hinged or articulated or a concertina-type or

bellows-type conduit wall arrangement allowing for the collapsible portion to be collapsed

from the first condition to the second condition under application of a force or load acting

on the collapsible portion.

25. A system as claimed in any one of claims 19 to 24, wherein the first patient

interface comprises the collapsible portion of the first conduit, or wherein the first gas

conduit is connected or connectable to the first patient interface and comprises the

collapsible portion of the first conduit.

26. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 18, wherein the first respiratory

support system comprises the device, the device comprising a valve for controlling the

delivery of the first flow of respiratory gases to the outlet of the first patient interface,

and wherein the system switches from the first respiratory mode to the second

respiratory mode by switching the valve between a first configuration for providing a first

level of the first flow of gases to the outlet and a second configuration for providing a

second level of the first flow of gases to the outlet, the second level less than the first

level.

27. A system as claimed in claim 26, wherein the first patient interface comprises the

valve, or the first respiratory support system comprises a first gas conduit for providing

the first flow of gases to the first patient interface, the first gas conduit comprising said

valve.

28. A system as claimed in claim 26 or 27, wherein the first configuration is an open

configuration and the second configuration is a partially or substantially closed

configuration, the second level of the first flow of gases being substantially less than the

first level or is a substantially zero flow of the first flow of gases.

29. A system as claimed in claim 28, wherein in the second configuration the valve

vents or diverts at least a portion of the first flow of gases from the first respiratory

support system.



30. A system as claimed in claim 26 or 27, wherein the valve is a pressure relief

device, and in the first configuration is in a closed or non-venting configuration, and in

the second configuration is in an open or venting configuration to vent or divert at least a

portion of the first flow of gases from the first respiratory support system.

31. A system as claimed in claim 29 or 30, wherein the valve vents or diverts the

portion of the first flow of gases in a direction away from the patient.

32. A system as claimed in any one of claims 26 to 31, wherein the valve is adapted

to switch between the first configuration and the second configuration by applying a

portion of the second patient interface against at least a component of the valve.

33. A system as claimed in claim 32, wherein the second patient interface is a face

mask and the portion is a mask seal of the face mask.

34. A system or apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 12 or 26 to 33,

wherein the system or apparatus comprises the sensing arrangement, the sensing

arrangement generating a signal or output to facilitate the switching of the device

between the first and second configurations.

35. A system or apparatus as claimed in any one claims 1 to 12 or 13 to 34, wherein

the system or apparatus comprises the sensing arrangement, the sensing arrangement

generating a signal or output to facilitate the switching of the system or apparatus

between the first and second respiratory modes or configurations in response to a sensed

condition.

36. A system or apparatus as claimed in claim 34 or 35, wherein a sensor or sensors

of the sensing arrangement is or are associated with one or more of:

i . the first patient interface or the nasal interface,

ii. the second patient interface,

iii. both the first and second patient interfaces,

iv. an item associated with the first patient interface,

v . an item associated with the second patient interface,

vi. an item associated both the first and second patient interfaces,

vii. an item to be associated with the patient.

37. A system or apparatus as claimed in claim 36, wherein the sensor or sensors

generate the signal or output upon sensing a change in condition in the gas conduit, or



the first respiratory support system comprises a first gas conduit and the sensor or

sensors generate the signal or output upon sensing a change in condition in the first gas

conduit.

38. A system or apparatus as claimed in claim 37, wherein the sensor senses a

change in pressure in the gas conduit or first gas conduit and/or an occlusion of the gas

conduit or first gas conduit.

39. A system as claimed in claim 38, wherein the first respiratory support system

comprises the device, and the sensor arrangement comprises a first pressure sensor

located downstream of the device, a second pressure sensor located upstream of the

device, and a controller configured to determine, based on a generated signal or output

from the first and second sensors, when the system switches or is to switch between the

first and second respiratory modes.

40. A system or apparatus as claimed in claim 36, wherein the sensor senses an in-

situ combination of the or a second patient interface with the first patient interface or the

nasal interface.

41. A system or apparatus as claimed in claim 36, wherein the sensor is arranged to

sense a pressure external of the first patient interface or nasal interface and internal of

the or a second patient interface, when the first patient interface or the nasal interface

and the second interface are in an in-situ combination.

42. A system as claimed in any one of claims 34 to 4 1 wherein the system comprises

a controller adapted to receive said signal or output and in response activates or controls

one or more of the following system outcomes:

one or more of a visual, or audible, or haptic, or tactile alarm or warning:

- indicative of one or other of the first and second respiratory modes, or

- indicative of the switching between the first and second respiratory modes,

or

- to alert a user to switch between the first and second respiratory modes, or

a flow controller device, including a valve or flow generator or pressure relief

device, for controlling the first flow of gas to the outlet of the first patient

interface.

43. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 42, wherein the system comprises

a spacer component as a block or mount, wherein the spacer component comprises a

channel or groove or pathway for receiving a portion of the gas conduit and a sealing



surface over which a seal of the second patient interface forms a seal together with

patient's face.

44. A system as claimed in claim 43, wherein the spacer component is the item of

claim 36.

45. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 44, wherein the second patient

interface comprises:

a body, said body comprising an aperture or a port allowing for communication

of gases to and/or from a gas supply or source to an interior volume of the second

patient interface, the interior volume defined by an interior of the body and the face of

the user,

a seal provided for creating or forming of a seal between the body and the

patient's face so that the interior volume is a sealed interior volume, and

wherein the seal is adapted or configured to accommodate the creating or forming

of the seal between the body and the patient's face and facilitate a gas conduit or the

first patient interface extending between the body and the patient's face into the sealed

interior volume.

46. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 45, wherein the first respiratory

support system comprises a pressure relief device located upstream of the device to vent

or divert at least a portion of the first flow of gases from the first respiratory support

system.

47. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 46, wherein the first respiratory

support system comprises a one way valve to prevent or reduce a back flow in the first

respiratory support system from the second respiratory support system.

48. A system as claimed in any one of claims 13 to 47, wherein the second patient

interface is a hand held patient interface.
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